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This summary of French/English terms of vertebrate virology 
and genetics aims to help French virologists in their preparation 
of texts tor English language journals and conferences. Because 
of their knowledge of the techniques and methodology used in this 
specialist field, they experience little difficulty in 
understanding English language journals, but problems arise when 
they have to produce work in English, when the less technical 
phrases and grammatical points may elude them. Spoken English, 
particularly laboratory "jargon", has been included where it has 
been thought appropriate, in order to facilitate conversations at 
conferences and on the telephone. Abbreviations and sigla have 
also been incorporated.
The compilation of the glossary follows the guidelines 
established by the Office de la langue française in Quebec whose 
lexicographers have considerable experience in producing 
French/English glossaries covering specialised subjects. 
Consideration has been given to the format of future dictionaries 
and the potential of databases has been discussed.
"On peut, si l'on y tient, dire que, comme la medecine, la 
traduction reste un art - mais un art fondé sur une science." 
(G.Mounin).
The glossary presented here has resulted from ny 
observations of the difficulties encountered by foreign 
scientists and in this case, French scientists, when their work 
is submitted to the Journal of General Virology, an English 
language virology journal of which I have been editorial 
assistant. As a result of this, I decided that a glossary of 
terms and phrases which would help French virologists and 
geneticists to prepare papers tor English and American journals 
would be particularly useful. In their own highly specialised 
field of virology and genetics they find few problems in 
understanding the descriptions of the techniques and methodology 
used in their perusal of English journals; difficulties become 
evident when work has to be produced in English and the knowledge 
of their own specialised vocabulary exceeds their familiarity 
with the less technical words in a sentence and with the grammar 
of the language. The preparation of papers is not, however, the 
scientists' sole need for using the English of their specialised 
field. A minor, though important aspect of this work has been to 
consider colloquialisms and acronyms where these are in current 
use in English-speaking laboratories, at international 
conferences which are nearly always conducted in English, 
wherever their location, and to help with telephone calls, 
interviews etc. Abbreviations and sigla are included in this 
category. Further problems may be encountered in instances where 
techniques having an exact translation equivalent between two 
languages may nevertheless vary in their "internal methodology". 
To produce a glossary which sought to provide a simple
word-for-word equivalent was therefore deemed unnecessary and the
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which do not come readily to mind to someone compiling a paper in 
a language with which he may not be, and often is not, fully 
conversant. Layout too is important, as early school training in 
style and paragraph setting can differ widely from country to 
country.
The compilation of the glossary follows the guidelines 
established by the Office de la langue française in Quebec whose 
lexicographers already have considerable experience in producing 
French/English glossaries covering specialised subjects. This 
gives rise to another important aspect of future dictionary 
compilation, namely, format. The rapid increase in the use of 
the database in technologically advanced countries makes this the 
clear choice as a means of presenting a work of reference. The 
development and use of computerized terminology data banks have 
so far been restricted to large firms and organizations, but the 
introduction of publicly accessible data-transmission networks 
such as the European Information Network (EURONET) in 1979 and 
systems such as 'Teletext' and 'Viewdata* which use the domestic 
television set as a visual displ^ unit, mean that aiy staff, or 
a freelance translator, will be able to dial for information from 
a term bank in the not-too-distant future. Term banks must of 
necessity be "user-oriented" and this should be defined before 
the content and structure of the bank is decided. In addition to 
assisting translators, term banks can also be used for 
documentary purposes and for standardization, e.g. for 
maintaining single-language normative dictionaries or as 
monolingual or multilingual thesauri for information retrieval 
systems.
to the Association Française de Documentation Automatique en 
Chimie CAFDAC) in Paris, which offers on-line training experience 
in a chemistry documentation centre, only 7% of research 
scientists from universities and public institutions showed 
interest in receiving training between 1971 and 1976 (Thiriet, 
1976), a poor level of participation which is being remedied at 
least in the universities by the "Direction des Bibliothèques 
universitaires". Harmonizing of databases with one another, 
especially on the level of coverage, together with 
standardization of 'data elements' and their abbreviations, both 
monolingual and multilingual, should encourage a greater 
willingness to participate in this form of data retrieval. The 
establishment of EURONET will help to remove such discrepancies. 
The responsibility for the coordination of the work leading to 
the creation of this network lies with the Directorate General 
XIII of the European Commission's Scientific and Technical 
Information and Information Management. At the same time, the DG 
XIII started work on implementing an Action Plan for the 
Improvement of Information Transfer between European languages 
which has as one of its objectives the study of how the computer 
can be used in translation (see 2.37.
1.1 Lexicography in general.
Lexicography can be defined as the description of the 
structures of vocabulary and concerns lexical, semantic and 
conceptual fields (Grand Larousse de la Langue Française, 1971). 
It designates the making of dictionaries and involves five 
principal steps: gathering data, parsing, excerpting of entries, 
filing entries in a certain arrangement, and publication (Gelb, 
1958). Lexicography therefore depends on but is different from 
lexicology (cf. 1.4).
The generic term 'dictionary' may be used to cover a variety 
of language reference works such as glossaries, concordances, 
vocabularies, indices, gazeteers, thesauri, encyclopaedic 
dictionaries and linguistic atlases. The lexicographer must 
first establish a need for the work and decide whether it is to 
be for information retrieval, for which a database is an obvious 
choice, or for instruction, such as an encyclopaedia. It must 
also be decided at the outset (1) who will use the dictionary and
(2) the extent of the subject matter to be covered. Once (1) is
defined, deciding on (2) should follow readily. The following 
give some idea of the different sub-types of dictionary:
- synchronic (cf. 1 and 7)
- diachronic (cf. 8 and 10)
- normative (cf. 6 and 11)
- descriptive (cf. 2 and 4)
- data-based (cf. 11)
The following list describes these different types in more 
detail:
(1) An historical dictionary: a dictionary may cover the 
relationship between successive terms that are substituted for 
each other in time (diachronic) or be confined to a span of 
perhaps ten years in the history of that language (synchronic). 
Both show birth of words, their changes and eventual 
disappearance (De Saussure, c.f. Lyons, 1968). These 
dictionaries are invaluable to historians and to students of 
literature and language development.
(2) A defining dictionary, such as a monolingual dictionary, 
e.g. The Oxford English Dictionary.
(3) A translating dictionary, such as a bilingual or 
multilingual dictionary, which should cover socio-cultural 
peculiarities, e.g. Harrap's Standard French and English 
Dictionary.
(4) A reference dictionary, providing descriptions, such as 
the Encyclopaedia Britannica.
(5) An ideological dictionary, such as Roget's Thesaurus.
(6) A normative dictionary, such as those compiled by the 
French, Russian and Spanish Academies, which aim at retaining the 
'purity' of the language.
(7) A concordance, which lists all known quotations, as in 
the case of a dead language, or of the works of a well-known 
author such as Shakespeare.
up his own list ot words based mainly on his knowledge of the 
field, such as the Dictionary ot Virology, in which explanations 
and descriptions are given where the authors deem it necessary.
(9) An abstracted glossary, in which material is drawn 
mainly from texts and which does not provide explanations, e.g. 
the glossary which constitutes Chapter IV of this thesis.
(lU) Dictionaries of the spoken language, e.g. Dictionary 
of Slang. Dictionaries are more likely to be based on a M A -
collection of written materials since these are more easily 
available; lexicographers may "accept something verbally but 
still act as if they didn't believe it" (Hill, 1958).
(11) Data-based dictionaries such as NORMATERM. ^  (^
H
The glossary which forms Chapter IV and is the basis of this 
work is an amalgamation of (9) and (10).
Since dictionaries are tools of instruction as well as for 
information retrieval, users should study the front matter in 
order to become acquainted with the compiler's design, 
abbreviations, symbols and other lexicographical conventions. In 
short, the selection of a good dictionary is not sufficient in 
itself; the user should have the necessary lexicographical 
education to enable him to gain maximum benefit from that 
dictionary. In a bilingual or multilingual dictionary, the 
inclusion of some aspects of comparative grammar may provide
/
considerable assistance in forming sentences and should aim to ( 
release the user from having frequent recourse to a separate '
grammar reference work.
Scientific dictionaries are descriptive and do not usually 
cover the grammatical points of a language. They may designate 
whether a word is a noun, a verb or an adjective, but this is
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They are therefore either general in content (Chambers'
Dictionary of Science and Technology) or specialist (Dictionary 
of Virology). The problem with specialist dictionaries is that 
of defining the field, since so many disciplines overlap; 
virology for example will encompass some terms from medicine, 
microbiology, immunology, bacteriology, genetic engineering etc.
1.2 Development of monolingual scientific
encyclopaediae and dictionaries.
In the realm of science, encyclopaediae appeared on the 
scene before dictionaries. In Roman times, Pelagonius Saloninus 
wrote a treatise on horse medicine and Cato the Elder wrote on 
veterinary medicine. St. Isidore (560-636) produced a book on 
medicine, and both Persian and Chinese scholars were compiling 
scientific encyclopaediae by the tenth century. In the Middle 
Ages, medicine played a very small part and was classified as one 
of the arts along with Fabrics, Hunting, Grammar and Argument.
As knowledge of anatomy increased, diseases began to be
understood a little better, and applied medicine was included. ^
In Europe, all encyclopaediae were in Latin until 1263 when 
Brunetto, an Italian notary, compiled "Li livres dou trésor", 
which included physical sciences.
The concept of the modern scientific encyclopaedia was 
reached at about this time with the "Compendium philosophiae" of 
which no text is known of the original edition, hence its 
authorship and date are possibly lost for ever. The influence of 
Aristotle and Greek thought had percolated the ideas of the
Western world throughout the thirteenth century mainly by way of 
direct translation into Latin, or Latin from Arabic. The author
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since he made every effort to place latest scientific discoveries 
before his readers. Another anonymous volume, "Multifarium", 
compiled at Bologna in 1326, comprised ten books covering such 
subjects as anatomy, diseases, birds and animals. Later in 
mediaeval times, medicine acquires greater prominence in the 
hierarchy of subjects.
In the seventeenth century, the Académie Française excluded 
scientific and technical terminologies from the first issue ot 
its compilation as being too practical and circumscribed in their 
usage and, because they reflected a passing stage ot knowledge, 
they would quickly become outdated. In 1674, the Académie 
secured the right to prevent all other French language 
dictionaries being published for 25 years after their first issue 
appeared. Furetiere, an academician, who had already started 
collecting his own information on the French language, was 
frustrated in his efforts but in 1684 he received permission to 
publish his own work and include scientific terms. In 1690 his 
"Dictionnaire universel des arts et sciences" was published 
posthumously. In 1694, at the request of the Académie, Thomas 
Corneille published "Le Dictionnaire des arts et des sciences".
In 1704 the first purely English general encyclopaedia, 
"Lexicon Technicum", was compiled by John Harris, F.R.S. This 
gave emphasis to practical and scientific subjects at the expense 
of the humanities, making use of the works of Ray and Newton, 
possibly the first time a compiler of an encyclopaedia had drawn 
directly on the advice and help of experts. In 1728 the first 
Chambers' encyclopaedia was published. This broadened Harris' 
coverage and had an elaborate form of cross-referencing.
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compendia. Diderot's famous "Encyclopédie" was rearranged into 
196 separate dictionaries by the publishers Panckoucke and Agasse 
in Paris from 1782-1832 but these were never completed (Collison,
The distinction between medicine for man and medicine for 
animals was originally more influenced by philosophical and 
religious ideas than by the diversity of techniques. Fifteenth 
century remedies were mostly in the nature of herbal medicaments 
accompanied by incantations. In the sixteenth century in France, 
veterinary works were written in Latin, with some translations 
into French. England at this time had several works on 
husbandry, written in English, of which the best known i& Thomas 
Tusser's "500 Points of Good Husbandry".
During the seventeenth century, the term "vétérinaire" was 
adopted in France and in the eighteenth century in Germany. . 
People thus designated were regarded as having a lowly status. 
Today the German word is "Tierarzt", literally animal doctor, but 
it was not until the eighteenth century that the concept of 
linking men and animals medically was realised with James 
Douglas’ "A Comparative Description of all the Muscles in a Man 
and in a Quadruped" (1707) and Croissant de Garengeot’s "La 
manière de disséquer les muscles de l'homme et des chiens" (1727) 
(Leclainche, 1936).
I.3 Growth of virology.
Virus diseases in both man and animals have been catalogued
for centuries, but it is only within the last 100 years that the
agents causing them have been recognized and studied. Virology
began as a branch of pathology, the study of disease. Although
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1892 that Ivanovski discovered tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) was 
caused by an agent which could pass through a filter that 
retained the smallest bacteria. However, it was Beijerinck 
(1898) who introduced the concept of an agent which differed 
fundamentally from a bacterium. He showed that the agent causing 
tobacco mosaic would diffuse through agar and concluded that it 
was liquid or soluble and not corpuscular. Beijerinck introduced 
the term "contagium vivum tluidum" for this agent. He also 
showed that only those organs of the plant that are growing and 
whose cells are dividing are capable of being infected. These 
observations of Ivanovski and Beijerinck were soon repeated with 
many economically important diseases ot plants and animals by 
Pasteur, Koch and others. Foot-and-mouth disease was the first 
animal disease shown to be caused by a virus.
Viruses also infect or have been recovered from bacteria, 
fungi, blue-green algae, mycoplasmes and protozoa. Many years 
later, Twort (19l5) and d ’Herelle (1917) recognized that bacteria 
could be infected by viruses, which d ’Herelle named 
"bacteriophages".
The relatively simple nature of viruses was first 
appreciated by Stanley (1935) and Schlesinger (193b) when they 
obtained tobacco mosaic virus and a bacteriophage in a purified 
form. Of paramount importance is the fact that viruses contain 
DNA or RNA but not both and it is this which distinguishes them 
from other micro-organisms.
By now the importance of nucleic acid was realised and 
during the next 20 years a considerable amount of information was 
collected. The mid-1970s saw the beginning of genetic 
engineering and work on restriction enzymes began.
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rapidly. No cell system is good enough to make vaccines for some 
diseases such as hepatitis A and B, and respiratory syncytial 
disease, but genetic engineering is well on the way to resolving 
these problems. Very recent work in the U.K. on synthetic 
peptides at the Animal Virus Research Institute, Pirbright, in 
conjunction with the Scripps Clinic in California, is showing 
that it will be possible to produce a vaccine against 
foot-and-mouth disease which is completely safe since it is not 
derived from live virus - a very important and exciting 
breakthrough (Bittle et al., 1982). Similar work is being done, 
both on this and other diseases, in this country, in Germany and 
in the States. Thus the task of combating virus diseases is 
progressing rapidly with encouraging results. Such rapid 
progress has consequently engendered a new terminology with a 
vast number of neologisms.
1.4 Theoretical problems ; classification, neology 
and lexicology
1.4.1 Classification. Taxonomy is the department of science 
which deals with classification. The classification and 
nomenclature of viruses, with which this work is concerned, has 
had a prolonged gestation period. The International Committee on 
Nomenclature of Viruses was set up at the International Congress 
for Microbiology held in Moscow in 1966, with the object of 
finding a universal taxonomic system for all viruses. The 
essential points decided in 1966 were (1) that groups or genera 
of viruses must be defined and listed, (2) that type members 
(representative examples of species) of these groups would be 
provided, (3) that names for the groups or genera would be
15
apparently irreconcilable attitudes of leading virologists 
towards virus taxonomy, (2) the obvious differences between the 
extent of taxonomic development in vertebrate virology and in the 
rest of virology, (3) the need to apply simultaneously 
specialized knowledge and a universal approach, and (4) the need 
to find names that working virologists wanted to use. Five 
subcommittees (vertebrate virus, plant virus, invertebrate virus, 
bacteriophage and the use of cryptograms) were established to 
assess proposals. These subcommittees invariably approached 
their tasks differently. For example the Vertebrate Virus 
Subcommittee was faced with defining well-known groups of 
viruses, with bringing their descriptions up to date and with 
adding new groups as they appeared. On the other hand, the Plant 
Virus Subcommittee needed to define maity groups for the first 
time and to find names for them. This has led to mutual vexation 
since the vertebrate virologists felt a need to set up a series 
of study groups to consider relatively fine distinctions between 
the viruses they dealt with (families, genus, species), while the 
plant virologists were concerned to devise descriptions which 
would cover the groups as they were forged (Wildy, 1971).
Many individual viruses have been compared using a number of 
criteria. These have then been placed in named groups and 
originally 43 groups were listed. By 1981, 54 groups and 
families had been approved, covering the whole field of 
vertebrate viruses, invertebrate viruses, plant viruses, fungal 
viruses and bacteriophages.
1.4.2 Neology may be defined as the process of forming new 
lexical units, a neologism being a recently formed lexical unit, 
a new version of an existing term, or acceptance of a word
16
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1.4.2.1 Format. They should be based on elements in the 
morphological system of their own language, or on classical 
languages such as Latin, Greek or Sanskrit, or on modern 
languages in current usage in a particular field, e.g. 
arenaviruses in virology.
1.4.2.2 Meaning, where an existing term may be given a 
different and particular meaning in a specific field, e.g. 
"fingerprinting” in virology (cf. 3.2.2.4.) where the term has 
been borrowed from another specialised field, police 
investigation.
1.4.2.3 Borrowing, in which a word is taken directly from 
another language, whether living or dead. There are many 
instances of English words being imported into the French 
language which have given rise to what amounts to the near-cult 
of "franglais". "Soniquer", "le helper" and "le linker" are 
examples in frequent use in virology.
Specialised terminologies, particularly in the realms of 
science and technology, have become an important feature in the 
development of languages during the last century and these 
incorporate a large number of neologisms. As far as European 
languages are concerned, many of these neologisms have a Greek or 
Latin base. The Swedish naturalist and botanist, Carolus 
Linnaeus, introduced in 1768 a Latin binomial system for the 
classification of plants which was widely adopted in the fields 
of biology, botany and medicine.
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of the language. Each word is a convenient linguistic unit which 
may have one or several meanings, and one way of placing words 
within their lexical system is to look for their usage rather 
than their meaning. Lexicology may therefore be said to reflect 
society. There is however a danger when describing the meaning
of a word that it "fixes" that word in a particular time. A
description should be given showing its relationship to other 
words. Research has been oriented towards an analysis of the 
complete lexical system of an activity or an era. The study of a 
lexical field may start with the different meanings of a 
polysémie word and the Grand Larousse de la Langue Française 
(1982) gives the example of "clé" (d'une serrure, d'un problème, 
mot-clé), while virology has a good example in "fingerprint". To 
carry out a semantic analysis, the content of each word should be 
classified, e.g. "house" can mean a dwelling place, a place of 
worship, or a figurative unit in English schools into which 
pupils are designated for competitive purposes. This analysis is 
easy for conveying concrete concepts but is less easy for
figurative ideas. Bloomfield (1933) endorses this in his
consideration of the reaction of the listener to what he hears 
and to his interpretation of the data which he receives. Meaning 
therefore may be expressed by a single word or by a group of 
words which together form a concept. Palmer (1971) states that 
word division very often does not appear to correspond to meaning 
division, as in "heavy smoke/r" and "criminal law/yer". Care 
should be taken to distinguish the semantic from the componential 
which is concerned with relative values, e.g.
garçon = A (c’est un garçon)
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which it is not the vaccine which is killed but the virus from 
which the vaccine is produced; this definition is understood by 
scientists in the field without need for further explanation. In 
French, however, it is incorrect to use the literal translation 
"vaccin tué" and the corresponding phrase is either "vaccin à 
virus tué" or, to be even more precise, "vaccin à virus 
inactive". French has a greater tendency for precision, as this 
example indicates. Another example is the English habit of 
linking the name of a disease to the word vaccine, almost as 
though the vaccine would induce the disease (such incidences are 
unfortunately not unknown). French, however, more logically 
places the prefix "anti-" before the adjectival form of the 
disease, hence "vaccin anti-rabique", "vaccin anti-bovipestique" 
etc.
This leads to a consideration of whether a definition should 
be notional or nominal, and the respective merits of each form.
Lexicographers generally prefer the former, since definitions of 
this type are explanatory and clear. As knowledge is gained, it 
IS interesting to see how such definitions evolve. "Baleine" was 
described as "poisson" until the 19th century, when it became 
"mammifère". In a similar way, "chauve-souris" was defined as 
"oiseau nocturne" in the 17th century, becoming "quadrupède" at 
the beginning of the 19th century and "mammmifere à ailes 
membraneuses" after 1835.
Nominal, or synonymous, definitions, on the other hand, are 
near-equivalents used to express meaning. These have their place 
in pocket dictionaries and in bilingual glossaries of a 
specialised nature such as the one which forms the basis of this 
work, where the user will not require a definition of the meaning 
of the words required. They are, however, not sufficiently
19
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1.5 General conclusions
It is interesting to reflect on the dictionary of the 
future. In this rapidly changing technological age, format must 
be of prime importance. By this I do not mean the layout of the 
printed page; there are many different forms and popular usage 
soon indicates where preferences lie. The question to be asked 
IS how far are databases going to be usedY Lexicography must be 
one of the prime spheres for which computer technology has been 
the answer to many people's prayers. The collecting and 
collation of data, retrieval and editing, not only facilitate and 
hasten the task but make reference works available on a scale 
hitherto unknown. However, it is not only in the production of 
new lexicographical works that the computer proves its worth. In 
France this question is being tackled, making full use of the 
computer facilities available. In 1957, the Centre National de 
la Recherche Scientifique (C.N.R.S.) held a conference in 
Strasbourg, the aim of which was the compilation of a new 
historical dictionary of the whole of the French language, to be 
called "Trésor de la langue française", a happy choice relating 
to Nicot's "Thresor de la langue françoyse” (1606). It was 
decided to leave Littré's work intact and to produce a dictionary 
of current usage of the 19th and 20th centuries. A centre was 
set up by the C.N.R.S. at Nancy and the sources of information 
used were those emanating from the Académie Française and in 
particular Voltaire's historical dictionary which had been ' 
abandoned c. 1890; the Godefroy papers which had been deposited 
with the Institut Catholique de Paris; the Duraffour papers; and 
finally the "Inventaire générale de la langue française" 
assembled in the 1920s by Mario Rocques and consisting of six
20
whole of French literature could achieve the task, in a tew 
years, the computer had more than 90 million examples of word 
usage of which 80% were literary and 20% technical. They show 
every nuance and development of the usage in historical order. 
The contents of each entry give the word and its forms; 
definitions; uses in phrases; examples of use, in chronological 
order; pronunciation; etymology and history of meanings; and 
bibliography.
Since lexicography is not just an academic exercise but has 
the dictionary user as its ultimate target, here again computers 
must surely provide the answer. Will we soon be seeing the end 
of dictionaries printed on paper? If all homes and offices are 
fitted with computer terminals, which seems likely in the 
foreseeable future, this will give the user access to data of all 
sorts which can be easily updated on a scale hitherto unknown. 
Updating will be rapid not only because input of new facts into 
the computer provides almost instantaneous data retrieval but 
also because any questioning of apparent anomalies by the user, 
if accepted, can also be made available immediately. Apart from 
pocket dictionaries for the general traveller to use in the 
street, it seems reasonable to suppose that the day of the large 
dictionary volume is numbered. Maybe even the man in the street 
will have instant access to a database through a "walkie talkie". 
Recent progress has been tremendous and the prospects are 
exciting.
21
CHAPTER II. BILINGUAL DICTIONARIES
2.1 Aims of bilingual lexicography
The oldest existing bilingual dictionaries were compiled in 
Iraq 3,00U years ago when Assyrians coming to Babylonia had 
difficulty in understanding Sumerian signs (Jean, 1924). Arabic 
lexicography first appeared in the Koran and Hadith (Hussein 
Nassar, 1956). The first English bilingual glossaries were 
compiled in the sixteenth century by schoolmasters teaching 
Latin, of which a popular version was "A shorte dictionarie in 
Latine and English, very profitable for yong (sic) beginners" 
(London, 1556) compiled by John Withals or Whithals. Noah 
Webster's dictionaries, the first of which was published in 1828 
when he was 70, appeared "partly by resentment against the 
Ignorance concerning American institutions shown in contemporary 
British dictionaries" (Gove, 1969). Three generations had 
elapsed since the publication of Dr.Johnson's dictionary and in 
the meantime a new English-speaking nation had been born. 
Webster's work contained encyclopaedic information on thousands 
of scientific and technical terms.
Bilingual dictionaries were conceived with the idea of 
serving speakers of both languages. Joseph Catafago, compiler of 
one of the earliest Arabic/English dictionaries (1858) states in 
his introduction "My intention has been to compile a compact 
Arabic dictionary, not only adapted to the wants ot English 
travellers and young students, but also for the use of my own 
countrymen, who have hitherto had nothing of the kind". The 
Larousse French and English Modern Dictionary repeats this aim. 
"In its practical format, clarity and scope, this unique 
dictionary is indispensable to every French or English speaking
person who requires a full command of both languages for
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During the last few decades, there has been a new approach 
to foreign language learning. Before this time, bilingual 
dictionaries were aimed primarily at helping with the 
comprehension of literature. Now, however, the twentieth 
century's development ot means of communication through the mass 
media, international relations and instructional technology has 
given rise to a new approach to foreign language education which 
concentrates on expression and communication, both written and 
verbal (Aii M. Al-Kasimi, 1977). Far more emphasis has been 
placed in recent years on the ability to communicate quickly and 
easily, firstly at a general level, which generates confidence 
between speaker and listener or between writer and recipient.
Once this common ground has been established, communication can 
progress to the more specialized level required by different 
fields of work and other activities. Special consideration too 
has been given recently to the spoken word and to the teaching of 
many aspects of the culture, constitutions, politics and economy 
of the countries concerned, to enable people to communicate more 
easily with foreign counterparts in their chosen career. The 
study of literature per se is now reserved for those wishing to 
further their knowledge in this field at centres of higher 
learning.
Whether all types of bilingual dictionaries can or should 
serve speakers of both languages is debatable and will be 
discussed in 2.9.
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2.2 Classification of bilingual dictionaries
Bilingual dictionaries may serve several purposes in several 
ways and be general or specific in content. General bilingual 
dictionaries may well function bi-directionally but specialised 
dictionaries nowadays often serve speakers of one of the 
languages rather than both.
1 - general dictionaries (Harrap's New Standard 
French and English Dictionary)
2 - encyclopaedic dictionaries
3 - specialised dictionaries
- literary and historical
- scientific and technical (e.g. Russian/English 
Veterinary Dictionary)
- colloquial and slang
Specialised dictionaries may be further classified into:
- dictionaries for speakers of the source 
language (see Fig. la) (i.e. language 
of entries); may also be referred to
as dictionaries for production.
- dictionaries for speakers of the target 
language, or dictionaries for comprehension.
(cf. 2.5.2.2)
4 - dictionaries, or computerized terminology 
data banks, for machine translation, in which the 
size of the vocabulary is limited by the computer 
programme (EURODICAUTOM; see 2.3) but which cover a 
limitless number of fields.
They serve users of both source and target languages and will be
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2.2.1 The purpose of the virological glossary which follows 
in Chapter IV is that it will be an aid to French scientists 
submitting papers to English language scientific journals and 
also attending conferences conducted in English; it is therefore 
aimed at speakers of the source language (French) who wish to 
produce work in the target language (English). Since the user 
will already have a specialised knowledge of the subject matter, 
explanatory definitions will be necessary for only a minimal 
number of entries; synonyms and homonyms which have different 
nuances of meaning fall into this category and are discussed in 
Chapter I#.
2.2.2 Some specialised glossaries define each entry word; 
for example, the Canadian glossary of electronics uses an 
alphabetical numbered system of English entry words with 
definitions and beside each entry word is the French equivalent 
(Bulletin de Terminologie no.151, Quebec, 1978) (Fig. la, b). 
Following these entries, a French index lists words in 
alphabetical order with the reference number added, e.g. 
electrometre à quadrants, Q3 (Fig. lb). This is the indexing 
system which has been used in the present glossary which forms 
Chapter IV.
2.3 Dictionaries for machine translation \ ^
 /
Dictionaries designed for machine translation must
incorporate detailed grammatical information in both languages so
that the dictionary can function as a sentence generator.
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simultaneously into several languages. Its strength is that it 
operates within a limited vocabulary and admits a restricted 
syntax and text type to avoid ambiguity. Readers have rapid 
access to information they would not otherwise receive. The 
Canadian Government's METEO system is a similar success with its 
translation of weather reports, another restricted field.
The European Commission began using an English to French 
version of the American SYSTRAN in 1976. SYSTRAN was originally 
developed by Peter Toma under contract with the U.S.Air Force to 
translate large quantities of Russian space literature into 
English. With subsequent improvements, even with a relatively 
high revision rate, the total cost of translation has been 
significantly reduced. When one considers that over half the 
budget of the European Parliament is given to expenditure caused 
by the necessities of multilinguialism and that the total 
workload of the C.E.C. is approximately 20 million words per 
year, then it is easy to recognize the economic value of machine 
translation. SYSTRAN now translates the Community's texts from 
English to French, French to English and English into Italian.
The English to German module was initiated in 1962 and work on 
other language pairs within the Community is in progress.
Anomalies in the system are sometimes apparent, as in the 
following examples from English to French:(a7 Advances = 
développements; in some instances, 'progrès' may be more 
appropriate, e.g. 'Advances in communications technology..,.' is 
translated as 'Les progrès de la technique de la
communication....'; (h) turnover = écoulement, when it might well 
mean 'chiffre d'affaires' (Fig. 2). Synonyms are to be avoided, 
only the most common usage being included. (2) Definitions
should also be avoided as they may lead to confusion, sometimes
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explanation is included in the memory of the computer, then the 
translation of 'der Wald wurde abgeholzt’ will be 'the wood was 
cleared a wood of trees'. A translational equivalent such as 
'deforest' has thus to be found. Further problems are 
encountered when words from a third language are introduced; for 
example, 'van' appears frequently in Dutch surnames. In a 
translation from French to English, in which a Dutch name 
containing 'van' appears, this is rendered as 'English lorry'. A 
less exhaustive classification of the lexicon and a less complete 
grammatical description of the language can be made; this is also 
the case when texts are analysed for library classification and 
for information retrieval (Lyons, 1968). Keywords are introduced 
for retrieval purposes and summaries are formed from sentences 
using the principle of article, noun, verb, article, noun, 
adverbial phrase, the verb being in the present tense, with 
future and past tenses being designated by an adverbial phrase. 
Nida and Taber (1974) remark on the priority of contextual 
consistency over verbal consistency that "since words cover areas 
of meaning and are not mere points of meaning, and since in 
different languages the semantic areas of corresponding words are 
not identical, it is inevitable that the choice of the right word 
in the receptor language to translate a word in the source 
language text depends more on the context than upon a fixed 
system of verbal consistency, i.e. always translating one word 
in the source language by a corresponding word in the receptor 
language".
EURODICAUTOM, a computer-aided dictionary, puts this into
practice. Firstly, it gives corresponding phrases or sentences in
several languages and secondly it can provide terms or
expressions called "vedettes" accompanied by illustrative but not
corresponding definitions. It will give term-to-term
30
multilingual lexicographical worx is prouuceu. nuwcv^.., w..^  
phraseological approach is very important in the scientific and 
technical field where highly specialised vocabulary is used.
This is borne out in the glossary of Chapter IV. Specialisation 
by translators is not always possible and for this reason, full 
information on the use of the terms in a particular field must be 
included in order to cater tor both the linguistic and the 
technical information needed. Equivalency is thus very often at 
the level of the phrase and not necessarily between corresponding 
words. The semantic content of the corresponding phrases is the 
same but it can be distributed in a different way from one 
language to another among the morphemes. Each information unit 
used to feed EURODICAUTOM is called a "fiche" which is determined 
by three elements: BE: "bureau émetteur", the office which is 
responsible for the terminological information; T Y : "type", a 
three-letter code describing a homogeneous collection of 
terminology or a collection of individual cards designated by the 
code TFI (fiche individuelle, fiche isolée); NI: "numéro 
d'identification". This is called the BETYNI of a fiche and, by 
using this system, a network of terminology centres can feed 
EURODICAUTOM with their own choice of subjects. There is a 
retrieval problem with phraseological entries because of the 
difficulty of putting them in a standard form, particularly with 
inflected languages such as German and the suffixion of the 
article in Danish. This is resolved by truncating keywords, 
usually to a maximum of eight letters, depending on the system 
used, with the result that all forms of the word may be 
retrieved.
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2.4 Etymology ot colloquialisms, neoiugi-amo otm 
acronyms (cf. 1.3.5.; 2.4.1.1.).
These are being considered together since, although a 
neologism may stand quite respectably on its own from a 
grammatical point of view, nevertheless some pass their gestation 
period as colloquialisms. A colloquialism may be defined as an 
expression which is used familiarly in conversation. The vastly 
increased opportunities for travel to international conferences, 
telephone calls and the exchange of scientists between countries 
give considerable importance to colloquialisms which should not 
be overlooked, yet are generally ignored in scientific and 
technological reference works.
Terms abbreviated to initial letters frequently become 
acronyms; these sometimes give rise to derivatives (e.g. C.B. 
cibistes; HeLa (from Henrietta LaxJ - HeLa cells) and may alter 
in grammatical function (e.g. in nuclear physics, caloporteur 
[adjective] - caloporteur [noun]) (cf. 4.6). In French, any 
adjective may be nominalised, as in the case just quoted, but the 
same does not apply in English. In some languages, changes in 
grammatical category are easier than in others. Neologisms are 
acceptable provided they conform to the semantic, phonological 
and orthographical structure of the language. Care should be 
taken to avoid pejorative connotations such as GRAS (Comité 
regional d'action-sante) and FOL (Fédération des 
oeuvres-laïques).
Before a neologism can be adopted 'officially', the need for
it should be unquestionable; it should be in common usage and its
use and meaning should be accepted by specialists in the field.
An example from the field of virology is 'ELISA' (enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay). The word 'ELISA' is commonly used both in
32
misuse is that the word test' is aaaea.
2.4.1 It is also helpful if the etymology of a neologism is 
common to several languages although this invariably means that 
It will favour European languages, particularly those having 
Latin roots. Marcellesi (1973) has studied the language, both 
written and oral, of computer programmers when transposing 
English/American into French and has noticed that a real effort 
has been made in certain texts to produce elegant translations 
showing a preference for Greek and Latin roots. Little research 
has been carried out on the technical spoken language of computer 
programmers or of scientists in general. The use of spoken 
'franglais' in the field of vertebrate virology and genetics is 
discussed in Chapter III. (3.6).
The inclusion of etymology depends on the type and user ot 
the dictionary and, where it relates to the user's own language, 
is probably conducive to learning. As in many other fields, 
virology uses Latin and Greek derivatives to name its 'poisons' 
(virus (Lat.) = poison), e.g. arenaviruses, so called because 
they resemble sand; astroviruses because they are star-shaped; 
parvoviruses are small; rhabdoviruses are rod-shaped. Users of 
languages which derive from Latin will find this nomenclature 
easier to assimilate by relating it to other words which have 
already evolved into their language, e.g. arena (Eng.), arène 
(Fr.); astral (Eng. and Fr.); dowser or rhabdomancer (Eng.), 
rhabdomant (Fr.),
2.5 Semantic problems in bilingual dictionaries
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meaning discrimination and word family.
2.5.1 The choice of equivalents. The translation of entry 
words in a dictionary is generally of two types: (a) direct 
translational equivalents and (b) explanatory or descriptive 
equivalents. A translational equivalent may be immediately 
inserted into a sentence of the other language, e.g.in an 
English-French dictionary, boy = gardon. A descriptive 
equivalent cannot always be inserted into a sentence in the other 
language,e.g. boyhood = état de gardon. A translational 
equivalent may be cited as ’jeunesse' or 'adolescence'. The 
English entry however is restricted to male children whereas the 
French translational equivalents are not, so a descriptive 
compromise may be given e.g. boyhood = adolescence (d'un garçon) 
(Zgusta, 197Ü). Consequently, translational equivalents should 
be favoured in a bilingual dictionary intended for the speakers 
of the source language as an aid to produce the target language.
2.5.1.1 A major problem confronting the bilingual 
lexicographer is that the required equivalent may not exist in 
the target language. Two types of vocabulary fall into this 
category :
(a) 'culture-bound* words which are peculiar to the source 
language, such as those which relate to the game of cricket in 
English.
(b) scientific and technological terminology which does not 
exist in the vernacular language of developing countries.
/
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extending or expanding a vocabulary as follows: (1) word 
borrowing; (2) giving new meaning to existing words; (3) 
extending the meaning of existing words and (4) compounding new 
words from elements existing in the language or combining these 
with others from a different language. The committee recommended 
that (2), (3) and (4) were preferable to (1) and that borrowed 
words should be adapted to the sound system and grammar of the 
language, that borrowed scientific terms should be consistent 
both with the type of information transmitted and with the 
language of origin, and that the acceptability of all new words 
should first be tested before they are finally adopted (Bull, 
1964). Birch (19.79) has remarked that "It is possible to argue 
that, since English is the predominant scientific language, 
translations are an unnecessary luxury. However such an argument 
disregards the fact that some 50% of all scientific publications 
are in languages other than English and that this proportion is 
increasing with increasing prosperity and national awareness 
amongst non-English speaking communities". Indeed, English may 
not always be the dominant language, as a change of political 
power in the world could well result in its supersession by 
another language. It has been noted in the U.S. that there is 
an increase in the number of people anxious to learn Russian 
immediately after the successful launching of a new Russian 
spaceship; this interest wanes after the Americans match the 
achievement with one of their own and thus appear to gain 
temporary supremacy. Monsieur Chevènement, French Minister of 
Science, requires all scientific papers being produced in France 
to be published at least in French but from my discussions with 
French virologists, it would seem that this is unlikely to be 
adopted.
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of free borrowing and adaptation from foreign languages to meet 
the ever-increasing need for scientific and technical 
terminology, while the purists protest against foreign 
derivatives and urge freer use of pure items taken from the 
vernacular (cf. 1.3). Some viruses for example have local names 
which relate to the site where the virus was first isolated (e.g. 
Machupo virus, Isyn. Bolivian haemorrhagic feverj).
2.3.1.2 It is probably true to say that it is possible to
convey cognitive experience in any language. Since there is a
close relationship between language and culture, absolute
correspondence between two different languages may not be
possible. Although translation equivalence can usually be
established between sentences, it is often difficult to do so
between lexical items, even though, according to Sapir and Whorf
(1956) a person's view of the world will be influenced by the
language which he uses to describe that world and by which he
perceives different phenomena. Description of a language may
show that it expresses a certain cognitive style but the
impression it makes on individuals will depend on its degree of
communication. This is obvious when considering bilingualism but
the monolingual situation also has its problems. People do not
use language to the same degree, in the same situations, or for
the same things. Such differences in the place of a language in
the communicative system of a people must influence the effect of
that language on a wide number of issues. The translation of
exocentric expressions (idioms and figures of speech) causes
considerable difficulties. The search for equivalents should be
preceded by contrastive analysis of source and target language to
determine corresponding grammatical categories (plurality, gender
etc.) and to determine reciprocal parts of speech. When a
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2.5.2 Meaning discrimination and synonymy
Existing bilingual dictionaries tend to offer a great number 
of synonyms or near synonyms, which provide the user with 
stylistic variation. Martin (19b/) and other modern linguists, 
however, state that "In the interest of conciseness, we should 
aim at a single translational equivalent whenever possible .... 
it should be the particular equivalent that the student is most 
likely to need". Lyons (1956) states that it is sometimes 
suggested that synonymy is a matter of degree; for example, (a) 
and (b) might be shown to be identical in sense (strictly 
synonymous), (a) and (c) relatively similar in sense (loosely 
synonymous), (a) and (d) less similar in sense, and so on.
Various proposals have been made recently for the quantification 
of 'synorymy' along these lines but the problem remains of how to 
account for the differences between the 'synonyms'. Ullman 
(1962) argues that 'Only those words can be described as 
synonymous which can replace each other in aity given context 
without the slightest change either in cognitive or emotive 
import'. Such words are comparatively rare for even where 
cognitive or emotive import indicate true synonyny, one or even 
both words may suffer from being 'context bound' in certain 
instances. The following examples illustrate context-dependent 
synonymy : "My dog (bitch) has just had pups" and "I'll go to the 
shop to get (buy, steal) some bread". Palmer (1971) calls such 
words "collacationally restricted" and gives as examples 'rancid 
(butter, bacon); addled (eggs, brain)'. He suggests the 
following tests for synonymy: (1) by substitution of one word for
another, e.g. one says 'deep/profound sympathy' but only 'deep
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(J) by connotation, such as taboo words e.g. 'intercourse', when 
not used in a social or commercial sense; American 'rooster', 
Australian 'Durex' (Sellotape), in which the same word appears in 
different dialects of the same language.
lannucci (1957) considers meaning discrimination to be "the 
crucial problem of bilingual lexicographical methodology", one 
which has not yet been completely solved. To look up one word 
and be faced with about twenty equivalents is meaningless unless
(1) the user already has a good command of the language, that is 
to say the dictionary is for "information retrieval" rather than 
learning, or (2) some explanation is given about each word with, 
preferably, examples showing its usage. Meaning discrimination 
is necessary when a word is polysemous and for each of its 
meanings, the target language has a separate word of one meaning, 
e.g.
Eng. suicide; Sp. (act) suicidio; (person) suicida
Also when a polysemous source word has two or more 
polysemous translations, e.g.
Eng. race: Sp. (contest of speed) carrera;
(subdivision of mankind) raza.
The reverse of the examples also requires meaning 
discrimination.
2.5.2.1 Various methods may be used to aid meaning 
discrimination: (a) by punctuation, where synonyms are separated 
by commas, different meanings by semicolons; (b) by definitions, 
such as are found in older dictionaries; (c) by giving synonyms,
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elegant; (sauber) neat, tidy; (hubsch) pretty, goodlooking; 
(schmuck, geputzt) smart, trim; (niediich) nice, delicate 
meaning; (e) by designating the part of speech; (f) by usage, 
whether colloquial or specialized; (g) by giving context words or 
phrases. Since space is both a practical and an economic 
consideration in lexicography, clearly the briefest form of 
meaning discrimination is preferable.
2.5.2.2 Meaning discrimination may be presented in either 
the source or the target language, or in both languages in both 
sides of the bidirectional dictionary, as in the second edition 
of J.E.Mansion's 'Heath's Standard French and English Dictionary' 
(Fig. 3). If, however, the bilingual dictionary is aimed at 
native speakers of one of its languages only, then clearly this 
is the language which should be used to express meaning 
discrimination.
A simple method for the user is that employed in bilingual 
glossaries used by the government offices in Canada. Either a 
numbered entry word in the source language is followed by its 
translation and definition in the target language (Fig. 4) or, 
alternatively, the numbered entry word and its definition appear 
in the source language, followed by the translation of the entry 
word only in the target language (Fig. la). Both these methods 
have a separate section in which the target language words are 
listed in alphabetical order together with the number of the 
source language entry word. Problems may however arise in using 
the definitions of a monolingual dictionary as meaning 
discriminations for the bilingual one because of the structural 
diversity of the vocabulary between aity two languages (Hietsch, 
1958) (cf. 2.8.1). Yet another method is to provide a bilingual
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Fig. 4. Excerpt from l ’Informatique de Gestion.
Government du Quebec, O ff ice  de la Langue Française.
49. C O M P U T E R o r d i n a t e u r
M a c h i n e  ou g r o u p e  de m a c h i ­
nes de t r a i t e m e n t  de l ' i n f o r ­
m a t i o n .  d e s t i n é  S e f f e c t u e r  
d ' u n e  fa ço n a u t o m a t i q u e  des 
o p é r a t i o n s  sur les d o n n é e s ,  
n o t a m m e n t  des o p é r a t i o n s  
a ri thméti q u e s .
c a l c u l a  teur
50. CONSOLE Q u o i tre
A p p a r e i l  sur  lequ el  s o n t  
r a s s e m b l é s  les b o u t o n s  et 
c o m m u t a t e u r s  de c o m m a n d e  de 
l ’o r d i n a t e u r ,  a i n s i  q u e  les 
i n s t r u m e n t s  et v o v a n t s  de 
c o n t r ô l e  à la d i s p o s i t i o n  de 
1 ' u t i l i s a t e u r .
Ex.; Le P U P i t r e  p e u t  c o m o o r t e r ,  
av ec un c l a v i e r ,  une  i m o r i m a n -  
te oar c a r a c t è r e s  ou un é c r a n  
de v i s u a l i s a t i o n ;  il p e r m e t  
ai ns i un d i a l o g u e  e n t r e  le 
p u p i t r e u r  et la m a c h i n e .
5 1 .  CONTROL c o m m a n d e
O r d r e  ou o r g a n e  d é c l e n c h a n t  
une ac ti on.
52 . CONTROL PANEL t a b l e a u  de c o n n e x i o n s
P a n n e a u  p e r m e t t a n t  de r é a l i ­
ser des c i r c u i t s  v a r i a b l e s  
à l ’aide  de f i c h e s  a m o v i b l e s .  
Il est u t i l i s é  p o u r  c o m m a n d e r  
les f o n c t i o n s  d é s i r é e s  d ' u n e  
m a c h i n e  en v u e  d ’un t r a v a i l  
dé te rm i né
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2.5.3 Word family recognition
Samuel Johnson (1833) noted that "It is of great importance 
in examining the general fabric of a language, to trace one word 
from another, by noting the usual modes of derivation and 
inflection". Relationships between words are recognized as 
facilitating learning and increasing retention.
Sledd (1971) has stated that "whenever intraverbal 
connections are available, it is as if some of the learning had 
already occurred before the experiment began. This previous 
learning is transferred to the new situation. One of the most 
useful tricks for learning material rapidly is to associate it 
with something you have already learned".
Various methods of indicating relationships between words 
have been used, as will be seen in the following paragraphs.
2.5.3.1 The first edition of the Dictionnaire de l ’Académie 
Française, which appeared in 1674, was based on the 'root 
arrangement’, where vocabulary is presented in word families.
For example, the base word 'like' would be followed by 'unlike, 
dislike, likely, unlikely, likelihood, likeness, likewise, 
liking'. This arrangement is popular in monolingual dictionaries 
of Ababic and Hebrew. The disadvantages of this method are that 
it requires considerable grammatical sophistication and almost 
certainly for a non-native speaker would entail hours of 
frustration.
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should mark morpheme boundaries, e.g. un/Iike/ly. The problem 
with this method is that clear-cut boundaries between morphemes 
do not always exist, but it is nevertheless a help in the 
preparation of texts, particularly since English observes 
morpheme boundaries as closely as possible. French and Italian 
printing however decree that the first letter of a line must be a 
consonant even when, in the case of a hyphenated word, morphemes 
do not appear to be split at their logical boundaries (cf.
3.5.3.4).
2.5.3.3 One way of showing word relationships where 
appropriate is to list frequent derivatives of the base word e.g. 
comfort (-able, un -able, -er, -ing, -less). Thus the 
information is easily assimilated and does not take up too much 
space in the dictionary.
2.6 Morphology and syntax
Traditionally English lexicographers have devoted a section 
on grammar in their front matter but this usually contains only 
minimal information. Word order and clause structure, of 
particular use to bilingual users, are usually omitted. It is 
debatable whether it is feasible to include such detailed 
information in a dictionary or whether this is better left to a 
grammar book.
2.6.1 Householder (1960) has suggested lexicographers should
"prepare a complete syntactical grammar of their language as a
necessary preliminary to writing their dictionary". A bilingual
dictionary requires a contrastive grammatical analysis of the
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sufficient information without referring him unduly to handbooks 
of grammar (Fig. 6). Malkiel (1971) has pointed out that "The 
majority of language learners, who of course share neither the 
enthusiasm nor the scholarly leisure (!) of professional 
linguists, are irritated by the need to interrupt their readings
and go back to a handbook of grammar,  because this operation
is time-consuming. The level-headed user's secret wish is to 
find, at a glance, all the requisite grammatical and lexical 
assistance wrapped into a single package". This is a difficult 
requirement to meet but the following may serve as a guide: (a) A 
systematic presentation of derivation and word-formation such as 
compounding, prefixing and suffixing (cf. 2.4.3.3) is advised, 
as well as a classification of words based on certain criteria, 
e.g. inflectional distinctions, and their syntactic behaviour.
If, for example, a word has more than one form, both of which 
have the same grammatical function but with a different 
distribution, then this should be stated. An example of this is 
the French 'an' and 'année'. (b) Homonyms and homographs should 
be listed separately. Where the same word appears in two 
different languages, it may have different cultural meanings.
(c) Indication should be made whether a collective noun is 
followed by a singular or plural form of the verb. (d) Position 
of adjectives - whether pronominal or postnominal. (e) Whether a 
prepositional phrase completing a transitive verb is obligatory 
or optional; (f) which part of the sentence is modified by an 
adverb.
Yorkey (1969) suggested criteria for choosing a good
dictionary for foreign students of English: (1) simple
pronunciation symbols; (2) the indication of hyphenation; (3)
easy definitions; (4) the inclusion of idioms, phrases and
two-word verbs; (5) labelling of language levels; (6) the
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measures, abbreviations, initials etc.
2.7 Format
The choice of format is important. Books are still the most 
usual way ot gaining access to information but the innovation of 
'talking dictionaries' (cf. 1.4.2), microfiches and data 
retrieval systems as means of presentation should be considered. 
It seems likely that in the not too distant future, private homes 
will have computer terminals linked to databases; an experiment 
to replace the telephone directory in parts of France by this 
method has already been attempted (Stratte-McClure, 1980). The 
most important advantage of this scheme is that databases can be 
easily and frequently updated at a comparatively low cost once 
the initial financial outlay has been made.
2.8 Preparation of terminological research
It is hoped that the methodology described in the rest of 
this chapter will serve as a basis for research in terminology. 
Initiated by the Service des Travaux Terminologiques of the 
Office de la Langue Française in Quebec, the aim is that it 
should be adopted internationally.
Having decided on the field of research, inquiries should be
made of experts in the field to decide on the extent of the work
and a group of specialist-helpers recruited. Each field should
be divided into component parts and words should be assessed
accordingly, e.g. in sheet metal work, the term 'fracture' might
be annotated 'manufacturing fault: cutting/stamping'. The
lexical and grammatical categories should be noted. If a
definition is deemed necessary, it should encompass all the
4 7
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working of a machine or piece of apparatus, bearing in mind that 
the user in a specialised field will already have a good 
knowledge of the subject. The style of the definition should be 
easily assimilated by the user, whether workman, technician or 
scientist. It is important to study several contexts when 
clarifying the meaning of a term in order to decide whether one 
or more translations are required. The following criteria may be 
used as guidelines to help the terminologist select texts from 
which to work:-
(1) relevance to the field;
(2) nature of document (instructional, advertising
e t c , ) ;
(3) technical level of text;
(4) language level of text;
(5) geographical origin of text;
(6) standing of author (specialist, technical editor,
colloquial writer, terminologist, translator);
(7) age of text.
2.8.1 Methodology. The first step in compiling a bilingual
glossary is to establish a corpus of terms in each of the
languages, followed by a terminological analysis of each of the
nomenclatures. Compound terms pose a classification problem and
should be reduced to the simplest segments possible; care should
be taken, as some of these only appear as descriptive syntagms in
catalogues and are never used in technical texts or in the
current language of the specialist. The next step is to compose
definitions where these are necessary and to establish which
synonyms are to be included. True synonyms are those terms which
are interchangeable within the context of a specific field of
4R
different language level or have a different concept. A number 
of terms will have no exact equivalent in the other language.
This may be because the initial research has been inadequate, 
perhaps due to insufficient documentation in one of the 
languages; some terms may not exist at all, in which case 
recourse must be made to neologisms or 'borrowed words'. Partial 
equivalents are dealt with by using a generic term if a specific 
one does not exist and vice versa, e.g. the term 'clavette' in 
French designates 'a piece of metal which assembles two coaxial 
elements'. There are two types of ’clavette', 'transversale' and 
'longitudinale'. English however does not have the generic idea 
of 'clavette' but instead has two specific terms: ’cotter' = 
'clavette transversale' and 'key' = 'clavette longitudinale'. 
'Cotter' and 'key' thus have a narrower extension than 'clavette' 
and, when the entries 'cotter' and 'key' are made in the 
glossary, mention should be made that 'clavette' expresses a 
generic idea which does not exist in English.
The final step of fusing the two nomenclatures should only 
be undertaken when the lexicographer is satisfied that all 
definitions and explanations have been dealt with as fully as 
possible.
2.8.2 Classification. Alphabetical arrangement of terms is 
the most widely used method, being easy and rapid as far as 
occidental languages are concerned, since these vary little in 
their alphabets, but terms following each other rarely have any 
logical or semantic links. This may be partially remedied by 
indicating alongside each term its specific field of use, as well 
as analogical terms.
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non-alphabetical characters such as hyphens, apostrophes etc., 
which means that In certain cases compound words will be split. 
The 'Petit Robert’ uses this method of which the following is an 
example :
coupe-legumes
coupellation
coupelle
coupe-papier
It is inconvenient when dealing with technical terminology 
because of the high incidence of compound terms which are more 
easily assimilated if they are grouped under the same entry-word. 
The following terras from the field of virology help to illustrate 
the problem:
anti-peste
antisérum
anti-terminateur
coque
coqueluche
coque-protéique
cross-breed
crossing
cross-linking
2.8.2.2 Discontinuous classification. This method is more 
acceptable and therefore more common. Compound terms are 
classified in several places according to their key words and a 
'white space' precedes a non-alphabetic character e.g. pied,
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2,8.2.3 Inversion of compound terms. Compound terms are 
inverted in cases where la) the keyword is a noun which is the 
object of an entry or a series of entries e.g. 
personnel, affectation du 
personnel, agent du 
personnel, chef du 
personnel, directeur du
(b) when the keyword forms the compound term with another noun 
e.g. stériles, matelas de; (c) when the keyword which is part of 
a complex syntagm is itself a lexicalised syntagm e.g. col de 
cygne, presse a plier à; id; when a complex syntagm has more than 
one lexicalised keyword, inversion applies only to the keyword 
placed last in the natural order of the syntagm e.g. presse a 
plier ajustable et à bigorne = bigorne, presse a plier ajustable 
et à (Auger & Rousseau, 1978).
Care must be taken in deciding whether two or more nouns
form part of a compound term or whether one noun may be used
adjectivally as in the phrases: 
antigène spécifique de groupe
antigène spécifique de type
In these examples, "antigène" is qualified by the adjective 
"spécifique". However, in the complex syntagm "antigène de 
surface de la cellule hôte" (host-cell surface antigen), it would 
not be possible to insert an adjective after "antigène", nor 
could "surface" be modified.
In English, the noun is in second place in a compound term 
and is therefore always inverted e.g. 
skidder, cable 
skidder, crawler 
skidder, grapple
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2.8,3 Presentation of the glossary. If definitions are 
deemed necessary, these should be presented in a uniform manner. 
It is preferable for entry words to be in bold type, with both 
definitions and equivalents in normal type. An introduction to 
the glossary is particularly important, defining the aim of the 
work, the area covered and the anticipated users. Methodology 
and layout should be described, together with aity explanatory 
notes which will help comprehension. Finally, a bibliography 
should be added to indicate the sources consulted so that the 
user may draw his own conclusions about the breadth and quality 
of the work.
2.8.3.1 Standardisation and revision. Contact with 
specialists in the field of the glossary should be maintained 
throughout so that the work is as complete as possible and 
retains a high level of quality both from a scientific and a 
linguistic point of view. Hoffman-Ostenhof (1977) has stated 
"Mon impression est qu'une collaboration étroite entre les 
nomenclateurs scientifiques et les spécialistes de la 
terminologie du point de vue linguistique est non seulement utile 
mais aussi vraiment nécessaire. Les deux branches peuvent 
apprendre beaucoup l'une de l'autre".
2.8.3.2 Index cards. Probably the simplest way of preparing 
a list of entry words is to enter each one on an index card, 
which should specify the information required about the word, for 
example source language, target language, lexical and grammatical 
category, specific context, related fields, sets of initials, 
cross-references, and definition. Other useful details to
5 ?.
2.9 General conclusions
The aim of bridging the gap between different languages and 
hence attaining cultural understanding between different races of 
the world is one which has been recognized for many centuries.
It is interesting to reflect on whether all bilingual 
dictionaries should serve speakers of both languages or whether 
they would be of more use serving people of either the source 
language or the target language. It is probably indisputable 
that students in early learning stages of a language and those 
whose work involves foreign travel, i.e. people requiring the 
use of a general dictionary, would need one which served speakers 
of both languages. A case may be made for historical bilingual 
dictionaries or glossaries to be "one-way ", for example those 
treating a dead language such as Latin or Greek or an early 
version of another language, such as Chaucerian English to a 
French student or the French of the Chanson de Roland to an 
English student. Nowadays the predominance of English in highly 
specialised scientific and technical fields must lead to the 
production of a number of small glossaries which have English as 
their target language.
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This chapter is a discussion ot the grammatical and semantic 
factors which affect individual words and phrases of the glossary 
in the preceding chapter.
3.1 Content and compilation of the glossary
Having established the need for this work, the task of 
compiling the content of the glossary began. Apart from a few 
syntactical errors which appeared frequently and came to mind 
readily, such as the problem of translating "permettre a" 
correctly, all phrases were gleaned through extensive reading of 
the literature over a period ot years, the main sources being the 
Annales of the Institut Pasteur with their excellent translations 
of the summaries and, as already mentioned, the Journal ot 
General Virology. The content has been kept narrowly within the 
field. Thus terminology which is used within it but which 
relates to other fields has largely been excluded. Medical, 
chemical and veterinary terms only appear in order to provide 
examples. Not all enzymes appear, nor do all viruses, since a 
more comprehensive list of these can be found in "A Dictionary of 
Virology" (Rowson ^  a l ., 1981). The most common enzymes and 
viruses are given to serve as examples (cf. 3.2). No French 
dictionary of virology exists but some reference has been made to 
the Dictionnaire Français de Médecine et de Biologie (Manuila 
et al., 1970), the Dictionnaire des Termes Techniques de Médecine 
(Garnier et Delamare, 19/8) and the Dictionnaire 
Français-Anglais, Anglais-Français des Termes Médicaux et 
Biologiques (Lepine, 1978). In conjunction with these searches, 
a computer search was made of relevant English works to produce a
comprehensive list of individual keywords (cf. 3.2). These were
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within which phrases could be built. The result is a glossary of 
more than 5ÜU entries in the highly specialised fields of 
vertebrate virology and genetic engineering Ccf. 1.1).
During a conference at the University of Surrey organised by 
the Animal Virus Research Institute, Pirbright and sponsored by 
the Commission of European Communities (C.E.C.), interest was 
shown by Dr.J.Connell of the C.E.C. in the compilation of this 
glossary and resulted in his organisation enabling me to visit 
leading French virologists and geneticists in France, to discuss 
the content and finer points of the work. The replies to initial 
requests for help were most encouraging and a copy of the 
glossary was sent to each person two months before the proposed 
visit, with the request that these should be returned with 
comments to allow sufficient time before the visit for a 
synthesis to be made.
The experts visited were chosen initially because they are 
leaders in their field, but other aspects were judged to be 
important. Some had an excellent grasp of English and were 
"purists" in their attitude to language, making frequent 
references to the recommendations of the Académie des Sciences de 
Paris. Others, mainly the younger geneticists who are working in 
a rapidly expanding field, used a considerable amount of 
"franglais" and in a number of instances had great difficulty in 
providing an acceptable French translation for the new 
terminology they were using, mainly because they had not at that 
time sought to publish work in their own language. When the 
point was broached that Monsieur Chevènement required all 
publications to be made at least in French, it was obvious that 
this was not considered practical as, to achieve international 
recognition, papers had to be produced in English and to do so in
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readership. Thus the importance attached to producing work in 
English lends considerable impetus to the compilation of 
specialised glossaries of this kind.
3.2 Use of the computer in establishing the glossary
Computational use was involved in several stages of the 
preparation of the glossary:
(1) Initial searches were made through databases in Canada 
and Europe to establish whether such a work had previously been 
produced. Information was requested on : (dictionary or 
encyclopaedia or glossary or lexicon) and French and (virology or 
veterinary medicine) (Fig. 7). It was concluded that no similar 
information was available and therefore the work undertaken would 
not be a duplication of existing information.
(2) The Animal Virus Research Institute at Pirbright,
Surrey, which provided the source of the information, houses the 
World Reference Library for foot-and-mouth disease. It also 
holds complete bibliographies of other common virus diseases 
affecting vertebrates such as bluetongue, African swine fever and 
swine vesicular disease. A total of approximately 10,000 
references had already been searched to establish a corpus of 
keywords for our library purposes using an in-house programme. 
This was incorporated with ny own card index system on to which I 
had begun to list words and phrases gleaned from texts received 
from French speakers which I was editing and which had been 
submitted to the Journal of General Virology, Intervirology and 
the Federation of European Microbiological Societies (FEMS) 
Letters. Terms were also taken from the Annales of the Institut 
Pasteur.
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(4 ) The English side ot the glossary featured entries 
preceded by @ and followed by the alphabetical reference letter 
and number in brackets Fig. 8). The computer was then
asked to list each entry in alphabetical order between @ and the 
first closed bracket it reached. This clearly facilitated what 
would otherwise have been a laborious task (cf. Chapter IV part 
2: English cross-reference list).
3.3 Extension in meanings
There are instances of true synoityms in this field, as may 
be seen in 3.3.1.1, e.g. annealing and hybridization. However, 
apparent synonyms in a confined field are dependent on their 
context and need to be carefully defined in order to try and 
reflect their nuances of meaning. Hyponyny, or inclusion, in 
which a specific term is incorporated within a general term, is a 
useful tool for the lexicologist in order to establish the exact 
meaning of a word. A word is said to be extended when its 
general meaning encompasses or includes a specific meaning. Thus 
'science' is an extension of and includes biology, zoology, 
medicine, physics, chemistry etc. This section features words in 
the glossary which have extensions of meaning within the field of 
virology and genetics.
3.3.1 Word pairs
3.3.1.1 adherence, adhesion
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- dérive a . , 
glissement a.
- cassure a ., 
saut a.
- site a.
- "pêche originel" a.
-ëantigenic drift (A55)
-êantigenic shift (A55)
-@antigenic site (A55) 
-^original antigenic 
sin (A55)
56.antimetabolite (s.f.) @antimetabolite (A56)
57.appartement
- degré (s.m.) d 'appartement
^pairing (A57)
-rate of pairing (A57)
58.apparition (s.f.) 
- a. du virus
^appearance (A58) 
-appearance of the virus; 
when the virus appeared, 
was first noticed
59.d'après (selon) la méthode ^according to the method 
(A59)
60 .ascaris (s.m.) @ascaris (A60)
{fam. ^threadworms (A60)}
61.assemblage (s.m.) 
-a. du virus
^assembly (A61)
-@virus assembly (A61)
62.at tenue (adj.) ^attenuated (A62)
- a. par passage sur hote/cellule -attenuated by passage
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processus inflammatoire.
adhésion = force qui s ’exerce entre deux corps mis en 
présence et qui produit l'adhérence.
The difference in meaning between these two words is that 
"adhérence" has a more material sense; it literally means 
"sticking to". "Adhesion" has a wider extension ot meaning since 
it is more figurative and can for example be used to describe 
affinity with a political party.
3.3.1.2 par aérosol, par voie aérienne
par aerosol = transmission par un accident volontaire ou 
involontaire de laboratoire.
par voie aérienne = transmission de façon "naturelle", par 
exemple par le vent.
Transmission of virus "par voie aérienne" may be "par 
aérosol" but transmission "par aérosol" will not be "par voie 
aérienne".
3.3.1.3 annealing, hybridization
It would seem that these words are true synonyms (Rowson 
et al., 1981).
3.3.1.4 carence, défaut
These words may be used synoitymously within the field (e.g.
carence immunitaire, défaut immunitaire). "Carence" is used in
relation to a lack of chemicals or vitamins, or a nutritional or
metabolic deficiency, whereas "défaut" can relate to defects in
buildings or production lines, or lack of attention among pupils.
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3.3.1.5 carrier (porteur), vector (vecteur)
carrier = person or animai that, without showing symptoms of
disease, transmits it to others.
vector = an agent, usually an insect, which transmits viral, 
bacterial or fungal diseases from one host to another.
These definitions are taken from Chambers' Dictionary of 
Science and Technology (1974).
3.3.l.b causal, causatif
The latter relates to the field of philosopy in French. Use
of both 'causal* and 'causative' is acceptable in English, with
preference being given to the former.
3.3.1.7 complémentarité, complementation
complémentarité = le fait d'etre complémentaire.
complémentation = production d'un phenotype sauvage lorsque 
diffèrent deux gênes-mutants qui déterminent le même caractère 
phénotypique.
3.3.1.8 couver, incuber
Both mean "to incubate"; "incuber" is used in a laboratory 
environment, while "couver" is used as in "la poule couve" and 
"l'enfant couve une maladie".
3.3.1.9 efficacité, efficience
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efficience = this is now accepted by the W.H.O, who use it 
in the context of vaccination results. The English "efficiency 
ot plating" may be rendered as either "efficacité d'étalement" or 
"efficience d'étalement", so that in this sense the two words are 
interchangeable. The World Health Organisation gives the 
following definitions to distinguish between "utilité", 
"efficacité" and "rendement" (which they translate into English 
as "effectiveness", "efficacy" and "efficiency", although not 
necessarily respectively. "Utilité" (efficacy) has the most 
limited sense and is defined in the 14th Report ot the Comite QMS 
d'experts des Statistiques sanitaires (1971):
"Utilité: avantage que présentent pour l'individu le 
service, le traitement, le médicament, la mesure de lutte ou de 
prévention recommandés ou adoptés."
The sense of the terms "efficacité" (effectiveness) and 
"rendement" (efficiency) can be seen in the following definitions 
given in the I4th Report mentioned above:
"Efficacité: effet de l'activité et résultat final ou 
avantages qui en découlent pour la population, par rapport aux 
objectifs fixes."
"Rendement": effets ou résultats obtenus par rapport aux 
moyens employés sous forme d'argent, de ressources et de temps."
3.3.1.10 épidémie, épizootie
Both words denote an outbreak of a disease, but 'épidémie' 
is broader in scope since it relates to the propagation and 
development of a disease in humans and it can also be used in a 
figurative sense as in the case of an "épidémie de suicide". 
"Epizootie" refers to a disease which attacks a large number of
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3.3,1.11 infectiosité, infectivité
The latter is an anglicism but it is used to express 
quantitatively "l'efficacité d ’infectivité" which signifies the 
relationship between the number of plaque forming units and the 
number of virus particles. "Infectiosité" is the ability to 
transmit an infection, either of the virus, its human or animal 
host, or a vector.
3.3.1.12 récidivant, recurrent
récidivant = qui revient une fois, parfois plusieurs.
recurrent = qui revient généralement régulièrement et qui ne 
manque pas de revenir.
3.3.1.13 reactivation, recrudescence and recurrence
Wildy et al. (1982) give the following definitions for the
successive stages in the process ot awakening of latent 
infections, latency being the persistence of virus between 
recurrent infections
(1) Reactivation: stimulation of the latent state giving 
rise to infective virus.
(2) Recrudescence: initiation of the recrudescent lesion.
(3) Recurrence: reserved for the passage of virus to 
peripheral sites with no noticeable lesion being formed.
The WHO definition of genetic reactivation in virology 
relates to the phenomenon of genetic recombination or 
reassortment in which one of the parents is an inactivated virus.
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j.j.1.14 Storage, scoring
"Storage" is the duration of time something is stored, 
whereas "storing" is the act of conserving something.
3.3.1.15 viral, virus
Use of the word "virus" as an adjective has been a bone of 
contention for some years and has probably derived from the 
earlier forms "virose" (1680) and "virous" (now rare). In the 
Shorter Oxford Dictionary of 1933, revised 1956, "viral" does not 
appear. However, in the Concise Oxford Dictionary of 1976,
"viral" is included but "virose" and "virous" are excluded. 
"Virus" is listed as a noun but not an adjective in both the 
latter dictionary and in Collins English Dictionary (1979). 
"Virus" is the accepted form in the English virological 
literature, e.g. virus RNA, virus particle, whereas American and 
Canadian use the form "viral". The argument for using the form 
"viral" is that ambiguities arise in instances such as "small 
virus RNA" or "supercoiled virus DNA" in which it is not clear 
whether "small" and "supercoiled" modify "virus" or "RNA" and 
"DNA". Indeed, the word "antiviral" is acceptable in English. 
There are further precedents to support the change to "viral" 
when other Latin-derived nouns and adjectives are considered: 
foetus-foetal, locus-local, fungus-fungal, focus-focal, 
terminus-terminal. It appears that this is an excellent example 
of a word in transition and it is possible that in a few years, 
the English adjectival use of "virus" will become obsolete.
Noun phrases, however, such as "virus particle" and "virus 
research" express a concept completely different from that 
expressed by each word alone. German noun phrases are distinct 
from adjective-noun combinations in that the nouns are combined
without any inflection, e.g. Viruspartikel, Virusforschung.
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of single words
French has a greater tendency to precision than English as 
can be seen from the examples given in 3.3.2.1 and 3.3.2.9. 
English extensions are frequently the result of laboratory jargon 
such as in 3.3.2.4 and 3.3.2.6 where the English terminology has 
been adapted into French.
3.3.2.1 anti-
French logically vaccinates against a disease whereas 
English linguistically does not, e.g. "vaccin anti-aphteux" = 
"foot-and-mouth disease vaccine". In English the word "vaccine" 
incorporates the assumption that it will be effective against the 
disease. The same applies to "immunity"; French has "immunité 
anti-hyperthermisante" (cf. 3.6).
3.3.2.2 control
The English noun "control" is translated as "lutte" or 
"campagne". The verb "to control" should be rendered as 
"gouverner" or "commander". It should not be translated as 
"contrôle" or "contrôler", as the French "contrôle" is always a 
check, e.g. "L'Etat civil contrôle les naissances" but "il perd 
la maîtrise de la voiture".
3.3.2.3 detection (Eng.)
This is translated by "detection" in French only when the sense 
is technical. In general usage, the verb "to detect" would be 
translated by "déceler". The noun "détecteur" in French should 
be used solely in (bio)physics.
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The translation "fingerprint" is used in the field where it has a 
particular meaning. It usually refers to the pattern of peptide 
or nucleotide spots on a chromatogram or electropherogram of an 
enzyme digest or nucleic acid respectively. It relates to the 
idea of a fingerprint in that it is individual.
3.3.2.5 foyer
This word is in common use in the field, denoting both the 
incidence of an outbreak and also the site where it occurs. It 
may therefore be translated in English as "outbreak" or "farm"/ 
"breeding unit". In the plural, English borrows the Latin word 
"foci"; hence "fluorescent foci" is translated as "foyers 
fluorescents".
3.3.2.6 froid
In the field "cold" can mean "not labelled with isotopes".
3.3.2.7 globule rouge
The synonym "erythrocyte" exists in both languages.
"Hématie" in French is frequently used incorrectly for "red blood 
cell" when in fact it refers to arty blood cell.
3.3.2.8 hélice
The English equivalent is "helix". The French word "hélix" 
is used for part of the ear and is not correct in this field.
3.3.2.9 killed vaccine
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which is killed but the virus from which it is produced. French 
more logically refers to it as "vaccin inactive" or "vaccin a 
virus tué".
3.3.2.10 kilo Ck)
"K" IS a prefix in French and according to the International 
Standardisation of Units, SI, this cannot be used as a symbol to 
abbreviate "kilogram", although this is frequently seen. The 
correct form is "kg."
3.3.2.11 laboratory
English has a wider extension than the French "laboratoire", 
as it can refer to the team of people who constitute the 
laboratory as well as the place where work is undertaken. 
"Laboratoire" refers to the place only, the people involved being 
"l'équipe".
3.3.2.12 leaky mutant
This is not translated literally as "non-etanche" but has a 
wider sense and should be rendered "mutant à forte multiplication 
bloquée" or "mutant incomplètement bloque". In laboratory 
conversation, the English term is used.
3.3.2.13 nourrisson
There is no single word equivalent in English. The French 
"nourrisson" refers to the human infant only and not to animals. 
Therefore "nourrisson" should be translated as "nursing child". 
The English nouns "suckling" and "weanling" formerly referred to 
infants but are now outmoded and are used in scientific texts to 
refer to animals, often in an adjectival sense. They have no
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young animais, it seems appropriate to include "nouveau-ne" which 
can refer to either humans or animals. There is no equivalent 
substantive in English. "Newborn" is an adjective and must 
therefore be followed by the noun "child" or by the appropriate 
animal species.
3.3.2.14 ribosoraal (Eng.)
This should be rendered as "ribosomique" as the French form 
"ribosomal" is not favoured by the Académie des Sciences de 
Paris.
3.3.2.15 seuil
The meaning of "threshold" is extended in the field to 
encompass "extreme level" or "extreme amount", e.g. minimum 
titre.
3.3.2.16 test
This is a clear case of borrowing from English and its only 
correct usage in French occurs in the field of psychology.
3.3.2.17 la vaccine
This is a "faux ami" as it means "cowpox virus" in English. 
English "vaccine" is "le vaccin" in French. The Latin origin of 
the word (vacca = cow) stems from the fact that Benjamin Jesty, a 
Dorset farmer, was the first to immunise his family against 
smallpox in 1774 using material from the scabs of cows suffering 
from cowpox. This induced a mild case of cowpox in humans and 
conferred protection against the more serious disease of 
smallpox,
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Tumour virus. The suffix "-gène" means "to provoke, 
induce", hence "tumour-provoking".
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3.4 Treatment of compound terms
The formation of words with two or three elements of meaning 
occurs very frequently in the field in English, giving rise to a 
number of neologisms (cf. 3.6) and it is interesting to note the 
different ways in which corresponding terms, imported from 
English, have evolved in French. The following methods, quoted 
in the Grand Larousse de la Langue Française (1972), express this 
phenomenon:
(a) noun + noun
(b) noun + adjective
(c) adjective + noun
(d) noun + preposition + noun
(i) noun + de + noun
(ii) noun + à + noun 
(lii) noun + other preposition + noun
(e) verb + noun
(t) verb + preposition + noun
(g) verb + verb
(h) adjective + adjective
(i) adjective + verb
(j) adjective + preposition + verb
(k) preposition + adjective + noun
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English some instances may be used adjectivally, e.g.
(Eng.) radlo-immunology (test), (Fr.) radio-immunoLogie (n.)
radio-immunoLogique (adj.)
Nouns such as (Fr.) ADN-exonucLease = (Eng.) DNA exonuclease 
are not hyphenated in English; however, (Fr.) antigène-anticorps 
= (Eng.) antigen-antibody is hyphenated in both languages. The 
latter example may also be used adjectivally as in "complexe 
antigène-anticorps".
True compounds in French are unusual although their 
incidence is increasing. They are always hyphenated, e.g.
celluie-cible = target cell
mutant-faux-sens = missense mutant
ADN-ligase = DNA ligase
ARN-poLymerase = DNA polymerase
pyrimidine-kinase = pyrimidine kinase
It will be noted that in the first two examples, the . 
descriptive noun in French is treated as if it were an adjective 
and is placed second, whereas in the following three examples, 
the order is the same as in English. The first two examples 
given follow the traditional pattern of French compound nouns, 
whereas the last three are examples of neologisms in this field 
being produced by forming compound nouns 'à l ’anglaise' which are 
quite acceptable in the literature. Often in French the 
determinant ends with 'o' as in "lumino- amplification".
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particularly in English, as may be seen from the following 
commonly found examples:
English
detergent-disrupted
host-controlled
temperature-sensitive
thread-1 ike
F rench
disloque par un (des) 
détergent(s)
commandé/gouverné par l'hote
thermo-sensible
filamenteux
virus-specific spécifique du virus
zoo-sanitary zoo-sanitaire
French
radio-immunologique
English
radio-immunological
zoo-sanitaire zoo-sanitary
(c) (adjective + noun). In instances where adjectives 
precede nouns to form a compound noun, the Greek prefix ending in 
-o is commonly found, i.e. pseudo-rage (pseudo-rabies), 
sero-neutralisation (serum neutralisation) (cf. 3.7.7).
(d) noun + prep. + noun
noun + de + noun. In modern French, the preposition
"de" may denote separation from, association with or consequence
of. It may introduce an object which complements a verb (réver
d'un pique-nique), introduce a term which qualifies a noun (la
voix de l'enfant), follow an adjective to lead to its complement
(absent de l'école) or an adverb (beaucoup de). It may denote an
7 2
attribute (etre traite ue luj,/,   -----   _
or introduce an infinitive. It is thus evident that it is in 
constant use in many spheres. There are numerous instances of 
this formation in French virology, e.g.
assemblage du virus virus assembly
cellules d 'embryon embryo cells
fixation du complement complement fixation
gamme d 'hôtes host range
indicateur de complémentation rescue marker
prise de sang blood sample
suppresseur de 1 'ARN RNA suppressor
(ii) noun + à + noun. Fewer instances of this 
construction appear, "de" now being more usual. There are, 
however, examples in this field:
détecteur à photomëtrie = photometry detector
microtome à congelation = cryostat
(iii) noun f^preposition + noun. This construction is 
found less frequently in virology than in more general spheres. 
There do not seem to be any instances using "par". However, good 
examples with "en" are "mise en culot" = "pelleting" and 
"microscopic en fluorescence" = "fluorescence microscopy".
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may be shown as N2 + qui + (V+N), where N2 denotes a person and N 
an inanimate object, e.g. garde-magasin (celui qui garde le 
magasin). This does not appear in virology where scientists and 
technicians are described by the addition of -eur and -iste, e.g. 
rechercheur, gênéticiste. Names of animals and plants formed in 
the same way (e.g. tourne-pierre, perce-neige) are not apparent 
in this field. However, it is a form which is productive for 
inanimate objects in many other technical fields in which N 
complements the object of the verb, e.g. essuie-glaces. The 
result of this lexical transformation is usually a noun and the 
second word ot such a construction is invariably in the plural.
(f) verb + prep. + noun. A good example from the field is 
"irradié aux Ultra-Violets" = "ultra-violet irradiated".
(g) verb + verb. This is a construction (e.g. 
laissez-faire) which does not seem to occur in the field.
(h) adj. + adj. Such a construction appears frequently in 
both English and French, e.g. auto-immun, gazeuse-1iquide, 
non-marqué, thermo-sensible, physico-chemical. The influence of 
the Greek suffix "-o" is clear (cf. 3.7.7).
(i) adj. + verb, e.g. nouveau-né. This is not a frequent 
occurrence in the field.
(j) adj. + prep. + verb (e.g. prêt-à-porter). No 
instances could be found in virology.
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(k; prep. + adj. + noun = adverb, e.g. par Id"; 
immunoéiectrophorese = irranunophoretically.
Table 1 gives examples of the percentages of English 
compound nouns found in the glossary which comprises Chapter IV 
and the way in which these compound nouns are translated into 
French. Different letters of the alphabet have been chosen at 
random to enable a comparison to be made. The discrepancies, 
particularly with "en" and "à", are probably due to the small 
number of entries beginning with "m" and the fact that one entry 
word, "microscopie" yielded several examples. The incidence of 
true compound nouns varies considerably depending on the initial 
letter, as will be seen from Table 1. This is because certain 
words, such as "cellule", seem to generate compound nouns in 
French, such as "cellule-cible" and "cellule-hote".
The consistency with "de" in a little over 40% of the cases 
shows that in this field, compounds made in this manner are fewer 
than in the language as a whole, where the figure is around 50%. 
Relational adjectives overlap this figure and account for between 
one fifth and one third of all the examples found. If the 
examples beginning with "m" are discounted, the drop in 
percentage of relational adjectives beginning with "a", "b" and 
"c” , compared with the other letters studied, can be compensated 
by the higher incidence with these letters of compound nouns and 
phrases formed with "par".
Certain compound nouns appear in the literature and are 
treated as in Table 2 below where it will be noted tliat French 
reverses the word order and introduces the preposition "de" (cf. 
j.4. U .
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French equivalents, 
animal organ 
hamster ovary
mouse kidney
substance
tissue
cell
French
tissu ovaire de 
hamster
cellule de rein 
de souris
3.4.1. Use of relational adjectives
The most common adjectival endings in modern French, in order of 
frequency, are:-
-ique
-el, -al
- if
-aire (this is losing place in political and social spheres to the 
benefit of -el)
-iste. This ending was prevalent in political, social and 
philosophical fields in the nineteenth century and in the 
twentieth is popular in artistic, sporting and technical fields.
A relational adjective expresses the relationship between 
the noun to which the adjective is attached and the noun from 
which the adjective is derived, e.g.
amplification piasmidique = plasmid amplification
chaîne polynucleotidique = polynucleotide chain
hemagglutinine protéique = protein haemaggiutinin
particule viriforme = virus-like particle
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The four examples listed above can also be written as 
"amplification du plasmide", "chaîne des polynucleotides", 
"hémagglutm i n e  de protéine" and "particule d'allure virale".
Both forms are in current use, the form N + I de + NI being more 
"correct". It is more favoured in spoken French, a current trend 
which is probably due to the influence of the media and, in 
particular, advertising.
"Basal membrane" should be translated "membrane basale" and 
not "membrane de base", as "de base" gives the idea of someone or 
something being an initiator as in "homme de base" and "militant 
de base".
3.5 Syntax, style, discrepancies in spelling,
3.5.1 permettre à, permettre de
The translation of this into English causes problems even 
among French people who speak English fluently. The English 
verbs "to permit" and "to allow" must be followed by a direct 
object noun or pronoun with the next verb usually in the passive, 
e.g. permettre à quelqu’un de distinguer entre = to allow 
Ipermitl someone to distinguish between.
Some examples taken from the Annales de Virologie de 
l'Institut Pasteur, avril-juin 1981, 1132EC21 illustrate the 
point :
(1^ "Do the general properties of Ceratitis and Drosophila 
allow to classify them in a definite genus of the Reoviridae 
family?" (Correct version: "allow them to be classified").
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regions allowed to determine the relative position of the cDNA 
inserts..." (Correct version; "allowed the relative position of 
the cDNA to be determined")
(3) "Heteroduplex allows to determine the existence of..." 
("allows the existence of ..... to be determined").
3.5.2 Innocuité (innocuity) and nocif, nociceptif (noxious, 
nocuous).
The antonym in English to "nocuous" is "innocuous" but it is 
not possible to add the same prefix in French. "Innocuous" has 
to be rendered in French as "inoffensit" or "sans danger".
3.5.3 Style
3.5.3.1 Titles. All nouns in an English title should have a 
capital letter, adjectives a small letter, whereas in French only 
the initial letter is a capital. French sometimes has lower case 
letters for names of organisations, apart from the first word 
(Centre de production de virus = Centre for Virus Production) but 
there is a lack of consistency in this. For such organisations, 
all nouns should start with a capital letter. The Canadians show 
a greater consistency in observing the lower case rule.
3.5.3.2 Country names as adjectives
Country names used adjectivally should have a capital letter 
in English. This is not so in French, e.g. peste porcine 
africaine = African swine fever. An exception in English which 
occurs frequently in this field is "guinea pig" (cobaye) since 
this animal is so widely known that its origin tends to be 
overlooked.
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3.5.3.3 Paragraphs. The French style of writing has a 
predilection for starting a new paragraph after nearly every 
sentence. This to English eyes appears disjointed. English 
paragraphs should not consist of a single sentence; they should 
deal with a point jji toto and will therefore be of different 
lengths; however, care should be taken that they do not exceed 
the length of the printed page, since this may induce visual 
tedium in the reader.
3.5.3.4 Hyphens. Use of hyphens when words need to be split 
at the end of a printed line should follow the morpheme boundary 
in English, regardless of whether the new line begins with a 
consonant or a vowel, whereas in French and other European 
languages the new line must begin with a consonant (cf.
2.5.3.2).
3.5.3.5 Use of tenses. French uses mainly the present and 
perfect in scientific texts, English the present and simple past. 
Some use of the future and conditional is made in both languages 
when hypotheses are discussed.
The passive voice in both languages is frequently used.
This is particularly interesting in French as the construction
"l*on...." is avoided in scientific papers and is only heard in
conversation. The use of the first person in both languages is
also avoided. This probably stems from the fact that scientific
work is objective rather than subjective; scientists are serving
Science rather than themselves. It is interesting to note in
this connection that few scientific papers have a single author;
those that do are usually in the nature of review articles. In
contrast, linguists often produce single-author papers, as a
glance at the bibliography of this thesis will show.
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3.5.4 Spelling discrepancies and "faux amis". The following 
differences between French and English should be noted.
French English
agrégat aggregate
alcaline alkaline
aphteux aphthous
colinéarité collinearity
cristallisation crystallisation
dessécher desiccate
dessiccation desiccation
desioniser deionise
desoxyribonucleique deoxyribonucleic
foetus (Fr. with "oe" diphthong=£o«etus (Eng.), fetus (Amer.)
("fétus" exists in French but is seldom used; however, "foetal" 
and "foetus" are used currently in French)
hybridation hybridisation, hybridization
inductible inducible
inverse reverse
péroxydase peroxidase
repartir au hasard randomize
("randomiser" has been recommended; to be correct
it would have to be "randoniser")
réhydratation rehydration
symétrie symmetry
3.5.4.1 bactérie, sérum. The plurals of these words are made by 
adding an "s" in French in the usual way.
However, English interestingly retains the Latin plural, hence 
"bacterium, bacteria" and "serum, sera".
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whereas in English the singular is used almost exclusively.
A number of endings in French can usually be translated 
by the same equivalent in English, e.g.
French Englich
-ose
-ique
-eux, -euse 
-ologie 
-Î te
-osis (but le diagnostic = diagnosis) 
-ical
-ous
-ology
-itis
3.5.4.4 Differences between English and American spellings
The changes in spelling advocated by Noah Webster have had considerable 
influence on the orthography of the United States.
These alterations were proposed chiefly on the grounds of etymology 
in an attempt to make the words correspond, as far as is practicable, 
with their primitive forms, and to reduce the number of anomalies.
The most important of these are:-
(a) The suffix -our (Eng.) becomes -or (Amer.) 
e.g. behaviour behavior
colour color
(b) The suffix -re (Eng.) becomes -er (Amer.) 
e.g. centre center
metre meter
(c) The letter "1" is doubled in English when the last syllable 
begins with a vowel, e.g. label, labelling, but Amer. = 
labeling.
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(d) Conversely, English has a single '1' before a final syllable 
beginning with a consonant, e.g. skill, skilful, whereas 
American has two, e.g. skillful.
(e) Certain English words have a 'c ' where American has "s', e.g. 
defence, defense.
(f) The "ae" and "oe" diphthongs often found in scientific 
English are rendered as an "e" in American, e.g. haemoglobin, 
hemoglobin; foetal, fetal.
(g) Again, scientific English writes "ph" where American has "f", 
e.g. sulphur, sulfur (but phosfate, not fosfate!).
(h) The English suffix "-ical" is simply "-ic" in American, e.g. 
biological, biologic.
(i) The English suffix "-ise", "-isation", or "-ize", "-ization" 
is optional whereas American prefers "-ize", "-ization". 
Etymologically American is more correct in most instances but 
care should be taken with the verbs "to analyse" (analyst), to 
catalyse" (catalyst), "to ly se" (lysis), "to comprise" and "to 
surmise" as these should always be written with an "s".
3.6 Neologisms, acronyms and "franglais"
(cf. Compound nouns 3.4)
3.6.1 Neologisms. These are naturally prevalent in a 
rapidly expanding field and genetics in particular is no 
exception. The neologisms of today may often be recognised by 
their suffixes, "-age", "-at" and "-on" being common examples in 
the field. The words "insérât" (insert) and "isolât" (isolate)
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appear as "une insertion" or "une souche isolée". In the general 
sense, "un isol'e" is a "loner". These spoken versions follow the 
pattern of "acceptable" words such as "cryostat", "inoculât", 
"filtrat", "lysat" and "substrat". English corresponds with 
"filtrate", "inoculate", "lysate" and "substrate" but has 
"cryostat", not "cryostate".
The words "freon" and "transposon" appear in genetics and 
"interferon" is much in vogue at present. The suffix "-on" is 
one which has been adopted by science fiction. "Codage" (coding) 
and "sequencage" (sequencing) are not indexed in "Virologie 
générale et moléculaire" (Girard & Hirth, 1980) although "code" 
and "séquence" appear. "Sequencage" is not included in Harrap's 
Bilingual French and English Dictionary (1972) but "codage" 
appears. The word "sequenceur" is also used in French and can 
refer to either the technique or the person performing it, but 
the latter is laboratory 'jargon' ("cf.
The term "to aggregate" or "to pellet" may be rendered 
correctly in French in several different ways: mettre, 
rassembler, réunir en culot; ramasser, récupérer un culot.
3.6.2 Acronyms. Certain groups of letters have now formed 
words which have become accepted in the spoken language of the 
field. ELISA (enzyme-1 inked immunosorbent assay) is misused on 
occasions when the word "test" is added to an acronym which 
already incorporates the word "assay".
Two journals which are published by societies are named in 
spoken language after the acronyms formed by the initials of 
those societies: EMBO Journal (European Molecular Biology 
Organisation) and FEMS Journal (Federation of European 
Microbiological Societies).
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human tissue and named after the person from whom the cells were 
taken, Henrietta Lax. It is interesting that in French the "L" 
is written in lower case as "Hela", as a capital letter would not 
be permitted within a word.
Flury HEP (high egg passage) and LEP (low egg passage) refer 
to strains of rabies virus, named after a girl called Flury in 
Georgia, U.S.A.
Sigla are accepted as names of viruses. Examples are 
"birnavirus" (bi-segmented RNA virus), "picornaviruses" (pico = 
small RNA viruses) and another which has only just been 
proposed, the family "polydnaviridae" (poly = mary DNA viruses).
The phrase VIA antigen is frequently used, VIA standing for 
virus-infected associated antigen.
3.6.3 "franglais". Le "linker" is also used for "pontage", 
and "marqueur" for (genetic) marker, when the correct translation 
should be "facteur d'identification" or "indicateur 
d'identification". French uses the word "marqueur" for a 
felt-tipped pen or for a radioactive marker.
"Hybrid mRNA nick-translation" posed real problems of 
translation, the French geneticists preferring to keep the 
English term "nick-translation". The only text book which 
mentioned this new phenomenon had not attempted a French version. 
After lengthy discussion of "traduction avec hybridation de 
RNAm" and "RNA messager hybride à traduction encochée", both of 
which were discarded, finally the version "traduction encochée 
d'un ARN messager hybride" was agreed upon, although it was felt 
that this was rather a clumsy rendering.
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written in the literature as "désintégrer" or "traiter par les 
ultra-sons". "Standard" is used in spoken French but in written 
French the words "étalon" or "norme" should be used. "Test" too 
is often used for "épreuve" or "assay" but this is only correct 
in French in the domain of psychology. The phrase "virus helper" 
is more used in the laboratory than "virus auxiliaire" and has 
also appeared in the literature.
Some instances of compound phrases cause great difficulties 
in translation, particularly when a new technique has been 
developed in an English-speaking laboratory. It was evident that 
the time taken in attempting to produce elegant French 
translations was, among the younger French scientists, felt to be 
time taken from research.
3.7 Morphological development of scientific French 
during the last 30 years.
From 3.6 it will be seen that since English is the major 
scientific language, French has followed its trends particularly 
with regard to those words which are similar in form. In French, 
suffixes and prefixes are a key factor pointing to changes in the 
language.
3.7.1 Nouns ending in -age and -ment
Nouns in -age are becoming more frequently used than those 
ending in -ment, since the suffix -age denotes concrete facts and 
the suffix -ment tends more towards abstract ideas. This 
tendency reflects the fact that we live in a scientific and more 
materialistic society. Examples from the field are numerous, 
e.g. assemblage, balayage, codage, sequencage, sondage. 
Echantillonage and écouvillonage are more precise than 
prélèvement.
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3.7.2 Verbs ending in -iser ana nuuuo jn.
-isation and -ification
Verbs ending in -iser are replacing those ending in -ifier.
Virology has a number of verbs ending in -iser and -yser such as
lyophiliser, focaliser, dialyser, homogénéiser, desioniser.
3.7.3 The suffix -ence is losing ground in general 
terminology but is becoming more prevalent in science, e.g., 
fluorescence, recrudescence.
3.7.4 -eur, -euse
The ending -eur is used especially for a machine or tool and
is the nominallsed form of the adjective (cf. 2.4). It is less
frequently used for a person's job, although it occurs 
particularly in sport (volleyeur, hockeyeur). However, where the 
name of both the operator and the machine ends in -eur, there is a 
tendency for the machine to be changed to -euse and such 
terminology is on the increase. It will be interesting to see if 
'sequenceur', a very recent term in virology which at present 
denotes both the technique and the operator, will follow this 
trend.
3.7.5 -if, e.g. 'agglomeratif'
This suffix is disappearing. 'Astrictif* is now becoming 
more commonly 'astringent*.
3.7.6 -eux was formerly a common suffix of a large number of
adjectives and is now being replaced by the Greek form -ique,
e.g. carboneux = carbonique. There are many examples of the
-ique ending in virology, e.g. histologique, protéique, which in
many instances adopt this form via the English -Tc, rather than
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3.7.7 The Greek influence is strongest with regard to 
prefixes in scientific vocabulary. The following list shows many 
examples in virology (cf. 3.4.):-
anthropo- (anthropomorphique)
(antigène)
(auto-immun)
(chromosome)
(cryostat)
(electrophorèse)
(endonuclease)
(épidémie)
(exotique)
(hemagglutination)
(hétérogène)
(homogène)
(interferon)
(iso-électrique)
(lyophiliser)
(maladie)
(microbien)
(monocouche)
(orthomyxovirus)
(oxygène)
(phénotype)
(polymerase)
(séroneutralisation)
(surenroulé) 
sous- (sous-unité)
thermo- (thermosensible)
ant 1-
auto-
chromo-
cryo-
electro-
endo-
epi-,
exo-
heraa-
hetero-
homo-
inter-
iso-
lyo-
mal-
micro-
mono-
ortho-
oxy-
pheno-
poly-
sero-
sur-
3.7.8 The suffixes -forme (Eng. -like) e.g. viriforme,
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-orne (chromosome, genome)
-ose (Eng. -osis)
-ite (Eng. -Itis)
are on the increase in medicine, geology and physics.
The suffix -on is found in physics, genetics and has become 
popular in science fiction. Examples from virology are codon, freon, 
interferon and transposon.
Darmesteter (1877) noted the predominance of -ite over -ose.
The position is being reversed in medicine but retained in 
geology, mineralogy and chemistry. Thus virology, which bridges 
medical and chemical fields, encompasses both suffixes, e.g. 
méiose, trachéite.
-ite: denotes the symptoms of inflammation
-ose: disease characterised by a group of symptoms
3.7.9 For measuring instruments, -mètre has a tendency to 
supersede -graphe, e.g. fluorimetre.
3.8 General conclusion
This has been an interesting field of vocabulary to study.
Its gestation period may be said to have been taking place in
Europe only a little more than a century ago with the work of
Ivanovski, Leeuwenhoek, Pasteur and Koch. A whole new field of
science - that of virology - has emerged which, with its
offspring, genetic manipulation, has known a period of extremely
rapid growth since World War II and with it, a new register of
vocabulary has evolved. In this latter period, for political and
economic reasons, English in its various forms has been the
forerunner, followed by other Western European languages,
Japanese, Russian and languages found in the Soviet block.
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years ago, it is interesting that Greek and Latin still provide a 
firm foundation from which many of this new vocabulary takes its 
roots.
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CHAPTER IV: GLOSSARY OF VERTEBRATE VIROLOGÏ AND GENETICS
Part I: French - English
1. abattage (s.tn.) slaughter (Al)
2. abortif (ve) (adj.) abortive (A2)
3. absorber (v.t.) to absorb (A3)
4. absorption (s.f.)
(vr. capture; endocytose; 
pénétration)
absorption (A4) 
uptake (A4)
5. action (s.f.) cytopathogene 
(vr. cytopathogenie)
cytopathogenesis (A5)
6. acyclovir (s.tn.) aciclovir (A6)
(terme accepté par 
1 'O.M.S. pour 
acyloguanosine (A6)) 
[syn. acyclovir (A6) 
(amer.); Zovirax (A6); 
Wellcome 248U (A6)J
7. acide (s.m.)
■1 X  .- a. nucléique
- a. sialique
acid (A7)
- nucleic acid (A7)
- sialic acid (A7)
8, acide (s.m.) desoxyribonucleique 
(ADN)
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deoxyribonucleic acid (A8) 
-DNA (A8)
ADN-dépendant 
-ADN-exonucléase 
-ADN-i igase 
-ADN-polymerase 
-ADN recombinant 
-ADN ribosomique,
ADNr
-déterminer, faire la séquence 
de l'ADN, séquençage de 1 'ADN 
-protéine lié (qui se lie) à l'ADN 
-DNase
-DNA exonuclease (A8)
-DNA 1igase (A8)
-DNA polymerase (A8) 
-recombinant DNA (A8) 
-ribosomal DNA (A8) 
rDNA (A8)
-DNA sequencing (A8)
-DNA binding protein (A8) 
-DNase (A8)
9. acide (s.m.) ribonucleique 
(ARN)
- dépendant de l'ARN,
ARN-dépendant
- à double-chaîne, bicaténaire
- à simple chaîne, monocaténaire
- ARN fermé par liaisons covalentes
- ARNm, ARN messager
- ARN polyadényll
- ARN-polymérase
- ARNr,
ARN ribosomique
- fragment, segment d'ARN
- suppresseur d'ARN
ribonucleic acid (A9)
-RNA (A9)
-RNA dependent (A9)
-double-stranded RNA (A9) 
-single-stranded RNA (A9) 
-covalently closed RNA (A9) 
-mRNA (A9), messenger 
RNA (A9)
-polyadenylated RNA (A9) 
-RNA polymerase (A9)
-rRNA (A9), 
ribosomal RNA (A9)
-RNA segment (A9)
-RNA suppressor (A9)
lO.actidione (s.f.) actidione (AlO)
ll.actine (s.f.) actin (Ail)
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[syn. dactinomycin (A12); 
meract inotnycin (A12)]
13.activation (s.f.) activation (A13) 
enhancement (A13)
14.adenine (s.f.) adenine (A14)
15.adhesion (s.f.)
[syn. adherence)
(vr. adsorption, fixation) 
-immuno-adhérence
adherence (A15); 
attachment (A15)
-immune adherence (A15)
16.adjuvant (s.m.)
- a. complet de Freund
adjuvant (A16) 
-Freund's complete 
adjuvant (A16)
17.s 'adsorber (v.t.) (sur) to adsorb (A17) (on to)
18.adsorption (s.f.) 
(vr. adhesion)
adsorption (A18)
19.aérobie (adj.) aerobic (A19)
20.aerosol (s.m.) aerosol (A20)
21.affiche (s.f.) 
(vr. panneau)
poster (A21)
22.affinité (s.f.) affinity (A22)
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24.agar-agar (s.m.) 
(vr. gélose)
agar (A24)
25.agarose (s.f.) agarose (A25)
26.agent (s.m.)
-a. causal, 
a. etiologique, 
a. responsable de 
-a. chelateur 
-a. réducteur
agent (A26)
-causal agent (A26) 
-causative agent (A26)
-chelating agent (A26) 
-reducing agent (A26)
27.agglutination (s.f.) agglutination (A27)
28.agglutinine (s.f.) agglutinin (A28)
29.agrégat (s.m.) 
(vr. amas)
aggregate (A29)
30.agrégation (s.f.) aggregation (A30)
31.s'agréger (v.i.) to aggregate (A31)
32.albumine (s.f.)
-a. sériique
albumen (A32) 
albumin (A32) 
-serumalbumen (A32)
33.aliquote (adj.) aliquot (A33)
(vr. fraction, partie aliquote)
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34.allantoide (s.f.) allantois (A34)
35.allantoidien (adj.), 
allantoique
allantoic (A35)
36.allèle (s.m.) allele (A36)
37.allélique (adj.) allelic (A37)
Isyn.intragenic (A37)]
38.allotype (s.m.) allotype (A38)
39.amas (s.m.)
(vr. agrégat)
-faire sêdimenter les agrégats, 
faire sêdimenter les amas, 
mettre en culot
aggregate (A39)
-to sediment the 
aggregates (A39)
40.ambre (adj.)
(vr. codon, mutation)
amber (A40)
41.en amont (adv.) further up (A41)
42.amphotère (adj.) amphoteric (A42)
43.amplification (s.f.)
(vr. plasmide)
-a. du plasmide
-a. par le chloramphenicol
amplification (A43)
-plasmid amplification 
(A43)
-a. by chloramphenicol 
(A43)
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44.amylase (s.f.) anylase (A44)
45.analogue (s.m.) analogue (A45) (s.) 
analogous (A45) (adj.)
46.analyse (s.f.) analysis (A46)
-a. automatique -automatic analysis (A46)
-a. par endonuclease de restriction,
a. par enzymes de restriction -restriction endonuclease
analysis (A46) (vr. map) 
-a. par sequencage -sequencing (A46)
47.analyser (v.t.) to analyse (ang.) (A47) 
to analyze (amer.) (A47)
48.animal (s.m.)
-a. allaité,
a. à la mamelle 
-a. sevré
animal (A48) 
-suckling (A48)
-weanling (A48)
49.anion (s.m.) anion (A49)
50.antibiotique (s.m.) antibiotic (A50)
51.anticomplémentaire (adj.) anticomplementary (A51)
52.anticorps (s.m.) 
-a. circulants 
-a. monoclonaux
-a. neutralisant
antibody (A52) 
humoral antibodies (A52) 
-monoclonal antibodies 
(A52)
-neutralizing antibody 
(A52)
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53,antigammaglobuiine (s.f.) antigammaglobulin
(A53)
54.antigène (s.m.)
- a. intracellulaire
- a. de membrane (ou membranaire)
- a. soluble
- a. spécifique de groupe
- a. spécifique de type
- a. étalon
- a. de surface de la cellule hôte
- a. T
- a. témoin
- a. de référence
- pouvoir de fixation de l'a.
- antigene anticorps (adj.)
antigen (A54) 
-intracellular antigen 
(A54)
-antigen membrane (A54) 
-soluble antigen (A54) 
-group specific antigen 
(A54)
-type specific antigen 
(A54)
-standard antigen (A54) 
-host cell surface 
antigen (A54)
-T antigen (A54)
-control antigen (A54) 
-reference antigen (A54) 
-antigen binding capacity 
(A54)
-ant igen-ant ibody
55.antigénique (adj.)
- derive a . , 
glissement a.
- cassure a . , 
saut a.
- site a.
- "péché originel" a.
-antigenic (A55) 
-antigenic drift (A55)
-antigenic shift (A55)
-antigenic site (A55) 
-original antigenic 
sin (A55)
56.antimetabolite (s.m.)
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antimetabolite (A56)
57.appariement pairing (A57)
- degré (s.m.) d 'appariement -rate of pairing (A57)
58.apparition (s.f.) 
- a. du virus
appearance (A58) 
-appearance of the virus; 
when the virus appeared, 
was first noticed
59.d'après (selon) la méthode according to the method 
(A59)
60.ascaris (s.m.) ascaris (A60)
{fara. threadworms (A60))
61.assemblage (s.m.) 
-a. du virus
assembly (A61)
-virus assembly (A61)
62.atténué (adj.)
- a, par passage sur hôte/cellule
(vr. vaccin)
attenuated (A62) 
-attenuated by passage 
through/in host/cell
63.Aujeszky, maladie d ' (s.f.) 
[syn. pseudo-rageJ 
- Alphaherpesvirus porcin
Aujeszky's disease (A63) 
-pseudo-rabies (A63)
-suid (alpha) herpesvirus 
1 (A63)
64.auto-immun (adj.) autoimmune (A64)
65.autoradiographie (s.f.) 
(vr. hybridation)
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autoradiography (A65)
clones (A65)
- a. pour hybridation par la
technique de transfert de Southern -a. for Southern blot
hybridisation (A65)
66.en aval (adv.) further down CA66)
67,aviaire (adj.) avian (A67); of 
poultry (A67); fowl (A67)
68.aviculture (s.f.) poultry farming (A68)
69.avidité (s.f.) avidity (A69)
70.avirulent (adj.) avirulent (A70)
71.avortement (s.m.) abortion (A71)
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2. bacteriophage (s.m.) 
(vr. phage = fam.)
- b . geant
- spécifique de b .
bacteriophage (B2)
-giant bacteriophage CB2) 
-phage-specific (B2J
3. bande (s.f.) band CB3)
4. base (s.f.)
- analogue (s.m.) de b.
- b. complémentaire
- base(s) de(s) nucleotide(s)
- millier de bases
- paire (s.f.) de bases
- sequence (s.f.) de bases
base (B4)
-base analogue (B4) 
-complementary base (B4) 
-nucleotide base (B4) 
-kilobase (B4); kb (B4) 
-base pair (B4)
-base sequence (B4)
5. basophile (adj.) basophilic (B5)
6. bicatenaire (adj.) 
(vr. à double chaîne) 
- be
(vr. à double chaîne)
double-stranded (B6)
ds (B6)
7. bétail (s.m.) cattle (B7); 
livestock (B7)
8. biochimie (s.f.) biochemistry (B8)
9. biologie (s.f.) moléculaire molecular biology (B9)
10.boîte (s.f.) de Petri Petri dish (BIO)
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12.bourgeonner (v.t.) to bud (B12)
- b . de la surface cellulaire to bud from the cell surface
13.bourgeonnement (s.m.) viral virus budding (B13)
14.bourrelet (s.m.) coronary band (BI4)
15.bourse (s.f.) 
- de la b .
bursa (B15) 
bursal (B15)
16.bovins (s.m.pi.) bovines (B16); cattle 
(B16)
17.bromure (s.m.) d'ethidium (s.m.) ethidium bromide (B17)
18.broyer (v.t.) to grind (B18)
19.but (s.m.)
Isyn. objectif (s.m.)] 
- ayant pour but de
aim (B19); goal (B19)
- with the purpose (B19) of 
+ partie, pres, du verbe 
(...ing)
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1. cadre (s.m.)
- c. de lecture
frame (Cl)
-reading frame (Cl)
2. caillot (s.m.) (de lait, sang) d o t  (C2) (milk, blood)
3. caprinés; caprins (s.m.pl.) caprinae (C3); goats (C3)
4. capside (s.f.) capsid (C4)
5. capsomire (s.m.) capsomere (C5)
6. capture (s.f.) 
(cf. absorption)
uptake (C6)
7. caractère (s.m.) character (C7)
8. caractéristique (s.f.) (adj.) characteristic (C8)
9. caractérisation (s.f.) characterisation (C9) 
characterization (C9)
10.carcasse (s.f.) carcase (CIO); 
carcass (CIO) 
(orthographe au choix)
11.carence (s.f.)
[syn. défaut (s.m.)] 
-c. immunitaire
defect (Cil)
-immune defect (Cil)
12.carte (s.f.)
- dressage (s.m.) de c.,
établissement (s.m.) d'une c.,
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map (C12) 
-mapping (C12)
- dresser (v.t.) une c., -to map
faire la c., localiser une c.
- c. établie par les 
endonucleases de restriction, 
localisation par les endonucléases 
de restriction par des techniques
génétiques -restriction endonuclease
map (C12)
- location de la c. de la -R-loop mapping (C12)
boucle-R
- établissement de la c. génétique -genetic mapping (C12)
13.cassure (s.f.) antigénique 
(vr. saut)
antigenic shift (C13)
14.catalyser (v.t.) to catalyse (ang.) (C14) 
to catalyze (amer.) (C14)
15.catalyseur (s.m.) catalyst (C15)
16.cation (s.m.) cation (C16)
17.cellulaire (adj.)
- acellulaire 
(vr. cellule)
- culture c.
- cycle c.
- extrait c.
- à médiation c.
cell (C17)
-cell-free (C17)
-cell culture (C17) 
-cell cycle (C17) 
-cell extract (C17) 
-cell-mediated (C17)
18.cellule (s.f.)
- c.-cible (vr. cible)
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cell (C18)
-target cell (C18)
- c. étoilée
- c. fusiforme
- c. haploïde
- c.-hote
- c. indicatrice
- c . non-permissive
- c. non-productrice
- c . permissive
- c . productrice
- c. de rein de bovin
- c . splénique
- c . tueuse
- c. Vero
- c . vivante
- associé à la c. (aux cellules)
- dépourvu de cellules, exempt de 
cellules, sans cellules (vr. 
cellulaire)
- transformant les cellules, 
cellulo-transformant
- c. irradiée aux (par les) U.V.
-stellate cell (C18) 
-spindle cell (C18) 
-haploid cell (C18)
-host cell (C18) 
-indicator cell (C18) 
-non-permissive cell 
(C18)
-non-producer cell (C18) 
-permissive cell (C18) 
-producer cell (C18) 
-bovine kidney cell (C18) 
-spleen cell (CI8)
-lethal cell (C18)
Vero cell (C18)
-living cell (C18) 
-cell-associated (C18) 
-cell-free (C18)
-cell-transforming (C18)
-U.V.-irradiated cell 
(C18)
19.centrifugation (s.f.)
- c. analytique
- c . à 1 'équilibré
- c. isopycnique
- c. en gradient de densité de
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centrifugation (C19) 
-analytical centrifugation 
(C19)
-equilibrium centrifugation 
(C19)
-isopycnic centrifugation 
(C19)
- c . zonale, de zone
centrifugation CC19) 
-zonal centrifugation (C19)
20. chaîne (s.f.)
- c. complémentaire
- bicatenaire, à double chaîne
- monocaténaire, à simple chaîne
strand (C20) 
-complementary strand 
(C20)
-double-stranded (C20) 
-single-stranded (C20)
21.cheptel (s.m.) livestock (C21)
22.chez (le rat; les rats) in (the rat); among, in 
(rats)
23.chevauchement (s.m.) overlapping (C23)
24.chevaucher (v.t.) 
se chevaucher (v.i.)
to overlap (C24)
25.chimère (s.f.) chimaera (C25)
26.chimiothérapie (s.f.) chemotherapy (C26)
27.chromatofocalisation (s.f.) chromatofocussing (C27)
28.chromatographie (s.f.)
- c . d 'affinité
- colonne de c.
- c. en couche mince
chromatography (C28) 
-affinity chromatography 
(C28)
-chromatography column 
(C28)
-thin layer
chromatography (C28)
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- c. en phase gazeuse-1iquide
- c. en phase inverse
chromatography (C28) 
-gas-iiquid
chromatography (C28) 
-reversed phase
chromatography (C28)
29.chromosome (s.m.) chromosome (C29)
30.cible (s.f.) 
(vr. cellule)
target (C30)
31.circulaire (adj.) encoché nicked circular (C31)
32.citerne (s.f.) cisterna (C32) (pl. + e)
33.clivage (s.m.)
- c. des protéines
- c. protéolytique
- les produits de c.
- point (s.m.); site (s.m.) de c,
cleavage (C33)
-cleavage of proteins 
(C33)
-proteolytic cleavage 
(C33)
-cleavage products (C33) 
-cleavage site (C33)
34.clonage (s.m.) cloning (C34)
35.clone (s.m.) clone (C35)
36.d o n e r  (v.t.) to clone (C36)
37.cobaye (s.m.) guinea pig (C37)
38.codage (s.m.) coding (C38)
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39.coder (v.t.) to code (C39)
40,codon (s.m.) 
(vr. mutation)
- c. non-sens
- c . ambre
- c. ocre
codon (C40)
-nonsense codon (C40) 
-amber codon (C40) 
-ochre codon C40)
41.coefficient (s.m.)
- c. de sédimentation
coefficient (C41) 
-sedimentation
coefficient (C41)
42.coiffage (s.m.) capping (C42)
43.coiffe (s.f.) cap (C43)
44.colicine (s.f.) colicin (C44)
45.coloration (s.f.)
- c. par immunoperoxydase
staining (C45) 
-immunoperoxidase 
staining (C45)
46. complément (s.m.)
(cf. fixation)
- réaction de fixation du c
complement (C46)
-complement fixation test 
(C46)
47.complémentation (s.f.)
Isyn. complémentarité (s.f.)J 
- c. génétique
complementation (C47)
-genetic complementation 
(C47)
- modèle (s.m.), schéma (s.m.) de c. -complementation pattern
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c . par marqueur -marker rescue (C47) 
(C47)
48,complexe (s.m.)
- c . antigène-anticorps
complex (C48)
-antigen-antibody complex 
(C48)
49.composants (s.m.pl.)
[syn. constituants (s.m.pl.)] 
- c. structuraux
components (C49)
-structural components 
(C49)
50.compteur (s.m.)
- c. à scintillation
- c. de cellules
counter (C50) 
-scintillation counter 
(C50)
-cell counter (C50)
51.(en tant que) concatémère (s.m.) concatemeric (C51) (adj.)
52.condensateur (s.m.) condenser (C52)
53.confinement (s.m.) biologique
- c. physique
biological containment 
(C53)
-physical containment 
(C53)
54.(en) congélateur (s.m.) in a freezer (C54)
55.conjugaison (s.f.)
(vr. transformation, 
traduction (pr. bacteriophage))
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conjugation (C55)
- c. enzymatique -enzyme conjugate CC56)
57.contraste (s.m.) négatif negative staining (C57)
58.coque (s.f.) protéique protein shell (C58)
59.coqueluche (s.f.) whooping cough (C59)
60.corps (s.m.)
- c. d'inclusion (vr. inclusion)
- c. de Negri
body (C60)
-inclusion body (C60) 
-Negri body (C60)
61.cosmide (s.m.)
[syn. partie centrale]
cosmid (C61)
62.couche (s.f.)
- à deux couches, double couche
- c. leucocytaire
layer (C62) 
-bilayer (C62) 
-buffy coat (C62)
63.courbe (s.f.)
- c. de précipitation
- c. de croissance en cycle unique, 
monophasique
- c. de croissance étalon
curve (C63) 
-precipitation curve 
(C63)
-one-step growth curve 
(C63)
-standard growth curve 
(C63)
64.cristallisation (s.f.) crystallisation (C64)
65.croisé (adj.)
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cross- (C65)
- hybridation croisée
protection croisée
-cross-hybr id isat ion 
(C65)
-cross-protection (C65)
66.croisement (s.m.)
- c. genetique
cross (C66)
-genetic cross (C66)
67.cryostat (s.m.)
(vr. microtome à congélation)
cryostat (C67)
68.crypto-lysogénie (s.f.) cryptic lysogeiy (C68)
69.culot (s.m.)
- mise (s.f.) en culot
- mettre en c., ramasser, 
récupérer un c.; rassembler, 
réunir en c.
pellet (C69) 
-pelleting (C69) 
-to pellet
70.culture (s.f.)
- c. cellulaire
- c. de tissus
- c. porteuse
- milieu de c.
- c. de cellules d'embryon de 
poulet
- c. de cellules de rein de singe
- c. de cellules Hela
culture (C70)
-cell culture (C70) 
-tissue culture (C70) 
-carrier culture (C70) 
-culture medium (C70)
-chick embryo cell 
culture (C70)
-monkey kidney cell 
culture (C70)
-HeLa cell culture (C70)
71.cuniculture (s.f.) rabbit breeding (C71)
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- c . abortif
- c. cellulaire
- c . évolutif
- c . de multiplication
- c . de réplication, réplicatif
-abortive cycle (C72) 
-cell cycle CC72) 
-evolutionary cycle 
(C72)
-multiplication cycle 
(C72)
-replication cycle 
(C72)
73.cystéine (s.f.) cysteine (C73)
74.cystine (s.f.) cystine (C74)
75.cytidine (s.f.) cytidine (C/5)
/6.cytochimique (adj.) cytochemical (C76)
77.cytologie (s.f.) cytology (C77)
78.cytopathogénie (s.f.) cytopathogenesis (078)
79.cytolyse (s.f.) cytolysis (079)
80.cytoplasme (s.m.) cytoplasm (080)
81.cytosine (s.f.) cytosine (081)
82.cytosquelette (s.m.) cytoskeleton (082)
83.cytotoxique (adj.) cytotoxic (083)
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1. décapsidation (s.f.) uncoating (Dl)
2 . défaut (s.m.) 
(vr. déficience)
defect (D2)
3. déficience (s.f.) 
(vr. défaut)
defect (D3)
4. défectif (adj.) defective (D4)
5.dégradé (adj) par un/des détergent(s) detergent-disrupted
(D5)
6 . démyélinisant (adj.) demyelination (D6)
7. dénaturer (v.t.) to denature (D7)
8 . dépister (v.t.) une maladie to detect (D8) a 
d isease
9. être dépourvu de pouvoir infectant,
infectieux noinfectivity (D9) is/was
apparent; no infectivity 
could be shown
10.dérive (s.f.) immunologique immunological drift 
(DIO)
11.déshydraté (adj.) dehydrated (Dll)
12.désintégrer (v.t.) par les ultra- to sonicate (D12)
sons
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13.dés ioniser (v.t.) to deionise (D13)
i4.désioniseur (s.m.) deioniser (D14)
IS.desoxyribose (s.m.) deoxyribose (D15)
16.dessiccation (s.f.) desiccation (D16) 
(N.B. orthographe)
17. détecteur (s.m.)
- d. à capture d'électron
- d. a photomêtrie de flamme
detector (D17) 
-detector for electron 
capture (D17)
-detector for flame 
photometry (D17)
18.detection (s.f.)
- d. par capture d'électron
detection (D18) 
-detection by electron 
capture (D18)
19. determinant (s.m.) 
- d . antigenique
determinant (D19) 
-antigenic determinant 
(D19)
20.détermination (s.f.) 
- d. de la sequence 
(vr. séquençage)
determination (D20) 
-sequencing (D20)
21.développement (s.m.) post- 
traductionnel
- d. post-transcriptionnel
post-translational 
processing (D21) 
-post-transcriptional 
processing (D21)
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22, diagnostic (s.m.)
- d . différentiel
- d . sérologique
- d . virologique rapide,
d . rapide des infections virales
diagnosis (D22) 
-differential diagnosis 
(D22)
-serological diagnosis 
(D22)
-rapid virus diagnosis 
(D22)
23.diagnostiquer (v.t.) to diagnose (D23)
24.dialyse (s.f.) dialysis (D24)
25.dialyser (v.t.) to dialyse (ang.) (D25) 
to dialyze (amer.) (D25)
26.diapositive (s.f.) 
- (fam. diapo)
photographic slide (D26) 
-slide (fam.) (D26)
27.différentiation (s.f.)
- permettant de différencier
differentiation (D27) 
-differentiating (D27)
28.diluant (s.m.) diluent (D28)
29.dilution (s.f.)
- d. finale (vr. point)
dilution (D29) 
-endpoint (D29)
30.dimere (s.m.) dimer (D30)
31.diploi‘de (adj.) diploid (D31)
32.disloqué (adj.) par les detergents detergent-disrupted
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(vr. dégradé)
33.dans le domaine de in the field of (D33)
34.données (s.f.pl.) data (D34)
(s.pl.; parfois suivi 
à tort par verbe 
au singulier)
35.donneur (s.m.)
- d. de sang
- d. de rein
donor (D35)
-blood donor (D35) 
-kidney donor (D35)
36.dosage (s.m.)
- d. immuno-enzymatlque
assay (D36)
-enzyme-linked immuno­
sorbent assay (D36); 
-ELISA (D36)
37.dose (s.f.)
- d. inf cot cunt c
- d . minimale infectieuse
- d. monovalente
dose (D37)
-m u ltip lic ity  in rection  (P^i) 
-minimum infective
dose (D37)
-monovalent dose (D37)
38.à double chaîne (s.f.) 
(vr. bicatenaire)
double-stranded (D38)
39.duplex (s.m.) duplex (D39)
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é. au hasard -random sampling (El)
2.écouvillon (s.m.)
(vr. prélèvement, prise)
swab (E2)
3. écouvillonnage (s.m.) 
(vr. prélèvement, prise)
swabbing (E3)
4. efficacité (s.f.) efficiency (E4)
[syn. efficacy (E4) 
effectiveness (E4)]
5. sous l'égide (s.f.) de (la C.E.E.) under the aegis (E5)
of (the E.E.C.)
6. électrofocalisation (s.f.) 
(vr. focalisation)
electrofocusing (E6)
7. électrophorèse (s.f.)
(vr. gel)
- é. en gel d'agarose
- é. en gel de polyacrylamide
- (pas d'abrev. en fr.)
- é . bi-dimensionnelle
electrophoresis (E7)
-agarose gel
electrophoresis (E7) 
-polyacrylamide gel (E7) 
-PAGE (E7) 
-two-dimensional
electrophoresis (E7)
8. electrosynerese (s.f.) counter-immuno- 
electrophoresis (E8)
9. élevage (s.m.) rearing (E9), breeding 
(E9), stock farming (E9)
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- petit ê. -small stock farm CE9)
lO.éluat (s.m.) eluate (ElO)
ll.eluer (v.t.) to elute (Ell)
12.embryon (s.m.) de poulet chick embryo (El2)
13.embryonnaire (adj.) embryonic (E13)
14.empaquettage (s.m.) in vitro in _vitrp packaging (E14)
15.emplacement (s.m.) 
[syn. position]
location (E15)
16.empreinte (s.f.) fingerprint (E16)
17.encapsidation (s.f.) coating (E17)
18.s'encapsuler (v.t.) to encapsulate (E18)
19.endémique (adj.) endemic (E19)
20.endocytose (s.f.)
(vr. absorption, pénétration)
endocytose (E20)
21.endogène (adj.) endogenous (E21)
22.endonucléase (s.f.) 
- e . de restriction
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endonuclease (E22) 
-restriction
endonuclease (E22)
24.endoCoxine (s.f.) endotoxin (E24)
25.enfant (s.m.) sevré weanling (E25)
26.à l'engrais (s.m.)
- mettre un animal a I'e,
being fattened (E26) 
to fatten an animal 
(E26)
27.enjambement (s.m.) chromosomique crossing over (E27)
28.entamer (v.t.) des recherches sur to begin research (E28)
on
29.enterique (adj.) enteric (E29)
30.enveloppe (s.f.)
- e. externe
- e . interne
envelope (E30)
-outer envelope (E30) 
-inner envelope (E30)
31.enzymatique (adj.) enzymatic (E31)
32.enzyme (s.f.)
- e. de restriction 
(vr. endonucléase)
enzyme (E32)
restriction enzyme (E32)
33.épidémie (s.f.)
(vr. epizootie, flambée 
épidémique, poussée épidémique)
epidemic (E33)
34.épidémiologie (s.f.) epidemiology (E34)
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36,lpisome (s.m.) episome (E36)
37.epitope (s.m.) epitope (E37)
38.epizootie (s.t.) 
(vr. épidémie)
outbreak (E38)
39.épreuve (s.f.)
- é. de diagnostic
- I. d'immunité croisée
- é. d ' inhibition
- é. de neurovirulence
- é . radio-immunologique
- é. R.I.
- é. de rendement en virus
- é. de séro-neutralisation
- é . de virulence
challenge (E39); 
test (E39)
-diagnostic test (E39) 
-cross-immunity test 
(E39)
-inhibition test (E39) 
-neurovirulence test 
(E39)
-radio-immunoassay (E39) 
-RIA (E39)
-virus yield test (E39) 
-neutralization test 
(E39)
-virulence test (E39)
40.éprouver (v.t.) par un virus to challenge (E40) with
a virus
41.épuiser (v.t.)
- é. par des érythrocytes
to absorb (E41)
-to absorb with 
erythrocytes (E41) (fam.)
42.équidés (s.m.pl.); équins (s.m.pl.) equidae (E42); horses
(E42)
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43,équipe (s.f.) team (E43); (personnel de) 
laboratory (E43)
44.éradication (s.f.) eradication (E44)
45.éruption (s.f.) rash (E45)
46.érythème (s.m.)
- é . morbilliforme
rash (E46)
-measles-1ike rash (E46)
47.érythrocyte (s.m.)
(vr. globule) (hématie = fam.)
erythrocyte (E47)
48.espèce (s.f.)
- e . type d'origine, 
prototype d'espèce
species (E48)
-original type species 
(E48)
49.essai (s.m.)
- e. de (mise en) culture
- e. de diagnostic
- e. in vitro
- e . par hybridation moléculaire
- e. quantitatif
assay (E49); test (E49) 
-culture test (E49) 
-diagnostic test (E49)
-in vitro assay (E49) 
-molecular hybridisation 
assay (E49) 
-quantitative assay (E49)
50.essayer (v.t.)
Isyn. doser, éprouver, évaluer]
to test (E50)
51.essoufflement (s.m.) breathlessness (E51)
52.établissement (s.m.) de la sequence sequencing (E52)
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53.étiologie (s.f.) aetiology (E53) 
etiology (E53)
54.eucaryote (adj.) eukaryote (E54)
55.evaluation (s.f.) du risque risk assessment (E55)
56.exogène (adj.)
57.exonuclease (s.f.)
exogenous (E56)
exonuclease (E57)
58.exotique (adj.) exotic (E58)
59.experience (s.f.)
- e . d 'inhibition
experiment (E59); 
test (E59)
-inhibition test (E59)
60.experimentation (s.f.) experiment (E60)
61.explant (s.m.) explant (E61)
62.expose (s.m.) (vr. exposition) exposure (E62)
63.exposition (s.f.) (vr. expose)
- e . precoce
- e. tardive
exposure (E63)
-early exposure (E63) 
-late exposure (E63)
64.extrait (s.m.)
- e. cellulaire 
(vr. cellule)
extract (E64)
-cell extract (E64)
65.extrémité (s.f.)
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end (E65)
- é. arrondie -blunt end (E65)
- é. "coiffée" -capped end (E65)
- é. rase -flush end (E65)
- ajouter une é. -to tail (E65)
(homopolymer)
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(marqueur = frangl.) 
- f. génétique d 'i . -genetic marker (Fi)
2. fetal (adj.) 
(vr. foetal)
foetal (F2) (ang.); 
fetal (F2) (amer.)
3. fibroblaste (s.m.).
- f. d'embryon de poulet
fibroblast (F3)
-chick embryo fibroblast 
(F3)
4. fibroblastique (adj.) fibroblastic (F4)
5. fièvre (s.f.) 
- f. aphteuse
- f. catarrhale maligne
- f. jaune
disease (F5) 
-foot-and-mouth 
disease (F5)
Isyn.aphthous fever 
(F5)]
-biuetongue (F5) 
-yellow fever (F5)
6. filtrable (adj.) filterable (F6); 
filtrable (F6)
7. filtrat (s.m.) filtrate (F7)
8. filtration (s.f.)
Isyn. extraction par filtrage] 
- f. sur gel
filtration (F8)
-gel filtration (F8)
9. filtrer (v.t.)
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to filter (F9) 
to filtrate (F9)
10.fixation (s.f.)
(vr. adhésion)
- f. du complément 
(vr. complément)
- pouvoir de f. de l'antigène
fixation (FIO); 
attachment (FIO)
-complement fixation 
(FIO)
-antigen binding 
capacity (FIO)
11.être capable de fixer to be capable of fixing 
(Fil)
12.flambée (s.f.) épidémique
(vr. épidémie)
outbreak (F12)
13.fluorescence (s.f.) fluorescence (F13)
14.fluorescent (adj.) fluorescent (F14)
15.fluorimétrie (s.f.) fluorimetry (F15)
16.focalisation (s.f.)
- f. (au point) iso-électrique
(vr. électrofocalisation)
focusing (F16) 
-isoelectric focusing 
(F16)
17.foetal (adj.)
(vr. fetal)
foetal (F17) (ang.); 
fetal (F17) (amer.)
18.foetus (s.m.) foetus (F18); fetus 
(F18) (amer.)
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19.formaldehyde (s.rn.) formaldehyde CF19)
20.formol (s.m.) formalin (F20)
21.fournir (v.t.) to supply (F21)
22.fournisseur (s.m.l supplier (F22) (of 
chemicals etc.; not 
'furnisher'
23.foyer (s.m.l
- limité à un nombre réduit 
de foyers
- foyers (s.m.pl.)
- foyers fluorescents
outbreak (F231; site 
(F23J of a disease 
- contained within a 
limited number of 
farms (F23), 
breeding units (F23) 
-foci (F23)
-fluorescent foci (F23)
24.fractionnement (s.m.) 
- f. de cellules
fractionation (F24) 
-fractionation of cells
25.fragment (s.m.) insère insert (F25)
26.fréon (s.m.) freon (F26)
27.froid (adj.) [ syn. non-marquej cold (F27), i.e. not 
labelled with isotopes
28.fusion (s.f.)
- f. cellulaire
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fusion (F28)
-cell fusion (F28)
- g . d 'hôtes -host range CGl)
2. ganglion (s.m.)
- g. lymphatique
ganglion (G2); 
node (G2)
-lymph node (G2)
3. gel (s.m.)
(vr. électrophorèse)
- g. d'hydroxjde d'aluminium
gel (G3)
-aluminium hydroxide 
gel (G3)
4. gélose (s.f.) 
(vr. agar-agar)
gel (G4)
5. gène (s.m.)
- banque (s.f.) de gènes
- clonage (s.m.) de gène(s)
- manipulation (s.f.) génétique
- gene(s) se chevauchant
-expression (s.f.) du gene
gene (G5)
-gene bank (G5)
-gene cloning (Gb)
-gene manipulation (G5) 
-overlapping gene(s) 
(G5)
-gene expression (G5)
6. genie (s.m.) génétique genetic engineering (G6) 
Isyn. genetic 
manipulation (G6)]
(G6)]
7. genome (s.m.) genome (G7)
8. genotype (s.m.) genotype (G8)
9. genre (s.m.)
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genus (G9);
- g. type d'origine, 
prototype de genre -original type genus 
(G9)
10.gibier (s.m.) 
-g. i plumes 
-g. d'eau
game (GIO) 
-gamebirds (GIO) 
-wild fowl (GlO)
11.glace (s.f.)
- g. hydrique
- g. (neige) carbonique
ice (Gll)
-ice
-dry ice (Gll)
12.glissement (s.m.) immunologique
(vr. dérive)
immunological drift 
(G12)
13.globule (s.m.)
- g. blanc
- g. rouge
(vr. érythrocyte)
('hématie' est déconseillée)
blood cell (G13) 
-white cell (G13) 
-red cell (G13); 
erythrocyte (G13)
14.globuline (s.f.)
- alpha-g.
- beta-g.
- gamma-g.
- immunoglobuline
- g. hyperimmune
globulin (Gl4)
-alpha globulin (G14) 
-beta globulin (G14) 
-gamma globulin (G14) 
-immunoglobulin (G14) 
-hyperimmune globulin 
(G14)
15.glucosamine (s.f.) glucosamine (Gl5)
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17.glycopeptide (s.m.) glycopeptide (G17)
IS.glycoproteine (s.f.) glycoprotein (G18)
19.Golgi
- appareil de Golgi
- reseau de Golgi
Golgi (G19)
-Golgi apparatus 
(G19)
-Golgi network (G19)
20.grippal (adj.) influenza (G20) 
fara. 'flu (G20)
21.grippe (s.f.)
- g. bovine,
virus de la fièvre éphémère
influenza (G21) 
fam. 'flu (G21)
-ephemeral fever virus 
(G21); EFV (G21)
22.guanidine (s.f.) guanidine (G22)
23.guanine (s.f.) guanine (G23)
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2. hélice (s.f.) helix (H2)
3. helrainthologie (s.f.) helminthology (H3)
4. hemadsorption (s.f.) haeraadsorption (H4) 
(ang.) 
hemadsorption (H4)
( a me r . )
5. hémagglutination (s.f.)
(ne s 'abrège pas en fr.)
haemagglutination (H5) 
(ang.); hemagglutin­
ation (H5) (amer.)
HA (H5)
6. hématologie (s.f.) haematology (H6) (ang.) 
hematology (H6) (amer.)
7. hématologique (adj.) haematological (H7) 
(ang.) 
hematological (H7) 
(amer.)
8. hémocyanine (s.f.) haemocyanin (H8) 
(ang.) 
hemocyanin (H8) 
(amer.)
9. hémolyse (s.f.) haemolysis (H9) (ang.) 
hemolyis (H8) (amer.)
10.hémolysine (s.f.) haemolysine (HIO) (ang.)
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11.hépatique (adj.) hepatic (Hll)
12.hepatite (s.f.) hepatitis (H12)
13.herpes (s.m.) herpes (H13), cold sore 
(H13)
14.herpétique (adj.) herpetic (H14)
15.hétérogène (adj.) heterogeneous (H15)
lô.hexamère (s.m.) hexamer (H16)
17.histochimique (adj.) histochemical (H17)
IS.histocompatibilite (s.f.) histocompatibility
(H18)
19.histologie (s.f.) histology (H19)
20.histologique (adj.) histological (H20)
21.homogène (adj.) homogeneous (H21)
22.homogénéiser (v.t.) to homogenise (H22)
23.homologie (s.f.) homology (H23)
24.hote (s.m.)
- gamme (s.f.) d'hotes, 
spectre (s.m.) d'hotes
host (H24)
-host range (H24)
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- h. d'origine -original host (H24)
25.hybridation (s.f.)
(vr. croisé)
- h. croisée
- h. sur filtre
- h. en milieu liquide
- h. par la technique de transfert 
(d'ARN) (le "blotting")
- h. par la technique de transfert 
de protéine
- h. par la technique de transfert 
(d'ADN) de Southern
hybridization (H23); 
[syn. annealing (H25)] 
-cross-hybridization 
(H23)
-filter hybridization 
(H23)
-liquid hybridization 
(H23)
-Northern blot
hybridization (H23)
-Western blot
hybridization (H23)
-Southern blot
hybridization (H25)
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2. immunité (s . t. )
- i. active
- i. antihyperthermique
- i. à médiation cellulaire
- i. de prophage
- i. retardée
- i. virale
immunity (12)
-active immunity (12)
-hyperthermal immunity (12) 
-cellular immunity (12) 
-prophage immunity (12) 
-delayed immunity (12) 
-viral immunity (12)
3. immuno-deficient (adj.) immunodeficient (13)
4. immunodiffusion (s.f.) immunodiffusion (14)
5. immuno-électrophorêse (s.f.)
- 1. croisee
- par (d’) immuno-électrophorèse
immunoelectrophores is 
(15)
-crossed
immunoelectrophores is 
(15)
-by immuno-electro- 
-phoresis (15), 
immuno-electro- 
phoretically (15)
6. immunoélectrophorétique (adj.) immunoelectrophoretic 
(16)
7. immunofluorescence (s.f.) 
-i. directe
-i. indirecte
immunofluorescence (17) 
-direct
immunofluorescence (17) 
-indirect
immunofluorescence (17)
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8. immunoglobuline (s.f.) immunoglobulin (18)
9. immunserum (s.m.)
- i. conjugué à la fluorescéine
- i . hétérologue
- i . homologue
- i. neutralisant
antiserum (19) (pl. 
antisera (19); immune 
serum (19)
-antiserum conjugated 
with fluorescein (19) 
-heterologous antiserum 
(19)
-homologous antiserum 
(19)
-neutralizing antiserum 
(19)
10.implant (s.m.) implant (110)
11.inactivation (s.f.) inactivation (111)
12.inappétence (s.f.) lack of appetite (112)
13.inclusion (s.f.)
-i. cytoplasraique
-i. nucléaire
inclusion (113); 
inclusion body (113) 
-cytoplasmic inclusion 
body (113)
-nuclear inclusion (113)
14.incuber (v.t.) to incubate (114)
15.indicateur (s.m.) de complementation rescue marker (115) 
(vr. facteur, "marqueur" = frangl.)
16.infection (s.f.) infection (116)
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. apparente
. par aérosol, par voie aérienne 
. par contact 
. chronique 
. infra-clinique
(sub-clinique = frangl.)
- i . latente
-multiplicité (s.f.) d'infection, 
dose infectante
(ne s'abrège pas en français)
- faible multiplicité d'infection, 
multiplicité d'infection faible
- forte multiplicité d'infection, 
multiplicité d'infection élevée
- i. persistante
- i. productive, productrice
- 1 . récidivante, récurrente
- i. inapparente, silencieuse
- i. simulée, témoin
-apparent infection (116) 
-airborne infection (116) 
-contact infection (116) 
-chronic infection (116) 
-subclinical infection 
(116)
-latent infection (116)
-multiplicity of 
infection (116)
-m.o.i. (116)
-low m.o.i. (116)
-high m.o.i. (116)
-persistent infection 
(116)
-productive infection 
(116)
-recurring infection
(116)
-silent infection (116) 
-mock infection (116)
17.infectivité (s.f.)
[syn. pouvoir (s.m.) infectieux;
infectiosité (s.f.)]
- augmentation du pouvoir infectant, 
i. renforcée
infectivity (117)
-enhanced infectivity
(117)
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19.ingestion (s.f.) ingestion (119)
20.inhalation (s.f.) inhalation (120)
21.inhaler (v.t.) inhaler (121)
22.inhibiteur (s.m.)
- i. de la synthèse des protéines, 
i. des synthèses protéiques
inhibitor (122)
-protein synthesis 
inhibitor (122)
23.inhibition (s.f.)
(vr. experience)
- i. par les anticorps
- i. de contact
- i. dépendant de la densité
- 1 . de l'élution
- i. de 1 'hemadsorption
- i. de 1 'hemadsorption
- i. de l'hémagglutination
- i. de l'hémagglutination
- IHA
- i. métabolique, du métabolisme
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inhibition (123)
-antibody inhibition 
(123)
-contact inhibition 
(123)
-density-dependent 
inhibition (123) 
-elution inhibition 
(123)
-haemadsorption (ang.)
inhibition (123) 
-hemadsorption (amer.)
inhibition (123) 
-haemagglutination (ang.)
inhibition (123) 
-hemagglutination (amer.)
inhibition (123)
-HAI (123)
-metabolic inhibition
24.injection (s.f.) (de vaccin) inoculation (124); 
shot (124) (fam.)
25.innocuité (s.f.) innocuity (125)
26.inoffensif (adj.) innocuous (126)
27."insérât" (s.m. fam.) insert (127)
28.insérer (v.t.) to insert (128)
29.insertion (s.f.)
- i . d'ADN complémentaire
- i . d'un indicateur génétique
insertion (129)
-cDNA insert (129) 
-carrier insert (129)
30.insuline (s.f.) insulin (130)
31.intégrité (s.f.) de la membrane, 
i. membranaire -membrane integrity 
(131)
32.interface (s.f.) interface (132)
33.interférence (s.f.) 
- i. intrinsèque
interference (133) 
-intrinsic interference 
(133)
34.interféron (s.m.)
- i. fibroblastique humain
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interferon (134) 
-human fibroblast 
interferon (134)
interferon (134)
35.intergénique (adj.) 
[syn. alléliquej
intergenic (135) 
[syn. allelic (135)]
36.interposition (s.f.) intercalation (136)
37.intragénique (adj.) 
[syn. non-allélique]
intragenic (137) 
[syn. non-allelic 
(137)]
38.ioder (v.t.) to iodinate (138)
39.irradiation (s.f.) 
-i. ultra-violette
irradiation (139) 
-ultra-violet (u.v.) 
irradiation (139)
40.isolât (s.m.)
[syn. souche (s.f.) isolée]
isolate (140)
41.isolé (adj.) isolated (141)
42.isolement (s.m.) 
(d'un virus)
isolation (142) 
(of a virus)
43.isotherme (adj.) isothermal (143)
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1. jetage (s.m.) running at the 
nostrils (Jl)
1. kinase (s.t.)
- phosphokinase
- pyrimidine-kinase
- thymidine-kinase
kinase (Kl) 
-phosphokinase (Kl) 
-pyrimidine kinase (Kl) 
-thymidine kinase (Kl)
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-(fam.) labo. -(fam.) lab. (Ll)
2. latence (s.f.)
- période de 1.
- phase de 1.
latency (L2) 
-latent phase (L2) 
-lag phase (L2)
3. latent (adj.) latent (L3)
4. lectine (s.f.) lectin (L4)
5. leucocyte (s.m.) leucocyte (L5) (ang.) 
leukocyte (L5) (amer.)
6. leucose (s.f.)
-1. bovine enzootique
leukosis (L6) 
-enzootic bovine 
leukosis (L6)
7. liaison (s.f.)
- 1. covalente
- facteur de 1.
- facteur de 1. synthétique 
(vr. lien syntéthique)
bond (L7); linkage 
(L7)
-covalent linking (L7) 
-linker (L7)
-synthetic linker (L7)
- 1. hydrogène -hydrogen bonding (L7)
8. lien (s.m.)
- 1. synthétique 
(vr. liaison)
link (L8)
-synthetic linker (L8)
9. ligase (s.f.) 
(vr. ADN)
ligase (L9)
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- m. de Carré, du jeune âge
- m. contagieuse
- m. à virus
- m. à déclaration 
obligatoire
- cours de la m.
Isyn. illness (Ml)] 
-canine distemper (Ml) 
-contagious disease (Ml) 
-virus disease (Ml) 
-notifiable disease (Ml)
-course of the disease 
(Ml)
2. marquage (s.m.)
- m. â l'iode radioactif
labelling (M2) (ang.); 
labeling (M2) (amer.) 
-labelling with 
radioactive iodine (M2)
3. marqueur (s.m.)
(vr. facteur, indicateur)
(vr. complémentation, récupération)
marker (M3)
4. masse (s.f.) moléculaire 
(vr. poids moléculaire)
molecular weight (M4)
5. matrice (s.f.)
Isyn. modèle, moule]
template (M5)
6. méiose (s.f.) meiosis (Mb)
7. melange (s.m.)
- m. phenotypique
mixing (M7) 
mixture (M7) (virus 
+ sérum) 
pool (M7) (de serums) 
-phenotypic mixing (M7)
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- mécanisme (d'action) de la l. -ligase mechanism (L9)
10,lignée (s.f.)
- i. cellulaire de mammifère
- 1. cellulaire continue
- lignée lymphoblastoi’de
line (LIO)
-mammalian cell 
line (LIO) 
-continuous cell line 
(LIO)
-lymphoblastoid line 
(LIO)
il.limitrophe (adj.) 
(d'un pays)
bordering (LU), 
neighbouring ( L U )  (ang.) 
-neighboring ( L U )  (amer.) 
- (of a country)
12.lot (s.m.) batch (L12), lot (L12)
13.lutte (s.f.)
[syn. campagne (s.f.)] 
- le plan de lutte
campaign (L13), control 
(L13)
-control measures (L13)
14.lymphe (s.f.) lymph (L14)
15.lymphocyte (s.m.) 
- 1. B, T
lymphocyte (L15) 
B, T cell (L15)
16.lymphocytose (s.f.) lymphocytosis (L16)
17.lyophilisation (s.f.) lyophilisation (L17)
18.lyophilisé (adj.)
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freeze-dried (L18)
19.1ysat (s.m.)
- 1. clarifié
- 1. d'une colonie isolée
lysate (L19)
-cleared lysate (L19) 
-single colony lysate 
(L19)
ZO.lyse (s.f.) lysis (L20)
21.1ysogene (adj.) lysogenous (L21)
22.lysogénie (s.f.)
- 1. masquée
(vr. crypto-lysogénie)
lysogetty (L22)
-cryptic lysogeny (L22)
23.1ytique (adj.) lytic (L23)
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(vr. intégrité)
- m. basale; "basale" (s.f.)
- m. de la surface cellulaire, 
ra. superficielle
- m. lisse
- m. nucléaire
- m. rugueuse
(cf. integrity)
-basal membrane (M8)
-cell surface membrane 
(M8)
-smooth membrane (M8) 
-nuclear membrane (M8) 
-rough membrane (M8)
9. méthode (s.f.)
- m. d'immunité croisée
- ra.immunochimique
- m. de détection des clones, 
m. pour déceler les clones
method (M9); test (M9) 
-cross immunity test (M9) 
-immunochemical method 
(M9)
-method for detection 
of clones (M9)
10.mettre (v.t.) quelque chose au point to establish (MIO)
to perfect (MIO) 
to complete (MIO) 
to finish off (MIO) 
something; to focus (MIO)
[syn. accomplir, achever, 
terminer J
11.microbien (adj.) microbial (Mil)
12.microscopie (s.f.) électronique 
- m. é. a balayage
- m. e. en transmission
electron microscopy (M12) 
-electron microscopy in 
scanning (M12)
-electron microscopy in
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- m. en fluorescence -fluorescence 
microscopy (M12)
- m. en contraste de phase -phase contrast 
microscopy (MI2)
13.microtome (s.m.) à congélation 
(vt. cryostat)
cryostat (M13)
14.migration (s.f.) (d'un virus) 
(vr. transport)
migration (M14)
15.milieu (s.m.) gélose
(vr. réaction)
gel medium (M15)
16.mise (s.f.) au point completion (M16) 
clarification (M16)
17.mitose (s.f.) mitosis (M17)
18.modification (s.f.)
- m. de glycosylation
- m. commandée (gouvernée) 
par l 'hôte
modification (M18) 
-glycosylation
modification (Ml8)
-host-controlled 
modification (M18)
19.monocatênaire (adj.) single-stranded (M19)
20.monocouche (s.f.)
(vr. tapis monocellulaire)
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monolayer (M20)
22.monomère (adj.) monomeric (M22)
23.mononucléose (s.f.) mononucleosis (M23)
24.monospécifique (adj.) monospecific (M24)
25.monovalent (adj.) monovalent (M25) 
univalent (M25)
26.morbidité (s.f.) morbidity (M26)
27.morbilleux (adj.) 
[syn. rougeoleuxj
measles (M27)
28.morphogenèse (s.f.) morphogenesis (M28)
29.morphologie (s.f.) morphology (M29)
30.mortalité (s.f.) mortality (M30)
31.mutant (s.m.)
- m. du changement du cadre
- m. défectif
- m. de deletion
- m. faux-sens
- m. incomplètement bloqué,
m. a forte multiplication bloquée
mutant (M31)
-frame shi f t(M31) 
-defective mutant (M31) 
-deletion mutant (M31) 
-missense mutant (M31) 
-leaky mutant(M31)
- m. létal conditionnel -conditional lethal
mutant (M31)
- m. non-sens -nonsense mutant (M31)
- m. non-transformant -non-transforming mutant
1 4 5
- m. spontané
- m. thermosensible
-spontaneous mutant (M31) 
-temperature-sensitive 
mutant (M31)
-ts. mutant (M31)
32.mutation (s.f.)
- m. de thermosensibilité
mutation (M32) 
-ts. lesion (M32) 
(cf. amber)
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- ND -NA (NI)
2. neutralisation (s.f.)
n. croisee
- sero-neutralisation
neutralisation (N2) 
neutralization (N2) 
(orthographe au choix) 
-cross-neutralization 
(N2)
-serum neutralization 
(N2)
3. nourrisson (s.m.)
(race humaine seulement) 
(vr. animal)
nursing child (N3) 
infant (N3)
4. nouveau-ne (adj. et s.m.) 
(animaux et humains)
newborn (N4) (adj.) 
newborn baby, child (s.) 
newborn animal (s.)
5. nuclee (adj.) nucleated (N5)
6. nucleocapside (s.f.) 
(vr. nucleoide)
core (N6)
7. nucleoide (s.m.)
(vr. nucleocapside)
core (N7)
8. nucleoside (s.m.) nucleoside (N8)
9. nucleotide (s.m.)
- base de n.
- sequence de n.
nucleotide (N9) 
-nucleotide base (N9) 
-nucleotide sequence 
(N9)
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2. oligonucleotide (s.m.)
3. oncogene (adj.)
4. oncogénicité (s.f.)
(vr. pouvoir)
5. operon (s.m.)
6. oreillons (s.ra.pl.)
7. ovalbumine (s.f.)
8. ovines; ovins (s.m.pl.)
oligonucleotide (02) 
oncogenic (03) 
oncogenicity (04)
operon (05) 
mumps (06) 
ovalbumin (07) 
ovines (08); sheep 
(08)
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(vr. affiche, poster (frangl.))
2. parenteral (adj.) parenteral (P2)
3. particule (s.t.)
- p. d'allure virale, p. viriforme
- associé à la p.
- p. defective
- p. defective interférante
- p. à l'état naissant, natif
- p. enveloppée
- p. infectieuse
- p. interférante
- p. isométrique
- p. sphérique
- p. subvirale
- p. virale
- p. virale dense
- p. virale étalon
- p. virale de type C
particle (P3)
-virus-iike particle (P3) 
-particle associated (P3) 
-defective particle (P3) 
-defective interfering 
particle (P3)
-native particle (P3) 
-enveloped particle (P3) 
-infectious particle (P3) 
-interfering particle (P3) 
-isometric particle (P3) 
-spherical particle (P3) 
-subvirus particle (P3) 
-virus particle (P3)
-dense virus particle (P3) 
-standard virus 
particle (P3)
-C-type virus particle 
(P3)
4. partie (s.f.) aliquote aliquot (P4)
5. passage (s.m.) 
- p. aveugle
passage (Pb)
-blind passage (P5)
6. pathogène (adj.) pathogenic (P6)
7. pathogénicité (s.f.) pathogenicity (P7)
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- "péché (s.m.) originel antigénique"original antigenic
sin (P7J
8. pénétration Cs.f.j
(vr, absorption; endocytose)
enguifment (PS)
9. (faire) pénétrer (v.t.) dans 
(d'un virus dans une cellule)
to introduce into (P9)
lO.pentamère (s.m.) pentamer (PIO)
11.peptidase (s.f.) peptidase (Pli)
12.peptide (s.m.)
(vr. polypeptide)
-peptide trypsique, 
obtenue par digestion à la trypsine
peptide (P12)
-tryptic peptide (Pl2)
13.périnucléaire (adj.) perinuclear (P13)
14.permettre (v.t.) de + verbe to allow (P14) + 
substantif/pronom 
to permit (P14) + 
substantif/pronom
15.peroxydase (s.f.)
- p. de raifort 
(pas d'abrév. en frang.)
peroxidase (P15)
-horseradish perodixase 
(P15); HRP (P15)
16.peste (s.f.) 
- p. aviaire
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plague (P16)
-fowl plague (P16)
- p. bovine
- p. equine africaine
- p. porcine africaine
-p. porcine classique
-rinderpest (P16)
-African horse 
sickness (P16)
-African swine fever 
(PI6) [syn.
wart-hog disease (P16)] 
-classical swine fever 
(P16)
17.phagocytose (s.f.) phagocytosis (P17)
18.phénomène (s.m.) -phenomenon (PIS)
(pi. phenomena (PIS))
19.phenotypique (adj.) phenotypic (P19)
20.phosphatase (s.f.)
- p. acide
- p. alcaline
phosphatase (P20)
-acid phosphatase (P20) 
-alkaline phosphatase 
(P20)
21.physico-chimique (adj.) physico-chemical (P21)
22.phytohemagglutination (s.f.) phytohaemagglutination 
(P22) (ang.) 
phytohemagglutination 
(P22) (amer.)
23.plage (s.f.)
- p. de lyse
- neutralisation des plages
plaque (P23)
-lysis plaque (P23) 
-plaque neutralization 
(P23)
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- repiquage des plages -piaque picKing ir/j;
24.plasmide Cs.m.)
(vr. amplification)
- p. cryptique
- p.à large spécificité d'hôte
- p. à réplication relâchée, 
variable
- p. à réplication strictement 
régulée
plasmid (P24)
-cryptic plasmid (P24) 
-promiscuous plasmid 
(P24)
-relaxed plasmid (P24)
-stringent plasmid 
(P24)
25.poids (s.m.)
- p. moléculaire
(vr. masse moléculaire)
- p.m.
weight (P25)
-molecular weight (P25)
-mol. wt. (P25)
26.point (s.m.) final 
(vr. dilution)
endpoint (P26)
27.polyadenylation Is.f.) polyadenylation (P27)
28.polycistron (s.m.) polycistron (P28)
29.polycaryocyte (s.m.) polykarocyte (P29) 
Isyn. syncytium (P29)l
30.polymerase (s.f.) polymerase (P30)
31.polynucleotide (s.m.)
- chaîne de polynucleotides
polynucleotide (P31) 
-polynucleotide chain
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- p.-kinase -polynucleotide kinase 
CP31)
32.polypeptide (s.m.)
- p. phosphorylé
- p. de capside, capsidaire
polypeptide (P32) 
-phosphorylated 
polypeptide (P32) 
-capsid polypeptide 
(P32)
33.pontage (s.m.)chimique cross-linking (P33)
34.ponter (v.t.), faire des pontages to cross-link (P34)
35.porcins (s.m.pi.) (vr. suidés) pigs (P35); swine (P35)
36.porteur (s.m. et adj.) 
- porteur de tumeur
carrier (P36)
-tumour-bearing (P36)
37.poster (s.m.) (frangl.) 
(vr. affiche, panneau)
poster (P37)
38.postulats (s.m.pl.) de Koch Koch's postulates (P38)
39.poussée (s.f.) épidémique epidemic (P39)
40.pouvoir (s.m.) infectieux 
Isyn. pouvoir infectant]
(vr. infectivité)
- p. de fixation de 1 'antigène
- p. oncogène
- p. pathogène
infectivity (P40)
-antigen binding 
capacity (P40) 
-oncogenicity (P40) 
-pathogenicity (P40)
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41.précipitât ion (s.f.) 
(vr. réaction)
- courbe de p.
- immuno-p.
precipitation (P41)
-precipitation curve 
(P41)
immune-precipitat ion 
(P41)
42.précoce (adj.) early (P42) (event)
43.précurseur (s.m.) 
-p. de protéines
precursor (P43)
-protein precursor (P43)
44.prélèvement (s.m.)
(vr. échantillonage, 
écouvillonage, prise) 
-il a été prélevé sur.
sample (P44); swab (P44) 
washing (P44)
-samples have been taken 
from (P44)
45.prise (s.f.)
(vr. échantillonage, écouvillonage, 
prélèvement)
-p. de sang
sample (P45)
-blood sample (P45)
46.procédé (s.m.) procedure (P46); process 
(P46)
47.processus (s.m.)
- p. traductionnel
-p. transcriptionnel
processing (P47) 
-post-translational 
processing (P47) 
-post-transcriptional 
processing (P47)
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49.prolongement (s.m.) d'une ligne collinearity (P49)
[syn.co-1inéaritéj
50.prophage (s;m.) prophage (P50)
51.prophylaxie (s.f.) prophylaxis (P51)
52.protection (s.f.) croisée 
(vr. croisé)
cross-protection (P52)
53.protéine (s.f.)
- p. capsidaire
- p. de fixation virale
- hémagglutinine protéique, 
de protéine
p. de matrice 
p. de membrane 
neuraminidase protéique, 
de protéine
- ND
- p. virale non-structurale
protein (P53)
-capsid protein (P53) 
-virus attachment 
protein (P53)
-protein haemagglutinin 
(P53)
-HA (P53)
-matrix protein (P53) 
-membrane protein (P53)
-protein neuraminidase 
(P53)
-NA (P53)
-non-structural virus 
protein (P53)
54.provision (s.f.) de virus stock of virus (P54) 
supply of virus (P54)
55.provoquer (v.t.)
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to cause (P55)
56.pseudo-rage (s.f.) pseudo-rabies (P56)
Isyn. maladie (s.f.) d'AujeszkyJ [syn. Aujeszky's disease
(P56)]
57.purine (s.f.) purine (P57)
58.pyrimidine (s.f.) pyrimidine (P58)
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-r, du carrefour oesophago- 
phary ngien
-probang (RI)
2. radio-immunologique (adj.) 
-dosage r.-i., 
épreuve r.-i.
radio-immune (R2)
-radio-immunology test 
(R2)
-RIA (R2)
3. rage (s.f.)
- r. selvatique
- r. des rues
rabies (R3)
-wild rabies (R3) 
-Street rabies (R3)
4. rate (s.f.) spleen (R4)
5. ratte (s.f.) female rat (R5)
6. reaction (s.f.)
-r. croLsee
-r. de fixation du complement 
-r. en milieu gélifié
(vr. milieu)
-r. de precipitation
-r. d'épreuve
reaction (R6)
-cross reaction (R6) 
-complement fixation 
test (R6)
-reaction in gel medium 
(R6)
-precipitation reaction 
(R6)
-challenge (R6)
7. réactivation (s.f.)
- r. croisee
reactivation (R7) 
-cross-reactivation (R7)
8. récepteur (s.m.)
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receptor (R8)
(R8)
9. récepteur, réceptrice (adj.) receptive (R9)
10.recherches (s.f.pl.) 
(plus usuel au pl.)
research (RIO) (au sing.)
11.recipient (s.m.) container (Rll)
12.récolte (s.f.) harvesting (R12)
13.recombinaison (s.f.)
- technique de r . d'ADN
recombination (R13) 
-recombinant DNA technology 
(R13)
14.recombinant (s.m.) recombinant (R14)
15.récupération (s.f.)
(vr. restauration) 
-r. du génome 
-r. d'un "marqueur' 
-r. d'un virus
rescue (R15)
-genome rescue (R15) 
-marker rescue (R15) 
-breakthrough (R15)
16.region (s.f.) region (R16)
17.réhydratation (s.f.) rehydration (R17) 
(N.B. orthographe)
18.relargage (s.m.) du virus release (R18) of the 
virus
19.relarguer (v.t.)
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to release (R19) a virus
20.remerciements (s.m.pl.) acknowledg(e)ments (R20) 
(orthographe au choix)
21,rendement (s.m.) unitaire burst size (R21)
22.renforcement (s.m.) enhancement (R22)
23.rentabilité (s.f.) économique economic viability (R23)
24.repartir (v.t.) au hasard to randomize (R24)
25.répartition (s.f.) distribution (R25)
26.réplication (s.f.) 
-r. virale
replication (R26)
-virus replication (R26)
27.replicon (s.m.) replicon (R27)
28.se répliquer (v.i.) dans to replicate (R28) (in)
29.réponse (s.f.)
- r. immunitaire
response (R29)
-immune response (R29)
30.répresseur (s.m.) repressor (R30)
31.répression (s.f.)
- r . catabolitique
repression (R31) 
-catabolite repression 
(R31)
32.résiduel (adj.) residual (R32)
33.résistant (adj.)
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resistant (R33)
-résistant à la streptomycine -streptomycin resistant 
CR33)
34.résister (v.t.) è to be resistant (R34) to
35.restriction (s.t.)
(vr. enzyme)
- r. dependant de l'hôte,
- r. gouvernée par l'hôte
- r. par les endonucleases
- sites d'élection de la r.
- r. par isolement
- types de r.
restriction (R35)
-host-controlled 
restriction (R35) 
-endonuclease
restriction (R35) 
-restriction target 
sites (R35)
-isolation restriction 
(R35)
-restriction types (R35)
36.revêtement (s.m.) coat (R36) (protein)
37.rhinotrachéite (s.f.)
-r. infectieuse des bovins, 
bovine
rhinotracheitis (R37)
-infectious rhinotra­
cheitis of cattle (R37)
38.rhodamine (s.f.) rhodamine (R38)
39.rhume (s.m.) common cold (R39)
40.ribosome (s.m.)
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ribosome (R40) 
(cf. site)
41.rougeole (s.f.) measles (R41)
rubeola (R41)
42.rougeoleux (adj.) measles (R42)
[syn. morbilleuxj
43.rubéole (s.f.), rubeoleux (adj.) German measles (R43)
rubella (R43)
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2. sanitaire (adj.); health (S2); 
sanitary (S2)
3. saut (s.m.) antlgenique 
(vr. cassure)
antigenic shift (S3)
4. sécréteur, secretrice (adj.) secretory (84)
5. séquençage (s.m.)
- séquençage direct
sequencing (85) 
-direct sequencing
(85)
6. sequence (s.f.)
- s. de base complémentaire
- s. de commande
- s. insérée
- s. d'intervention
- s. nucleotidique
- s. pliée en arrière
- s. poly A, C
- s. renvoyée en arrière
- s.-signal
sequence (86) 
-complementary base 
sequence (86) 
-leader sequence (86) 
-insert (86) 
-intervening sequence 
(86)
-nucleotide sequence 
(86)
-fold-back sequence 
(86)
-poly A, C tract (86) 
-snap-back sequence
(86)
-signal sequence (86)
7. sérotype (s.m.) serotype (87)
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pl. sera (S8)
- s. de foetus de veau
- s. hyperimmun
- s. marque
-foetal calf serum 
(S8) (ang.)
-fetal calf serum 
(S8) (amer.) 
-hyperimmune serum 
(S8)
-labelled serum (S8) 
(ang.)
-labeled serum (S8) 
(amer.)
9. seuil (s.m.)
- le s. de positivité des sérums 
est de 1/20 (par ex.)
minimum titre (S9)
- the minimum titre of 
the sera (S9) is 
(e.g.) 1/20
10.sévir (v.i.) (se dit d'une 
affection)
[syn. exister, frapper, toucher]
to exist (SIO)
(of an infection)
11.site (s.m.)
- s. d'attachement, de fixation
- s. d'attachement, de fixation 
à la cellule
- s . immunogène
- s. de déclenchement
(fam. s. d'initiation)
- s. de liaison
- s. opérateur
site (Sll)
-attachment site (Sll)
-cell attachment site (Sll)
-immunogenic site (Sll) 
-initiation site (Sll), 
promoter region (Sll)
-binding site (Sll) 
-operator site (Sll)
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- s. de terminaison -terminator region v û n y
12.solvant (s.m.) 
- s. de lipide
solvant (S12)
-lipid solvent (S12)
13.sonde (s.f.) probe (S13)
14.soniquer (v.t.) (fam.) 
(vr. désintégrer, traiter 
par les ultra-sons)
to sonicate (S14)
15.souche (s.f.)
- s. atténuée
- s. cellulaire donnant (formant) 
des plages
- s. fixée
- s. isolée
- s. de laboratoire
- s. propagatrice
- s. sauvage
- s. vaccinale
strain (S15)
-attenuated strain (S 15) 
-plaque-forming cell (S15)
-fixed strain (S15) 
-isolate (S15)
-laboratory strain (S15) 
-original type species 
(S15)
-wild strain (S15)
-vaccine strain (S15)
16.souriceau (s.m.) baby mouse (S16) 
(pi. mice (S16))
17.souris (s.f.)
- lignée de s. Nude, 
s. athymique
mouse (S17)
-nude mice (Si7)
18.sous-groupe (s.m.) subgroup (S18)
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20.sous-type (s.m.) subtype (S20)
21.sous-unité (s.f.) 
- s. protéique
subunit (S21)
-protein subunit (S21)
22.stockage (s.m.) 
[syn. conservation]
storage (S22); 
storing (S22)
23.stroma (s.m.) ghost cell (S23)
24.structure (s.f.) 
s. filamenteuse
structure (S24) 
-thread-like structure 
(S24)
25.substrat (s.m.) substrate (S25)
26.suidés (s.m.pi.) 
(vr. porcins)
pigs (S26); swine (S26)
27.sulfate (s.m.) d'ammonium ammonium sulphate (S27) 
(ang.) (amer. = sulfate)
28.surenroulé, torsade (adj.) superhelical (S28) 
-covalently closed (S28)
29.surnageant (adj.)
(s.m. = fam.)
supernatant (S29)
30.survie (s.f.) survival (S30)
31.suspension (s.f.)
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suspension (S31)
- s, virale (vr. viral) -virus suspension (S31)
- suspensions de cellule de rate -cell spleen suspensions
(S31)
32.symétrie (s.f.)
- s. icosaédrique
- s. cubique
- s. hélicoïdale
symmetry (S32) 
-icosahedral symmetry
(S32)
-cubic symmetry (S32) 
-helical symmetry (S32)
33.symétrique (adj.) symmetrical (S33)
34.syncytium (s.m.) syncytium (S34) 
Isyn. polykaryocyte 
(S34)J
35.synthèse (s.f.)
- s. des protéines
synthesis (S35)
-protein synthesis (S35)
36.système (s.m.)
- s. nerveux central
- SNC
- s. immunitaire
system (S36)
-central nervous system 
(S36)
-CNS (S36)
-immune system (S36)
IGG
- t. HEPES -HEPES buffer (Tl)
2. tapis (s.m,) cellulaire layer (T2)
- t. monocellulaire (vr. monocouche) -monolayer (T2)
3. tapissage (s.m.)
(épreuves immuno-enzyotiques)
coating (T3)
4. taxonomie (s.f.) taxonooy (T4)
5. technique (s.f.)
- t. de production
- t. de double marquage,
t. de double étlquettage
- t. d 'immuno-fluorescence,
t. de marquage immunofluorescent
technique (T5)
-production technique (T5)
-immunofluorescence 
technique (T5)
-immunofluorescence
staining technique (T5)
6. témoin (s.m.) control (T6)
7. température (s.f.)
- t .  non-permissive
- t. permissive
- t. de restriction
- t. de transition
temperature (T7)
(vr, mutant) 
-non-permissive 
temperature (T7) 
-permissive temperature 
(T7)
-restriction temperature 
(T7)
-transition temperature 
(T7)
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9. tetramere (s.m.) tetramer (T9)
10.thermo-inductible (adj.) thermo-inducible (TIG)
11.thermolabilité (s.f.)
[syn. thermosensibilité (s.f.)J
heat sensitivity (Til)
12.thymidine-kinase (s.f.) thymidine kinase (T12)
13.titrage (s.m.)
- t. des cultures de virus
- t. infectieux du virus produit
- t. par la méthode des plages
titration (T13) 
-titration of virus 
cultures (T13)
-virus yield test (T13) 
-plaque assay (T13)
14.titre (s.m.)
- t. hémagglutinant
- t. HA
titre (T14) 
-haemagglutinating 
titre (T14)
-HA titre (T14)
15.titrer (v.t.) to titrate (T15)
16.tour (s.m.) par minute
- tr/min
revolution per minute 
(T16)
-rev/min (T16)
-r.p.m. (T16)
17.traduction (s.f.)
- t. bloquée d'un hybride,
- bloquage de la traduction par 
un hybride
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translation (T17)
-hybrid arrested
- t. encochée d'un ARN messager 
hybride
- t . par fus ion
-hybrid mRNA nick- 
translation (T17) 
-fused translation 
(T17)
18,transcriptase (s.f.)
- t. inverse (non: reverse)
transcriptase (T18) 
-reverse transcriptase 
(T18)
19.transcription (s.f.) 
- par t. inverse
transcription (T19)
-by reverse transcription 
(T19)
20.transferase (s.f.)
- amino-transférase
- transferase terminale
transferase (T20)
-amino transferase (T20) 
-terminal transferase 
(T20)
21.transfert (s.m.)
(d'une température à une autre)
shift up/down (T21) 
(of temperature)
22.transformation (s.f.) transformation (T22)
23.transmis (adj.) par l'air
- t. par les arthropodes
- t. par les tiques
airborne (T23) 
-arthropod-borne (T23) 
-tick-borne (T23)
24.transmission (s.f.)
- t. horizontale
- t. verticale
transmission (T24) 
-horizontal transmission 
(T24)
-vertical transmission
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- t. par gouttelettes aériennes
- t. par aérosol
- t. aerienne
- t. par contact (direct)
-transmission by
airborne droplets (T24) 
-aerosol transmission 
(T24)
-airborne transmission 
(T24)
-contact transmission 
(T24)
25.transport (s.m.) (d'un virus) 
(vr. migration)
migration (T25) (of a 
virus)
26.transposon (s.m.) transposon (T26)
27.triage (s.m.) de cellules separation (T27) 
of cells
28.trier (v.t.) des cellules to screen (T28) cells
29.trieur (s.m.) de cellules cell sorter (T29)
30.trimlre (s.m.) trimer (T30)
31.tropisme (s.m.) tropism (T31)
32.troupeau (s.m.) herd (T32) of cattle 
flock (T32) of sheep
33.tumoral(e) (adj.) tumorous (T33)
34.typage (s.m.) typing (T34)
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1. ultracentrifugation (s.f.)
2. ultracentrifugeuse (s.f.)
- u. analytique
- u . preparative
3. unité (s.f.)
- u . infectieuse
4. uridine (s.t.)
ultracentrifugation
(Ul)
ultracentrifuge (U2) 
-analytical 
ultracentrifuge (U2) 
-préparât ive 
uitracentrifuge (U2) 
unit (U3)
-infectious unit (U3) 
uridine (U4)
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V. a n t i - ap h te u x 
V. a n t i b o v ip e st i qu e 
V, anti - pe s te  b o vi n e 
V. buccal
V .  inactive, à virus tué
V. monovalent
V . à virus atténué (vivant)
-FMDV vaccine (VI) 
-rinderpest vaccine (VI)
Il U
-oral vaccine (VI) 
-killed vaccine (VI) 
-monovalent vaccine (Vl) 
-live attenuated virus 
vaccine (VI)
(vr. atténué, vivant)
2. vaccination (s.f.)
- V. autour des foyers
- V. annuelle
- V. obligatoire
- primo-v.
- V. de rappel
vaccination (V2)
-ring vaccination (V2) 
around the site of 
the outbreaks (V2) 
-annual vaccination 
(V2)
-compulsory
vaccination (V2) 
-primary vaccine (V2) 
-booster (V2)
3. variant (s.m.) variation (V3)
4. varicelle (s.f.) varicella (V4) 
chicken pox (V4)
5. variole (s.t.) smallpox (V5)
6. vecteur (s.m.)
- V. plasmidique
- V. plasmidique T1
carrier (V6); vector (Vb) 
-plasmid vector (V6)
-T1 plasmid vector (V6)
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vet. (fam.) (V7)
. viral(e) (adj.) virus (V8 (ang.);
viral (V8) (amer.)
- suspension v. (vr. suspension) -virus suspension (V8)
9. virion (s.m.) virion (V9)
10. virus (s.m.)
- v.non apparenté
- (syn.} V . sans relations (s.f.pi.)
- V .  auxiliaire
- V .  à brin négatif
- V .  (particule) defectif(ve) 
interférant(e)
- V .  défectif transformant
- V. à enveloppe, enveloppé
- V. filtrant (desuet)
- V . nu
- V. oncogène
- V. respiratoire syncytial
- V. transmis par les tiques
- V. à transmission aérienne
-  V .  t u é
- V. tumoral
- induit(e) par un v., 
causé(e) par un v.
virus (VIO) (pl. +es) 
-unrelated virus (VIO)
-helper virus (VIO) 
-negative strand virus 
(VIO)
-defective interfering 
virus (particle) (VIO) 
-defective transforming 
virus (VlO)
-enveloped virus (VlO) 
-filterable virus (VlO) 
-nude virus (VlO) 
-oncogenic virus (VlO) 
-syncytial respiratory 
virus (VlO)
-tick-borne virus (VlO) 
-airborne virus (VlO) 
-killed virus (VlO)
DI (VlO)
-tumour virus (VlO)
-virus-induced (VlO)
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11. vivant (e) (adj.) 
(cf. vaccin)
living (Vil); live (Vil)
12.voie (s.f.) d'administrâtion
- par V. digestive
- par V. musculaire
- par V. péritonéale
- par V. veineuse
- par V. sous-cutanee
method of administration 
(V12)
route of inoculation 
(V12)
-by alimentary tract 
(V12)
-intramuscularly (V12) 
-intraperitoneally (V12) 
-intravenously (V12) 
-subcutaneously (V12)
13.volaille (s.f.) poultry (VI3); 
domestic fowl (VI3)
14.volume (s.m.) important considerable volume 
(V14)
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1 . zone vs.r.;
2. zoo-sanitaire (adj.) zoo-sanitary (Z2)
3. zygote (s.m.) zygote (Z3)
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Part II: English cross-reference list
abort ion (A7 I )
abortive (A2)
abortive cycle (C72)
abortive infection (116)
absorb (A3, E41)
absorption (A4)
according to the method (A59)
aciclovir (A6)
acid (A7)
acid phosphatase (P20) 
acknowledg(e)ments (R20) 
actidione (AlO) 
actin (All) 
actinomycin (A 12) 
activation (A13) 
active immunity (12) 
acyclovir (A6) 
acyloguanosine (A6) 
adenine (A 14) 
adherence (A 15) 
adjuvant (Al6) 
adsorb (A17) 
adsorpt ion (A18) 
aegis (E5) 
aerobic (A19) 
aerosol (A20)
aerosol transmission (T24) 
aetiology (E53) 
affinity (A22)
affinity chromatography (C28)
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African swine fever (P16) 
againmag 1 obu I inaemia (A 23) 
agar (A2A) 
agarose (A25)
agarose gel electrophoresis (E7)
agent (A26)
agglutination (A27)
agglutinin (A28)
aggregate (A29, A31, A39)
aggregation (A30)
aim (B19)
airborne (T23)
airborne infection (116)
airborne transmission (T24)
airborne virus (VIO)
albumen (A32)
albumin (A32)
aliquot (A33, P4)
alkaline phosphatase (P20)
allantoic (A35)
allantois (A34)
allele (A36)
allelic (A37, 135)
allotype (A38)
allow (P14)
alpha globulin (G14)
aluminium hydroxide gel (G3)
amber (A40)
amber codon (C40)
amino transferase (T20)
ammonium sulphate (S27)
amplioteric (A42)
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amylase (A44) 
analogous (A4 5) 
analogue (A45) 
analyse (ang.) (A47) 
analysis (A46)
analytical ultracentrifuge (U2)
analytical centrifugation (C19)
analyze (amer.) (A47)
animal (A48)
anion (A49)
annealing (H25)
annual vaccination (V2)
antibiotic (A50)
antibody (A52)
antibody inhibition (123)
anticomplementary (A51)
antigammaglobulin (A53)
antigen (A54)
antigen-antibody (A54)
antigen-antibody complex (C48)
antigen binding capacity (A54, FIO, P40)
antigen membrane (A54)
antigenic (A55)
antigenic determinant (D19)
antigenic drift (A55)
antigenic shift (A55, C13, S3)
antigenic site (A55)
antimetabolite (A56)
antiserum (19)
antiserum conjugated with fluorescein (19) 
aphthous fever (F5) 
apparent infection (116)
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area (Zl)
ar t  h r o p o c i - b o r n e  (T 25)
ascaris (A6Ü)
assay (D36, E49)
assembly (a 61)
attachment (Al5, FIO)
attachment site (Sil)
attenuated (A62)
attenuated strain (S15)
Aujeszky's disease (A63, P56)
autoimmune (A64)
automatic analysis (A46)
autoradiography (A65)
avian (A67)
avidity (a 69)
avirulent (A70)
B cell (L15) 
baby mouse (Sl6) 
bacteriocin (B1) 
bacteriophage (B2) 
band (B3)
basal membrane (M8) 
base (B4)
base analogue (B4) 
base pair (B4) 
base sequence (B4) 
basophilic (B5) 
batch (L12) 
beta globulin (G14) 
bilayer (C62)
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biochemistry (B8)
biological cont a i ntnen t (G')'3)
blind passage (P5)
blood cell (G13)
blood donor (D35)
blood sample (P45)
bluetongue (F5)
blunt end (E65)
body (C60)
bond (L7)
booster (V2)
bordering (Lll)
bovine foetus (F18)
bovine kidney cell (C18)
bovines (B16)
breakthrough (R15)
breathlessness (E51)
breeding (E9)
breeding units (F23)
bud (B12)
budding (B13)
buffer (Tl)
buffy coat (C62)
bursa (B15)
bursal (Bl5)
burst size (R21)
by alimentary tract (V12)
by reverse transcription (Tl9)
cDNA insert (129)
C-type virus particle (P3) 
campaign (L13)
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cap (C43) 
ca(>ped end (E65) 
capping (CA2) 
caprinae (C3) 
capsid (C4)
caps id polypeptide (P32)
capsid protein (P53)
capsomere (C5)
carcase (CIO)
carcass (CIO)
carrier (P36, V6)
carrier culture (C70)
carrier insert (129)
catabolite repression (R3I)
catalyse (ang.)
catalyst (Cl5)
catalyze (amer.)
cation (016)
cattle (B7, Bl6)
causal agent (A26)
causative agent (A26)
cause (P55)
cell (017, 018)
cell-associated (018)
cell attachment site (Sll)
cell counter (050)
cell culture (017)
cell culture (070)
cell cycle (017)
cell cycle (072)
cell extract (017)
cel 1 extract (E64)
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ce 1 I fus ion {F 28 ) 
c e LI-me d i ale d (Cl 7) 
cell sorter (T29) 
cell spleen suspensions (831) 
cell surface membrane (M8) 
cell surface receptor (R8) 
cell suspension (S31) 
cell-transforming (C18) 
cellular immunity (12) 
central nervous system (836) 
centrifugation (C19) 
challenge (E39, E40, R6) 
character (C7) 
characterisation (C9) 
characteristic (C8) 
characterization (09) 
chelating agent (A26) 
chemotherapy (026) 
chick embryo (E12) 
chick embryo cell culture (070) 
chick embryo fibroblast (F3) 
chickenpox (V4) 
chimaera (025) 
chloramphenicol (A43) 
chromatofocussing (027) 
chromatography (028) 
chromatography column (028) 
chromosome (029) 
chronic infection (116) 
c i sterna (032) 
clarification (Ml6) 
classical swine fever (F16)
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cleavage (C33)
cleavage of proteins (C3'3)
cleavage products (C33)
cleavage site (C33)
clone (C35, C36)
cloning (C34)
clot (C2)
CNS (S36)
coat (R36)
coating (E17, T3)
code (C39)
coding (C38)
codon (C40)
coefficient (C41)
cohesive end (E65)
cold (F27)
cold sore (H13)
colicin (C44)
collinearity (P49)
common cold (R39)
complement (C46)
complement fixation (FIO)
complement fixation test (C46, R6)
complementary base (B4)
complementary base sequence (S6)
complementary strand (C20)
complementation (C47)
complementation pattern (C47)
complete (MIO)
completion (Ml6)
complex (C48)
components (C49)
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cornpu I sory/mandatory vaccination (V2) 
concn t lijner ic (C5J) 
condenser (C52)
conditional lethal mutant (M31) 
conjugate (C56) 
conjugation (C55) 
considerable volume (V14) 
contact infection (116) 
contact inhibition (123) 
contact transmission (T24) 
contagious disease (Ml) 
container (Rll) 
content (T8)
continuous cell line (LlO) 
control (L13, T6) 
control antigen (A54) 
control measures (L13) 
core (N6, N7) 
coronary band (B14) 
cosmid (C61) 
counter (C50)
counter-immunoelectrophoresis (E8) 
course of the disease (Ml) 
covalent linking (L7) 
covalently closed (S28) 
covalently closed RNA (A9) 
cross (C66) 
cross- (C65)
cross-hybridisation (C65) 
cross-immunity test (E39, M9) 
crossed immunoelectrophoresis (IS) 
crossing over (E27)
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cross-linking (P33) 
cross-neucralizat ion (N2) 
cross protection (C65, P52) 
cross-react ion (R6) 
cross-reactivation (R7) 
cryos tat (C67, Ml 3) 
cryptic lysogeny (C68, L22) 
cryptic plasmid (P24) 
crystallisation (C64) 
cubic symmetry (S32) 
culture (C70) 
culture medium (C70) 
culture test (E49) 
curve (C63) 
cycle (C72) 
cysteine (C73) 
cystine (C74) 
cytidine (C75) 
cytochemlcal (C76) 
cytology (C77) 
cytolysis (C79) 
cytopathogenesis (A5, C78) 
cytoplasm (C80) 
cytoplasmic inclusion (Il3) 
cytosine (C81) 
cytoskeleton (C82) 
cytotoxic (C83)
dactinomycin (Al2) 
data (D34)
defect (Cll, D2, D3) 
defect ive (D4)
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defective interfering virus (particle) (VlO)
defective mutant (m 3I)
defective particle (F3)
defective transforming (Vlü)
dehydrated (Dll)
deionise (DI3)
deioniser (d 14)
delayed immunity (12)
deletion mutant (M31)
demye1ination (D6)
denature (07)
dense virus particle (P3)
density-dependent inhibition (123)
deoxyribonucleic acid (A8)
deoxyribose (015)
desiccation (016)
detect (08)
detection (018)
detection by electron capture (018) 
detection of clones (A65) 
detector (017)
detector for electron capture (017) 
detector for flame photometry (017) 
detergent-disrupted (05, 032) 
determinant (019) 
determination (020)
01 (VIO) 
diagnose (023) 
diagnosis (022) 
diagnostic test (E39, E49) 
dialyse (ang.) (025) 
dialysis (024)
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differential diagnosis (D22)
differentiating (027)
differentiation (D27)
diluent (D28)
dilution (D29)
dimer (D30)
diploid (D31)
diploid cell (C18)
direct immunofluorescence (17)
direct sequencing (S5)
disease (F5, Ml)
disease host (H24)
distribution (R25)
DNA (A8)
DNA binding protein (A8)
DNA dependent (A8)
DNA exonuclease (A8)
DNA ligase (A8, L9)
DNA polymerase (A8)
DNA sequencing (A8)
DNase (A8) 
domestic fowl (V13) 
donor (D35) 
dose (D37)
double-stranded (B6, C20, D38) 
double-stranded RNA (A9) 
dry ice (Gil) 
ds (B6) 
duplex (D39)
early (P42)
early exposure (E63)
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effectiveness (E4) 
e f 1' i c a cy ( E 4 ) 
efficiency (E4)
EFV (G21)
electrofocusing (E6) 
electron microscopy (Ml2) 
electron microscopy in scanning (Ml2) 
electron microscopy in transmission (M12) 
electrophoresis (E7)
ELISA (D36) 
eluate (ElO) 
elute (Ell)
elution inhibition (123)
embryonic (El 3)
encapsulate (E18)
end (E65)
end product (P48)
endemic (E19)
endocytose (E20)
endogenous (E21)
endonuclease (E22)
endonuclease restriction (R35)
endothelial (E23)
endotoxin (E24)
endpoint (D29)
endpoint (P26)
engulfment (P8)
enhanced infectivity (117)
enhancement (Al3, R22)
enteric (E29)
envelope (E30)
enveloped particle (P3)
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enzootic bovine leukosis (L6) 
enzymatic (E31) 
enzyme (E32) 
enzyme conjugate (C56)
enzyme-I inked immunosorbent assay (t)36)
ephemeral fever virus (G21)
epidemic (E33)
epidemic (P39)
epidemiology (E34)
episome (E36)
epitope (E37)
equidae (E42)
equilibrium centrifugation (C19)
eradication (E44)
erythrocyte (E47)
erythrocyte (G13)
erythrocytes (E41)
establish (MlO)
ethidium bromide (B17)
etiology (E53)
eukaryote (E54)
evolutionary cycle (C72)
exist (SIO)
exogenous (E56)
exonuclease (E57)
exotic (E58)
experiment (E59)
experiment (E60)
explant (E61)
exposure (E62)
exposure (E63)
extract (E64)
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farms (F23)
fatten an animal (E26)
fattened (E26)
female rat (R5)
fetal (F2, F17)
fetal calf serum (amer.) (S8)
fetus (F18)
fibroblast (F3)
fibroblastic (F4)
field of (D33)
filter (F9)
filter hybridization (H25) 
filterable (F6) 
filterable virus (VIO) 
filtrable (F6) 
filtrate (F7, F9) 
filtration (F8) 
fingerprint (E16) 
finish off (MlO) 
fixât ion (FIO) 
fixed strain (815) 
fixing (FI I) 
flock (T32)
'flu (G20, G21) 
fluorescence (F13) 
fluorescence microscopy (Ml2) 
fluorescent (F14) 
fluorescent foci (F23) 
fluorimetry (F15) 
flush end (E65)
FMDV vaccine (Vl) 
foci (F23)
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focusing (F16)
foetal (F2, F17)
foetal calf serum (ang.) (S8)
foetus (F18)
fold-back sequence (S6)
foot-and-mouth disease (F5)
formaldehyde (F19)
formal in (F20)
fowl (A67)
fowl plague (P16)
fractionation (F24)
fractionation of cells
frame (Cl)
frameshift(M31)
freeze-dried (L18)
freezer (C54)
freon (F26)
Freund's complete adjuvant (Al6)
further down (A66)
further up (A41)
fused translation (T17)
fusion (F28)
game (CIO) 
gamebirds (GlO) 
gamma globulin (G14) 
ganglion (G2)
gas-liquid chromatography (C28)
gel (G3, G4)
gel filtration (F8)
gel medium (Ml 5)
gene (G5)
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gene cloning (G5) 
gene expression (G5) 
gene manipulation (G5) 
genera (G9) 
genetic (G6)
genetic complementation (C47)
genetic cross (C66)
genetic engineering (G6)
genetic manipulation (G6)
genetic mapping (C12)
genetic marker (Fl)
genome (G7)
genome rescue (R15)
genotype (G8)
genus (G9)
German measles (R43, R44)
ghost cell (S23)
giant bacteriophage (B2)
give rise to (P55)
globulin (G14)
glucosamine (G15)
glycolipid (GJ6)
glycopeptide (G17)
glycoprotein (G18)
glycosylation modification (M18)
goal (B19)
goats (C3)
Golgi apparatus (G19)
Golgi network (G19) 
grind (B18)
group specific antigen (A54) 
guanidine (G22)
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guinea pig (C37)
HA (H5, P53)
MA titre (T14)
HAI (123)
haemadsorption (h 4)
haemadsorption inhibition (ang.) (123) 
haemagglutinating (T14) 
haemagglutination (H5)
haemagglutination inhibition (ang.) (123)
haematological (H7)
haematology (H6)
haemocyanin (H8)
haemolysine (HIO)
haemolysis (H9)
haploid (HI)
haploid cell (C18)
harvesting (R12)
health (S2)
heat sensitivity (Til)
HeLa cell culture (C70) 
helical symmetry (S32) 
helix (H2) 
helminthology (H3) 
helper virus (VIO) 
hemadsorption (H4)
hemadsorption inhibition (amer.) (123) 
hemagglutination (amer.) (H5) 
hemagglutination inhibition (amer.) (123) 
hematological (H7) 
hematology (H6) 
hemocyanin (H8)
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hemolysine (HlO) 
hepa t i c ( 1-11 1 ) 
he pat it is (H 12)
HEFES buffer (Tl) 
herd (T32) 
herpes (Hl3) 
herpetic (H14) 
heterogeneous (H15) 
heterologous antiserum (l9) 
hexaraer (H16) 
high m.o.i. (116) 
histochemical (H17) 
histocompatibility (H18) 
histological (H20) 
histology (H19) 
homogeneous (H21) 
homogenise (H22) 
homologous antiserum (19) 
homology (H23)
horizontal transmission (T24) 
horseradish perodixase (P15) ; HRF (P15) 
horses (E42) 
host (H24) 
host cell (C18)
host cell surface antigen (A54) 
host-controlled modification (Ml8) 
host-controlled restriction (R35) 
host range (Gl, H24)
HRP (P15)
human fibroblast interferon (134) 
human leucocyte interferon (134) 
humoral antibodies (A52)
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hybrid mRNA nick-transI at ion (T17) 
hybridization (H25) 
hydrogen bonding (l7) 
hyperimmune globulin (G14) 
hyperimmune serum (S8) 
hyperthermal immunity (12)
ice (Gil) 
icosahedral (II) 
icosahedral symmetry (S32) 
illness (Ml) 
immune (19)
immune adherence (A15) 
immune defect (Cll) 
immune-precipitation (P41) 
immune response (R29) 
immune serum (19) 
immune system (S36) 
immunity (12)
immunochemical method (M9) 
immunodeficient (13) 
immunodiffusion (14) 
immunoelectrophoresis (15) 
immunoelectrophoretic (16) 
immunoelectrophoretically (15) 
immunofluorescence (17) 
immunofluorescence technique (T5) 
immunofluorescence staining technique (T5) 
immunogenic site (Sll) 
immunoglobulin (G14, 18) 
immunological drift (DIO, G12) 
immunoperoxidase staining (C45)
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in vitro assay (E49)
in vitro packaging (E14)
inactivation (111)
incI us ion (113)
inclusion body (C60, 113)
incubate (114)
indicator cell (C18)
indirect immunofluorescence (17)
infant (N3)
infect ion (116)
infectious particle (P3)
infectious rhinotracheit is of cattle (R37)
infectious unit (U3)
infectivity (ü9, 117, P40)
influenza (G20, G21)
ingest (118)
ingestion (119)
inhalation (120)
inhaler (121)
inhibition (123)
inhibition test (E39, E 59)
inhibitor (122)
initiation site (Sll)
inner envelope (E30)
innocuity (125)
innocuous (126)
inoculat ion (124)
insert (F25, 127, 128, S6)
insertion (129)
i nsuI in (130)
intercalation (136)
interface (132)
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interfering pa ri ici,? ( F 3 ) 
i nt e r fe ron (1 34 ) 
int ergenic (135) 
intervening sequence (S6) 
intracellular antigen (A54) 
intragenic (A37) 
intragenic (137) 
intramuscularly (V12) 
intraperitoneally (Vl2) 
intravenously (V12) 
intrinsic interference (133) 
introduce into (F9) 
iodinate (138)
ion exchange chromatography (C28) 
irradiation (139) 
isoelectric focusing (F16) 
isolate (I40, S15) 
isolated (141) 
isolation (142) 
isolation restriction (R33) 
isometric particle (P3) 
isopycnic centrifugation (Cl9) 
isothermal (I43)
kb (84)
kidney donor (D35) 
killed vaccine (VI) 
killed virus (VIO) 
kilobase (84) 
kinase (Kl)
Koch's postulates (P38)
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labeled serum (S8) 
labeling (M2) 
labelled serum (88) 
labelling (M2) 
laboratory (E43, Ll) 
laboratory strain (8 15) 
lack of appetite (112) 
lag phase (L2) 
large stock farm (E9) 
late exposure (E63) 
latency (L2) 
latent (L3)
latent infection (116)
latent phase (L2)
layer (C62, T2)
leader sequence (86)
leaky mutant(M31)
lectin (L4)
lethal cell (C18)
leucocyte (L5)
leukocyte (L5)
leukosis (L6)
ligase (L9)
ligase mechanism (L9)
line (LlO)
link (L8)
linkage (L7)
linker (L7)
lipid solvent (812)
liquid hybridization (H25)
live (VI1)
live attenuated virus (Vl)
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1ives tock (C21)
living (VII)
living ce 11 (C18)
location (El5)
lot (L12)
low m.o.i. (116)
lymph (L14)
lymph node (G2)
lymphoblastoid line (LlO)
lymphocyte (L15)
lymphocytosis (L16)
lyophilisation (L17)
lyophilised (LIB)
lysate (L19)
lysis (L20)
lysis plaque (P23)
lysogenous (L21)
lysogeny (L22)
lytic (L23)
mammalian cell line (LlO) 
map (Cl2) 
mapping (C12) 
marker (Fl, M3) 
marker rescue (C47, R15) 
matrix protein (P53) 
measles (M27, R41, R42) 
measles-like rash (E46) 
meiosis (M6) 
membrane (M8) 
membrane integrity (131) 
meractinoraycin (A12)
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metabolic inhibition (123) 
method (M9)
method for detection of clones (m 9)
method of administration (V12)
mice (516)
microbial (Mil)
membrane protein (P53)
migration (m 14)
migration (T25)
minimum infective dose (D37)
minimum titre (59)
missense mutant (M31)
mitosis (M17)
mixing (M7)
mixture (M7)
mock infection (116)
modification (MI8)
m.o.i. (116)
mol. w t . (P25)
molecular biology (B9)
molecular hybridisation assay (E49)
molecular weight (M4, P25)
monkey kidney cell culture (C70)
monoclonal antibodies (A52)
monocyte (M21)
monolayer (M20, T2)
monomeric (M22)
mononucleosis (M23)
monospecific (M24)
monovalent (M25)
monovalent dose (D37)
monovalent vaccine (VI)
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morphogenesis (>128) 
morphology (M29) 
rnor t a ! i ty ( M30) 
mouse (SI 7) 
mRKA (A9)
multiplication cycle (C72) 
multiplicity of infection (I16)(D37) 
mumps (06) 
mutant (M31) 
mutation (M32)
NA (Nl, P53) 
native particle (P3) 
negative staining (C57) 
negative strand virus (VlO) 
neighboring (Lll)
Negri body (C60) 
neighbouring (Lll) 
neuraminidase (Nl) 
neurovirulence test (E39) 
neutralisation (N2) 
neutralization (N2) 
neutralization test (E39) 
neutralizing antibody (A52) 
neutralizing antiserum (19) 
newborn (N4) 
nicked circular (C31) 
node (G2)
non-allelic (137)] 
non-permissive cell culture (C18) 
non-permissive temperature (T7) 
non-producer cell culture (Cl8)
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non-transforming mutant (M31) 
nonsense codon (C40) 
nonsense mutant (m 31)
Northern blot hybridization (H25)
notifiable disease (Ml)
nuclear inclusion (113)
nuclear membrane (M8)
nucleated (N5)
nucleic acid (A7)
nucleoside (N8)
nucleotide (N9)
nucleotide base (B4, N9)
nucleotide sequence (N9, S6)
nude mice (S17)
nude virus (VlO)
nursing child (N3)
ochre codon C40)
oligonucleotide (02)
oncogenic (03)
oncogenic virus (VlO)
oncogenicity (04, P40)
one-step growth curve (C63)
operator site (Sll)
operon (05)
oral vaccine (Vl)
original antigenic sin (a 55, P7)
original host (H24)
original type genus (G9)
original type species (E48, S15)
outbreak (E38, Fl2, F23)
outer envelope (E30)
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overlap (C24) 
overlapping (C23) 
overlapping gene(s) (C5) 
ovines (08)
PAGE (E7)
pairing (A57)
parenteral (P2)
particle (P3)
particle associated (P3)
passage (P5)
pathogenic (P6)
pathogenicity (P7, P40)
pellet (C69)
pelleting (C69)
pentamer (PIO)
peptidase ( P H )
peptide (P12)
perfect (MlO)
perinuclear (P13)
permissive cell culture (C18)
permissive temperature (T7)
permit (P14)
peroxidase (P15)
persistent infection (116)
Petri dish (BIO)
phage-specific (B2)
phagocytosis (P17)
phase contrast microscopy (Ml2)
phenomena (Pl8)
phenomenon (P18)
phenotypic (P19)
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phosphatase (P20)
plu)S()hok i nase (Kl)
phosphorylated polypeptide (P32)
photographic slide (D26)
physical containment (C53)
physico-chemical (P21)
phytohaemagglutination (ang.) (P22)
phytohemagglutination (amer.) (P22)
pigs (P35, S26)
plague (P16)
plaque (P23)
plaque assay (T13)
plaque neutralization (P23)
plaque picking (P23)
plaque production (P23)
plaque-forming cell culture (S15)
plasmid (P24)
plasmid amplification (A43) 
plasmid vector (V6) 
poly A, C tract (S6) 
polyacrylamide gel (E7) 
polyadenylated RNA (A9) 
polyadenylation (P27) 
polycistron (P28) 
polykarocyte (P29, S34) 
polymerase (P30) 
polynucleotide (P31) 
polynucleotide chain (P31) 
polynucleotide kinase (P31) 
polypeptide (P32) 
pool (M7)
post-transcriptional processing (D21, P47)
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poster (A21, Pi, P 37) 
poultry (A67, VI3) 
poultry fanning (A68) 
precipitation (P41) 
precipitation curve (C63, P41) 
precipitation reaction (R6) 
precursor (P43)
preparative ultracentrifuge (U2)
primary vaccine (V2)
probang (Rl)
probe (813)
procedure (P46)
process (P46)
processing (P47)
producer cell culture (C18)
production technique (T5)
productive infection (116)
promiscuous plasmid (P24)
promoter region (Sll)
prophage (P50)
prophage immunity (12)
prophylaxis (P51)
protein (P53)
protein haemagglutinin (P53) 
protein neuraminidase (P53) 
protein precursor (P43) 
protein shell (C58) 
protein subunit (821) 
protein synthesis inhibitor (122) 
protein synthesis (835) 
proteolytic cleavage (C33) 
pseudo-rabies (A63, P56)
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purpose (Bl9) 
pyrimidine (P58) 
pyrimidine kinase (Kl)
quantitative assay (E49)
rDNA (A8) 
rRNA (A9)
R-loop (Bll)
R-loop mapping (C12) 
rabbit breeding (C71) 
rabies (R3)
radioactive iodine (M2) 
radio-immune (R2) 
radio-immunoassay (E39) 
radio-immunology test (R2) 
random sampling (El) 
randomize (R24) 
range (Gl)
rapid virus diagnosis (D22) 
rash (E45, E46) 
reaction (R6)
reaction in gel medium (R6)
reactivation (R7)
reading frame (Cl)
rearing (E9)
receptive (R9)
receptor (R8)
recombinant (R14)
recombinant DNA (AS)
recombinant DNA technology (R13)
recombination (R13)
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red cell culture (Gl3)
reducing agent (A26)
reference antigen (A54)
region (R16)
rehydration (R17)
relaxed plasmid (P24)
release (R18, R19)
replicate (R28)
replicat ion (R26)
replication cycle (C72)
replication site (Sll)
replicon (R27)
repression (R31)
repressor (R30)
rescue (R15)
rescue marker (115)
research (E28, RIO)
residual (R32)
resistant (R33, R34)
response (R29)
restriction (R35)
restriction endonuclease (E22)
restriction endonuclease analysis (A46)
restriction endonuclease map (C12)
restriction enzyme (E32)
restriction target sites (R35)
restriction temperature (T7)
restriction types (R35)
rev./min. (Tl6)
reverse transcriptase (T18)
reversed phase chromatography (C28)
revolution per minute (T16)
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rhodami ne (R38)
RIA (E39, R2) 
ribonucleic acid (a 9) 
ribosomal DNA (AS) 
ribosoinal RNA (A9) 
ribosome (R40) 
rinderpest (Fl6) 
rinderpest vaccine (VI) 
ring vaccination (V2) 
risk assessment (E55)
RNA (A9)
RNA dependent (A9)
RNA polymerase (A9)
RNA segment (A9)
RNA suppressor (A9) 
rough membrane (M8) 
route of inoculation (V12) 
r.p.m. (Tl6) 
rubella (R43, R44) 
rubeola (R41)
running at the nostrils (Jl)
sample (P44, P45) 
sampling (El) 
sanitary (S2)
scintillation counter (C50) 
scraping (Rl) 
screen (T28) 
secretory (S4)
sediment the aggregates (a 39) 
sedimentation coefficient (C41) 
separation (T27)
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sequencing (A46, D20, E52, S5) 
sera (S8, S9)
serological diagnosis (D22) 
serotype (S7) 
serum (S8)
serum neutralization (N2) 
serumalbumen (A32) 
sheep (08)/ 
shift up/down (T21) 
shot (124) 
sialic acid (A7) 
signal sequence (S6) 
silent infection (116) 
single colony lysate (L19) 
single-stranded (C20, Ml9) 
single-stranded RNA (A9) 
site (F23, Sll) 
slaughter (Al) 
slide (fam.) (D26) 
small stock farm (E9) 
smallpox (V5) 
smooth membrane (M8) 
snap-back sequence (S6) 
soluble antigen (A54) 
solvant (S12) 
sonicate (D12, S14)
Southern blot hybridization (A65, H25)
species (E48)
spherical particle (P3)
spindle cell culture (C18)
spleen (R4)
spleen cell culture (C18)
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spontaneous mutant (M31)
staining (C45)
standard antigen (A54)
standard growth curve (C63)
standard virus particle (P3)
stellate cell culture (Cl8)
stock farming (E9)
stock of virus (P54)
storage (S22)
storing (S22)
strain (S 15)
strand (C20)
street rabies (R3)
streptomycin resistant (R33)
stringent plasmid (P24)
structural components (C49)
structure (S24)
subclinical infection (116)
subcutaneously (V12)
subgroup (S18)
subset (S19)
substrate (S25)
subtype (S20)
subunit (S21)
subvirus particle (P3)
suckling (A48)
sucrose (SI)
sucrose density gradient centrifugation (C19) 
suid (alpha) herpesvirus 1 (A63) 
superhelical (S28) 
supernatant (S29) 
supplier (F22)
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supply of virus (P5A) 
survival (S30) 
suspens ion (S31) 
swab (E2) 
swabbing (E3) 
swine (P35, S26) 
symmetrical (S33) 
symmetry (S32)
syncytial respiratory virus (VlO) 
syncytium (P29, S34) 
synthesis (S35) 
synthetic linker (L7, L8) 
system (S36)
T antigen (A54)
T cell (L15)
T1 plasmid vector (V6) 
tail (E65) 
target (C30)
target cell culture (C18) 
taxonomy (T4) 
team (E43) 
technique (T5) 
temperature (T7)
temperature-sensitive mutant (M31) 
template (M5)
terminal transferase (T20)
terminator region (Sll)
test (E39, E49, E50, E59, M9)
tetramer (T9)
thermo-inducible (T1Ü)
thin layer chromatography (C28)
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threadworms (A60)
thy mid ine kinase (Kl, T12)
Lick-borne (T23) 
tick-borne virus (VlO) 
tissue culture (C70) 
titrate (T15) 
titration (T13)
titration of virus cultures (T13) 
titre (T14) 
transcriptase (T18) 
transcription (T19) 
transferase (T20) 
transformation (T22) 
transition temperature (T7) 
translation (T17) 
transmission (T24)
transmission by airborne droplets (T24)
transposon (T26)
trimer (T30)
tropism (T31)
tryptic peptide (P12)
ts. lesion (M32)
ts. mutant (M31)
tumorous (T33)
tumour virus (VlO)
tumour-bearing (P36)
two-dimensional electrophoresis (E7)
type (T35)
type specific antigen (A54) 
typing (T34)
u.v.-irradiated cell culture (Cl8)
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ultracentrifugation 
ultracentrifuge (U2) 
uncoating (Dl) 
unit (U3) 
univalent (M25) 
unrelated virus (VIO) 
uptake (A4, C6) 
uridine (U4)
vaccination (V2) 
vaccine (VI) 
vaccine strain (S15) 
variation (V3) 
varicella culture (V4) 
vector (V6)
Vero cell (C18)
vertical transmission (T24)
veterinarian (vet.) (V7)
viral (V8)
viral immunity (12)
virion (V9)
virulence test (E39)
virus (V8, VIO)
virus assembly (A61)
virus attachment protein (P53)
virus disease (Ml)
virus-induced (VlO)
virus-like particle (P3)
virus particle (P3)
virus replication (R26)
virus suspension (S31, V8)
virus yield test (E39, T13)
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wart-hog disease (P16) 
washing (P44) 
weanling (A48, E25) 
weight (P25)
white cell culture (G13) 
whooping cough (C59) 
wild fowl (GlO) 
wild rabies (R3) 
wild strain (SI5)
yellow fever (F5)
zonal centrifugation (C19) 
zone (Zl) 
zoo-sanitary (Z2) 
zygote (Z3)
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AAV
ABC
AEI
AMV
APD 
ATCC 
BE F
BSA
BVD
CAM
cDNA 
CE F
adeno associated virus 
antigen binding capacity
acetylethylene imine 
avian myeloblastosis virus
average pore diameter 
American Type Culture Collection
virus adeno-associé 
capacité de liaison 
de 1 * ant Lgène 
acetyl-ethylene-imine 
virus de la nyéloblastose 
aviaire
diamètre moyen des pores
bovine ephemeral fever
bovine serum albumen 
bovine viral diarrhoea 
chorioallantois membrane
copy DNA
chick embryo fibroblast
fièvre ephémère bovine;
Dengue bovine; fièvre des 
trois jours
albumine bovine (sërique) 
maladie des muqueuses 
membrane chorio-allantoi- 
dienne (chorio-allantoique) 
ADN complémentaire 
fibroblastes (s.m.pl.) 
d'embryon de poulet 
(virus) orphelin, pathogène 
pour l 'embryon de poulet 
réaction de fixation du 
complément (F.C.)
CNS central nervous system système nerveux central (SNC)
COFAL complement fixation test for 
gs antigen in all avian 
leukosis viruses 
COMUL Complement fixation test for
murine leukaemia virus antigens 
CPE cytopathic effect effet cytopathique ou
cytopathogêne (ECP)
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CELO chick embryo lethal orphan
CFT complement fixation test
CRU ce 11 receptor unit
CSF cerebrospinal fluid
DEAE diethyl amino ethyl
DI defective interfering particle
DNA deoxyribonucleic acid
DNase deoxyribonuclease
EEC European Economic Community
EM electron microscopy
EMBO European Molecular Biology
Organization 
EMC encephalomyocarditis
EUMS European Union of Medical
Spec ialities 
FAQ Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United 
Nations
FEMS Federation of European
Microbiological Societies 
FMDV foot-and-mouth disease virus
Flury HEP = high egg passage
Flury LEP = low egg passage
HA haemagglutinin
HAI haemagglutination inhibition
HAT medium containing hypoxanthine ,
aminopterin and thymine
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cellule
unité réceptrice de la 
cel Iule
liquide céphalo-rachidien 
(LCR)
diethy1-amino-ethyl (DEAE) 
particule défective 
interférante
acide désoxyribonucléique 
(ADN)
desoxyribonucléase (DNase) 
Communauté Economique 
Européenne (CEE) 
microscopie électronique (ME)
encéphalonyocardite (EMC)
Organisation des Nations- 
Unies pour l'Alimentation 
et l 'Agriculture
virus de la fièvre aphteuse
hémagglutinine 
inhibition de l'hémaggluti­
nation (IHA) 
milieu à 1 'hypoxantine,
1 'aminopterine et la thymine
HIGG
HRP
lABS
IBRS-2
i.e.
ICTV
IgA
IgG
IgM
lEOP
IIP
i .m.
lOP
i. p.
lUBS
lUdR
L . V  .
LD 50 
MAFF
NA
OIE
PAGE
hyperimmune globulin globalines hyperimmunes (pi.)
horseradish peroxidase p&roxydase du raifort
international Association of Association Internationale
Biological Standardization de Standardisation Biologique
(AI SB)
Institute Biologico-RenaI Swine
intracerebral intracerebral (l.C.)
International Committee on Comité International de
Taxonomy of Viruses 
immunoglobulin A 
immunoglobulin G
immunoelectrophores is 
indirect immunofluorescence 
intramuscular 
immuno-osmophores is 
intraperitoneal 
International Union of 
Biological Societies 
iododeoxyur idine 
iodouracil deoxyriboside
intravenous 
50% lethal dose 
Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food 
neuraminidase
Taxonomie des Virus 
immuno-globu1ine A 
immuno-globuline G 
immuno-globuline M 
immuno-electrophorese 
immunofluorescence indirecte 
intramusculaire (I.M.) 
immuno-osmophorèse 
intra-péritonéal (I.P.)
Union Internationale des 
Sociétés de Biologie (UISB) 
iodo-désoxy-uridine (IDU) 
iodo-urac ile-désoxy- 
riboside (lUdR) 
intraveineux, -se (I.V.) 
dose létale 50% (DL 50)
polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis
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neuraminidase (ND), 
parfois (NA)
Organisation Internationale 
des Epizooties 
électrophorèse en gel 
de polyacrylamide
PAHÜ
PBL
PBM
pan Ameri ca n  neaicn urg au L za L iu u
peripheral blood leucocytes
pig bone marrow
RIA radio-immunology assay
RNA
rRNA
RBC
s.c.
SNT
SSLE
SSPE
SV40
tRNA
TCID
ts, 
UAA 
UAG 
VAP 
VEV
VIA
VPg
VSV
ribonucleic acid 
ribosomal RNA 
red blood cell 
subcutaneous 
séroneutralisation test
subacute sclerosing 
leuco-encephalitis 
subacute sclerosing 
panencephalitis 
simian virus 40 
transfer RNA
leucocytes (s.m.pl.) du 
sang périphérique 
moelle (s.f.) osseuse 
de porc
titrage (ou dosage) 
rad io-immunologique 
acide ribonucléique, ARN 
ARN ribosomique, ARNr 
globules rouges (GR) 
sous-cutané (S.C.) 
réaction (épreuve) de 
séro-neutralisation (SN) 
leuco-encephalite 
sclérosante subai’gue (LESS) 
panencephalite sclérosante 
subaigue (PESS)
SV40
ARN de transfert (ARNt)
50 tissue culture infective dose dose cyto-pathogène 50%
(DCP 50)
tempe rature-sens Lt ive 
ochre codon 
amber codon
virus attachment protein 
vesicular exanthema virus
virus infection associated 
(antigen)
virus protein genome linked 
vesicular stomatitis virus
thermosens ible
codon ocre
codon ambre
protéine de fixation
virus de l'exanthème (s.m.)
vésiculeux
associé à l'infection virale
protéine virale liée au 
genome
virus de la stomatite 
vésiculeuse
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WHO World Health Organization Organisation Mondiale de la
Santé (OMS)
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